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][ EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
~Recommendatiolll:

The National Intelligence Estimate (NIE) on the Vietnam POWIMIA dissenunated
,;all'lier this year (the Key Judgments of which were released publicly in redacted
:fonn in August and September, 19981) should be retracted based on the fin~ngs of
·,his critical assessment. (U)
A copy of this critical assessment is being sent to the Members of the National
Foreign Intelligence Board (NFIB) and the Military Intelligence Board (Mia), along
with a request that those boards meet to consider and approve this· r~quesnhat the .
NIE be retracted. A copy bas also been sent to relevant Congression31leaders,
along with requests that oversight hearings concerning this NIE be conducted at the
earliest possible date. (U)
.
.

In addition, copies of this critical assessment have been sent to officials who may
rely on the NIE, such as U.S. policy-makers with responsibility for U.S. relations
with the Government of the Socialist Republic ofVietn~ (SRV) and u.s. militarY .
officials with responsibility for POWIMIA accoWllting efforts in Southeast Asia. It
is recommended that these officials not rely on thejudgments in the NIE for the
reasons noted in this critical assessment. (U) .

Conclusions:
Letter from Director of Central Intelligence, George Tenet, to U.S. Senator Max Cleland,
dated August 3, 1998; Letter from Chairman ofthe National intelligence Council, John Gannon.,
to National Commander ofThe American Legion, dated August 19, 1998; News R,!'lease by the
Office of the Assistant Secretary ofDefense (Public Affairs), entitled POWIMIA Document
I)eclavsifled and Released, dated August 27, 1998; and Defense POWIMIA Weekly Update,
published under the auspices ofthe Deputy Assistant Secretary ofDefense (POWlMissing
. Personnel Affairs), dated September 10, 1998. (U)
I
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Viedllamese CoopelJ'll1tioua

With respect to POW/MIA cooperation by the Government of the Socialist
Republic of Vietnam (SRV), the NIEjudges·that "Vietnam has become more
helpful in assisting US efforts to achieve the fullest possible accounting of American
personnel missing in action during the Vietnam conflict," and that"...Vietnam's
overall performance in dealing with the POWIMIA pll"Oblem has been good in recemt
years... "(U)
.
However, my conclusion is that the NIB fails to adequately distinguish between
improved Vietnamese assistance with U.S. field operations to recover potential
remain,S ofU.S.,p~rsonnelkilled during the war, and continued VietDamese
stonewalling in providing fun disclosure of documents from relevant Communist
Party holdings that woul~ ~hed light on SRV policy and knowledge concerning the
fate or status of unaccounted for captured and missing in action persoooe1.
Accordingly, the NIE'sJudginent of overall SRV performance on the POWIMIA
problem as "good" is not reliable in view of the SRV stonewalling referenced
above, which is det~iled in this critical assessment. Moreoyer, there ar~ lIBumeu:ou,§
instances, also detailed: in ~s critical assessmen~ where the analysis in support of
the,NIE'sjudgm.ents ofS~V cooperation is factually inaccurate, mi~leading,
incomplete,'shallow". and seriously flaw~d. (U).

Ti,e u'i205" mud "735" Documlmts

"I

1

:
1 ,
II
I

With respect to the 50-called "735" and "1205" documents,2 the NIB judges that
"many ofthe details ofthe documents are implausible or inconsistent With reliable;:
evidence" and therefore does not assess the likely range of numbers ofAmerican
~OWs in the spring.o,f 1973.3 The NIE further judges that "[n]either document
2 The 12051735 documents·are Soviet GRU acquisitions of alleged high-level secret wartim~
reports by North Vietnamese officials who state that Hanoi was holding substantially' more U.S.
POWs in the 1970,;1972 period than those released in 1973. (U)
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The NIE terms of reference w~re coordinated with the Senate Select Committee on
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provides a factual foundation upon which to judge Vietnamese perfmmance on the
POWIMIA question." (U)
.
However, I conclude, for the reasons noted in this critical assessment, .that the NIE's
judgment on the 12051735 documents cannot be accepted with confidence becaUse
it i~ replete with.inaccurate and misleading statements, and lacks a reasonably
thorough and objective analytical foundation on which to base its judgment. I
further conclude, based on a review of relevant U.S. data, that many ofthe
statements contained in both the 12051735 documents and the so-called 185 report
dscussed herein are indeed support~d or plausible, and have very serious
i:np1ications which should warrant an urgent review of U.S. policy toward the
Government of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam (SRV). (U)

TIle Politicizim! ofIntelligence
Congress and the leaderS of the U.S. Intelligence Community (Ie) need to examine
what role the White House, its National Security Council, and certain US policymakers responsible for advancing the Administration's nonnalization agenda with
Vietnam may have played in influencing or otherwise affecting the judgments of the
IC as reflected in the NIE. The evidence, which appears to warrant such an
f:xamination, is detailed in this critical assessment under Part IV. (U).

!.ntelligence (SSCI), as noted in SSC! ChairmanlVice-Chairman letter dated October 27, 1997,
and OCNCIA letter dated November 21, 1997. (U)
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n BACKGROUND:
In the spring of 1997, in·.relation to.S'enate confinnation of-aU.S. Ambassador to
Vietnam, the,Assistant to'·the President.for National Security Affairs, ,Samuel R.
Berger, directed the'U.S: Intelligence Community (Ie) to wtdertake'a special
National Intelligence Estimate (NIE) on .tbe Vietnam War POWIMIA issue and to
provide the IC~s updated·.assessment ofthe so-called "1205" and "735" documents
from the Russian archives. Mr. Berger further directed the Ie to consult with the
Senate Select Commi.ttee on Intelligence (SSel) .on tbe terms ofreference for the
NlE 3 Mr. Berger'·s directives followed personal discussions with both myself iUl.d1
the Senate Majority Leader, Senator Trent Lott., (U)

.

. I

I

i

Subsequent to Mr. Berger's pledge to have' the Ie conduct a special NIE~ I met
personally with the Director of Central Intelligence, George Tenet, and the Direc10r
of the Defense Intelligence Agency, Lt Gen. Patrick Hughes, to underscore the
importance I'attache~ to the need for this NIB to be thorough an~ objective. (U)
In .the Fan of 1997, Congress passed, and'the President signed into law, the National
Defense Authorization Act for fiscal Year 1998 which' in'eluded a provision 1
authored that required the'Director of Central Intelligence to "provide: analytical
support on POWlMlA matters.4" The legislative history oftms provision made
clear that it was related to both the preparation of the forthcoming NIB which would
be relied on by departments and agencies involved with POW/MIA matters, and the
need for better intelligence support for POWIMIA investigative activitY - a nel~d1
highlighted by the findings of a bipartisan inquiry by the SSe! in April, 1998 - an
inquiry which detennined that the IC ha~ not provided input for the President's
'certification on whether Vietnam ~as fully cooperating on the POWIMIA issue. (U)
Letter to the Senate Majority Leader from the Assistant to the President for National
. Security Affairs, 'dilted April 10, 1.998. (U)
3

4

Public Law 105-85, Section '1067, entitled POWIMIA 1lJte.lligellce. Analysis. (1Jj .
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The National Intelligence Officer (NIO) for East Asia, Robert Suettinger," was
subsequently assigned the lead role by the Director ofthe National Intelligence
Council (NIC), John Gannon, in coordination with the Director of Central
intelligence (DCI), George Tenet. An Asian 3lllalyst from the Directorate of
IntelIigence,1
twas-assi-grredthe-toltfor-pfiiicip-araliffioJi'-aiidwas-----------------(6)(3) CIAAct
instructed to draft the NIB under the guidance of Mr. Suettinger. 5 (8)
In early November, 1997, I met with Mr. Suettinger, to again underscore my
concerns that the forthcoming NIE be prepared in as thorough and comprehensive a
manner as pos·sible. The Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency, Lt. Gen.
Patrick Hughes, also continued to pledge that he would become personally engaged
in the NIE analytical effort, to ensure that it was thorough, objective, and subjected
to rigorous review. 6 (U)
The SRV POWIMIA issue addressed in the NIE centered on two key questions, as
stated in the NIE's Scope Note: (1) Since 1987, to what extent has the leadership of
Vietnam demonstrated a commitment to cooperating with the United States to
achieve the fullest possible accounting of missing in action personnel, and (2) What
is the Intelligence Community's assessment of the so-called "1205" and "735"
documents from the Russian archives? (D)

s Transcript of Brieting on National Intelligence Estimate to U.S. Side ofthe U.S.-Russia
Joint Commission on POWs and MIAs, Comments by NIe Director, page 3, dated June 17, 1998.
(5)
6

Letter from Director, Defense Intelligence Agency, to Sen. Smith dated December 11,

1997(U).
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As of 1998, over 2,070 U.S. personnel remain missing or otherwise unaccounted fhr
in Southeast Asia as a result ofthe Vietnam War. (U)
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III

DETAILED ASSESSMENT OF NIE STATEMENTS:

Scope Note (P.l)
NIE STATEMENT:

"Some ofthejudgments it (the NIH) reaches are based
upon assessments made by experiencedAmerican
officials rather than upon a sizable body ofintelligence.
reporting. " (p.l) (SJ

ASSESSMENT:

i

I question why any National Intelligence Estimate (NIB) would make judgments in j.
areas if there is no sizable body of intelligence reporting within the U.S. Intelligence!
Community (IC) upon which to base such judgments, in whole or even in part.
!
Moreover, based on a listing of documents compiled by my office, scanning thirtyplus years, there does, in fact, appear to be significant intelligence reporting
.
concerning the areas where the IC was asked to make judgments. Assessments
made by U.S. officials outside the IC can certainly be reviewed by the principal
drafter of a NIE, but they should not then be cited as the primary basis for some of
the judbrments of the NIE itself, especially when relevant intelligence information is,
in fact, available. This was not done in the prior Special National Intelligence
Estimate, entitled Hanoi and the POWIMIA issue, dated September, 1987, has not
been done in NIE's on other topics which I have reviewed (for example, see NIB .\
95-19, entitled, "Emerging Missile Threats to North America During the Next 15 ;
Years") and it should not have been done here. The extent and the process by
I
which any NIE'sjudgments are allowed to be predominantly based upon the view~
of individuals outside the IC, rather than upon intelligence reporting, should be . \
reviewed by Congress and the leaders ofthe IC...{B)

t

The National Intelligence Council (NIC) should be required to provide a listing of
the judgments in this NIE which are "based upon assessments madle by experienced

SEGRET-

11000009

000010

American officials rather than upon a 'sizable body of intelligence reporting" so the
reader of the NIE can more easily distinguish between NIE judgments based on
intelligence reporting, and NIB judgments predominantly based on the views of
individuals outside the IC. As noted above, I do not believe it was appropriate fCI(
the NIE to make judgmepts in areas where there is not a sizable body of
intelligence, ifthat, in fact, is the case. Any real collection gaps should have beef]
more fully not.ed in this regard, and juqgments that are not predominantly based on
intelligence ~eportin~, shQuld also be clea,rly noted in the t~xt of the NIB. (8)

u.s. decision-makers are quite capabie of obtaining the view~ of other individua~.s
outside the IC with respect to Hanoi and'the POWIMIA issue. Finally, it should
also be noted that this was not a requirement noted in the teoos ofreference
coordinated with the SSeI.7 J!If '
,
NIE STATEMENT:

,

ASSESSMENT:

:l.
:1

I'

"

,.
"

i

Since one of the NIC's two main taskings with regard to this NIB was to evaluate
Soviet GRU reports disseminated to the Soviet leadership in 1971 and 1972,
concerning the ilUmbers oru.s. POWs during the war and North Vietnamese policy
. toward their release, it is bizarre that the NIE would infer so detinitively up front
that the GRU was a foreign intelligence service of"~own reliability." (Sf
~ St:e letters to CIA/OCA from

r!

ssel dated May 29, 1997 and October 27, 1997, and·

CIA/DCA letter to ssq dated November 21, 1.997. (U)

,.;1
/1

I! .

"In some cases we had to consider intelligence reporting
that is as much as 25 years old that C9mes from fore(gn
in!elligenoe services ofunknown reliability or has be:m
discredited/or various reasons.. For these and, other
reasons, there are .important gaps in our knowledge of
these sensitive issues, and ourJJ,4dgments must therefore
be cautious: " (p.l) W
'

I

,i l

1. 1f
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Additionally, if the date of these reports was a reason for the NIE' s judgme!llts to be
;'cautious," it strains credulity to expect the reader ofthe NIE to later accept the
NIE's blunt "current assessment" of these documents as "not what they purport to
be. s" {S1'

8 See page 26 of the NIE (Part II, Ie Assessment of 12051735 Documents, Current
Assessment). ftS)
.
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uIDETAILED ASSESSMENT OF NIE STATEMENTS:
(continued) .

Key Judgments (P.5-8)
. NIE STATEMENT:

~. :

...
'1- :

"Since the early 1990s, we have seen evidence/or
increased Vietnal1Jese cooperation on the POWIMIA
issue in the strengthrmed staffing, increased
responsiveness, and growing professionalism ofthe
Vietnamese organizations that deal with this issue. " (p.5)
(U)

....
.'

.ASSESSMENT:
I

i-i·

..:ii;',1
...

• :. J

The relevant Key Question identified earlier in the Scope Note was: "Since 198 Z,
(emphasis added) to what extent has the leadership (emphasis added) of the Government
of the SRV demonstrated a commitment to cooperating with the United States to
achieve the fullest possible accounting (emphasis added) of American personnel
missing in action during the Vietnam Conflict." (S)
The Key Judgment response begins "since the early 1990s, (emphasis added) we have
seen evidence for increased Vietnamese cooperation on the POWIMIA issue in the
strengthened staffing, increased responsiveness, and growing professionalism (·f the
Vietnamese organizations that deal with this issue (emphasis added). '(U)
Nowhere in the NIE is there a discussion of SRV leadership intentions,
:perfonnance, and capabilities on the POW!MIA issue between 1981 and the early
:1990s, as required by the Key Question, developed in coordination with the S8CI
~

SECRET
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\1or~ importantly, alth01;lgh the reader, by inference, can assume in the Jud'gment

'luoted above that leadership decisions in Hanoi may account for better SRY
"taffing, responsiveness, and professionalism 'at the working level, the NIE neglects .
':0 judge the extent to which this action has resulted in the fullest possible accounting!
'Jf American personnel missing in action from the war, as required in the Key
Question. 9 .(S}
Most importantly, other than the subject of working level SRV staff support
provided to U.S. officials, nowhere in this first paragraph of the Key Judgments of
the NIE is there a discussion of whether there is evidence that Vietnamese leaders
have directed, are intending to direct, have been asked to direct, or are capable of
directing the disclosure of additional records or inforrnatiqn from official SRV
Government holdings that have a bearing on the POWIMIA accounting que~tion,
and the extent to which such infonnation still exists. Vietnamese leadership
intentions, capabilities and perfonnance are central to the key question of this NIB,
yet, with the exception of. ~nferre~)leadership directives for better support,
responsiveness, and professionalism at the staff level, it is unanswered with respect
to this key accounting question (ie: lead'efsbip directives concerning disclosure of
relevant accounting records from official SRV holdings.) .(8l
FinaJly, in view of.the fact that the previous special NIE on Hanoi and the
POW/MIA issue, dated 1987, judged that the Hanoi leadership had'previously
directed the unilateral recovery and warehousing oru.s. remains, and that it still
had a large number of centrally collected and stored remains not yet repatriated, it is
incredulous that the current NIE would not address this up front in this first
As of 1991, 798 American personnel listed by their'services as missing in action in 1973 were
still unaccounted for in Vietnam, with an additional 333 for Laos, 85% ofwhom were lost in
areas of Laos controlled by North Vietnamese forces during the war. As of 1997 (latest available
figures), the number has dropped 57 to 739 in Vietnam and has dropped 47 to 286 for Laos.
These numbers exclude, as of 1991, 1,053 American personnel listed by thejr services as killed in
actionJbody not recovered,in 1973 in the same geographic locations, down to 1,007 as of 1997.
9

(U)
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paragraph. IO This' is especially disturQing in view ofstatements .passed to the Under
Secretary of Defense fOf Policy by the Defense POW!MIA Office earlier this year
indicating that Vietnam has repatriated 134. stored remains'since the cutoff date for
.the 1987 NIE. II .{8}

,..1

.::

NIE STATEMENT:

"In our view, Hanoijudges that...normalization reqUJ res
progress on the POWIMIA issue. " (p.5) (U).'.

ASSESSMENT:
'.

.

"

In view ofthe fact
financial
. that the U.S.-removed objections to international
'.
. .
institution lending to Vietnam ~ 1993, Ii~e~ the U.S. trade emb~gp on H~oi ill
1994, establish~d full. diplomatic relations with Vie~a~. in 199~,. contmned a V.S.
Ambassador·to H~oi iQ 1997, and the Rr:esidentcertified Vietnam's ~l.and.g(lod· ,faith· cooperation ·on the :POW/MIA issue in 1996,.1997; and 1998, the NIH's
. nebulous judgment above warrants
clarification. (U)
.

.

"Specifically, th~ NlE glaringly fails to define "Yhat co~stitutes progress on the
POWIMIA issue from Hanoi's standpoint ie: maintaining their current level of
icooperation or improving their current level of cooperation. -- .~he~~ -ditference~. in
'how progreSl? is define~ ftom,..H~oi.'·~ standpoint have serious implications for u.s.

The 1987 special NIE, entitled, Hanoi and the POWIMIA Issue, 'states "...there is
considerable evidence that the Vietnamese'have detailed information on the fates ofsevera',
· 'hundred US pe~son~el. North Vietnamese and Viet Cong forces had policies. governing the
. handling of US remains that included removing identifYing data, bufying the remains, and ~.ending
the identification and location ofthe gravel)ite.to Han9i. We.estimate that the Vietnamese have
.' .already'recovered and are warehousing b.eiween 400 and .600 remains. Thus, Hanoi could quickly
i account for several'hundred US .personnel by returning warehoused remains and by ·provic,ing
·:material evidence that.could aid in determining the fate ofother person~el." (tJ)
10
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SEeKET,
policy makers and are critical to judging the timing and likelihood for resdi~tion of
key outstanding POW/MIA accounting issues. As such, the NIE' s judgme~t here is
inadequate
incomplete. (U)

and

US policy makers deserve the benefit of an Ie judgment as to whether Hanoi

1

believes they canjust maintain the status quo without any need for improvement in!
their POW/MIA cooperation as a condition for further expansion of economic
I
relations, to include the establishment of nonnal trade relations. (D)
NIE STATEMENT:

\

"On the issue ofrecovering and repatriating American
remains of u.s. personnel, we rate Vietnamese
cooperation as excellent. " (p.5) (U)

ASSESSMENT:
The question of exactly who is rating Vietnamese cooperation on recovery and
repatriation of US remains, as reflected above in the NIE, is germane because the
above-quoted NIE statem,ent is repeated again in the NIE in a blue chart on page 7,
entitled Summary Evaluation: Vietnamese Cooperation with the United States on
POW/MIA Accounting. The ,category element is listed as Joint Field Activities;
Recovery and Repatriation ofRemains, with the level of cooperation listed as
excellent. (U)
I

!

The source for the chart is identified in a footnote as US'officials responsible/or:
carrying out research, investigation, andjoint recovery operations ofAmerican!
POW/MIAs, later identified as Joint Task Force (Full Accounting) officials. {8) ~
There is no distinction drawn anywhere else in either the chart or in the above"1'
quoted NIE contention hetweenjoint US-SRV recovery/repatriation ofremains and!
unNateral SRV recovery/repatriation ofremains. Since there is no other category
element in the chart to reflect unilateral SRV activity, the reader must assume that
the tenn recovery and'repatriation ofremains refers to both'unilateral and joint

I
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"effo~s. (U) "
This assumption is supported by a subsequent statement on page 16 that reads,
,«Vietnamese responsiveness on the recovery and repatriation issue is currently
, described.by"JTE!.",FA.officials as excf?Uent."-(SJ ,
!
'
:

.

:
' . :i
"

.

,;'For the NIE to then reflect as its oWn 'IC judgment, a position that SRV cooperal ion
" 'concemingjoint and unilateral recovery and repatriation of US remains is excellent,.
, based solely on assurances provided to the IC from one non-intelligence entity (ie:
" JTF-FA), belies comprehension, and is especially disturbing for three main reasons:
(S)

(1) there is evidence available to the Intelligence Community concerning:
a Vietnamese manipulation ofwitnesses' a:n~ material 'evidence at

.AAg..(b)'yj~tnamese ..---------- b

.

rre4ecio;VvCiery:YOorusn:iilli.illStmrn:IVe'lIDlrue~rep;~ated to the United
~tates, 12 (U)

,

\

\

.

:

.

"

( )( 1)

.,

(2) tl~e Research'and Analysis Dir~ctorate,ofthe Department ofDefense
PJjsoner ofWarlMissing Personnel Office (DPMO),·consisting of
fo~er Ie ana1y~ts,and responsible for.JTf-FA poli(fY guidance on
op~r!ltions.,and investigation~ ;in. Vietnam, has consistently maintained,
that "our own estimates regarding the number ofUS remai,ns coll€:cted
and stored by H;anoi are well within the range of acceptabl~ error" for
. . the .~OO~600 .rough. first-hand. es~imate provided.by a source deem:d
reliable by that office and subse.quently reflected in th~ 1987 special
NIE. DPMO has further ~tated, "our analysis indicates that.in total,

12 Comprehensive Report/Case Assessments prepared by Department ofDefense POWI.MIA .
Office, and sent.to Congress on November 13, 1995, and December 5, 1995; pursuant to Public
Law (U);. and .DoD Inspector· General Report ofInterview with Garnett: "Bill". Bell, formel Chiet:
U.S. I'OWIMIA O~ce. 1991, dated October 10, 1996, and Ie reporting'.since 1987· (U)
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Vietnam collected and stored an estimated 300 US remains.~;h (S)
At the same time, infonnation made available by·the U.S. Army
Central Identification Laborato~ (CILID) indicates that approximately
170 US remains repatriated by Hanoi since the end ofthe war show
evidence of storage. 14 (U) Based on the large discrepancy in this data
(300 stored vs. ] 70 returned), all of which was available to the IC, it is
extremely inaccurate for the NIB to itselfjudge Vietnam's record on
unilateral repatriation of remains as excellent. (S}
(3) As the Deputy Assistant Secretary ofDefense for powiMIA Affairs
himself recently indicated, "While, in recent years, the Vietnamese

,

!

.I

have been constructive and cooperative in facilitating the forensic
i
review and repatriation ofremains, 'since September 1990, these
i
remains have all beenjointly (emphasis added) recovered in the field or
turned in by local citizens...Failure to repatriate these remains would be /
a very hostile act. To call their return a sign of excellent"(emphasis
,
added) cooperation, however, suggests that the opposite ofhostile is
excellent. This is a 'flag in the face ofthose skepticatofthe .
/
Vietnamese record or who remember the long, ~!~record of
i
Vietnamese repatriations of stored remains."ls -B')
.' , .

,I

OJ

/

I

I

I

I

In essence, the NIE chose to base.an evaluation of Vietnamese cooperation in the /
area of remains recovery on assurances from one nonDintelligence entity (JTF-FA), '.
alone, without even factoring in the positions of the non-intelligence entity that
oversees JTF-FA and evaluates Vietnamese perfonnance and knowledge in this
13

Memorandum for Under Secretary ofDefense, 'Walter Slo~9mbe, #I-98/69271.~ .

See Memorandum of CILHI statistics, distributed by Executive Director, National League
of Families of Arne.ricans Missing and Prisoner in Southeast Asia, dated Sep~ember 1, 1998. (U)
\4

IS Memorandum for Director, Defense Intelligence Agency from Deputy Assistant 'Secretary of
Defense (POWlMissing Personnel Affairs), Subject: Assessment ofNIE, dated June 30, 1998. (Sf
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particular area (ie: DPMO). But even more disturbing is the NIO's statement, with
respect to this sp~cific assessment, that the IC itself cannot be expected to be a
source for such an evaluation in an NIB because "the int~~ligence community dces
not deal with the Vietnamese with respect to recovery. 16'~, This contention has
serious ramifications, fqr tlle, reputation ofthe, -Y.,S. ~ntelligence,Community, and
would he akin ,to a statet11~nt than4e IC c~pt assess N9rth Korean perfonnance
on missile prolifer~tion bepause the IC does not d~al with North Korea 'on this
subje~t. (S1
." '

NIE STATEMENT:
"

•

I.

"We think Hanpi's decision to be more cooperative ·.vith
the .United States .01'1 POW/MIA accounting has not (orne
, easily to 'the Vietnamese leaders...But our reporting
suggests that the POW/MIA iss.ue no longer has the
politica{sensitivity'it once had. "(p.5) (U)

ASSESSMENT:
,

,

The NIE contends that eviqence for increased Vietn~ese cooperation has oceurred
"since the early 1990~." Yet, in~~plicably" the NIE simultaneously ignores th"
obvious by minimizing the issue's sensitivity:, It ,is because of.t~e political
sensitivity of the POW/MIA issue ,and its perceived public' linkage to nonnafu:ation
ofU.S.-SRV.relations beginning in 1991 that Vie~am has taken the'steps at tne
working level, referenced in this NIE, to give,the appearance of overall progrl~SS. In
point offact, at no time since the end ofthe war in 1973~ was the need for
Vietn3l~ese action ~n the POWIMIA issue more political~y sensit~ve for Hanoi than
when nonnalization ofreJations with the United States period was so close a1 hand,
and then underWay the last few years, while at the same time, the issu~, itself was
under close scrutiny in Washington. I? (D)
,

'of

16 Transcript
Briefing on National- Intelligence Estimate provided to U.S. side ofU. S.Russia Joint.Commissiqn on POWIMIA~, U.S. Capitol, S. 407, on June 17, 1998 (p.26). (.S1'
17

At the time of pub~ication of the 1987 special NIE on this subj~ct, the White HOUSE:
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Indeed, the surfacing of the so-caned "1205" and "735" documents from.R~ssian
archives in 1993 (discussed in Part Two of this NIE), and Hanoi's response, proves
beyond any doubt that the issue itself has become more politically sensitive not less
as implied in the NIE. Moreover, for the NIB to directly state that "our reporting '.
suggests" less sensitivity mandates a fun review oftbe Ie's holdings on this
judgment as it again strains credulity, in view of public events, to believe that the Ie
has no reporting to suggest Hanoi's continued, and even increased, sensitivity to
perceptions of its cooperation on the POWIMIA issue in recent years. (U)
NIE STATEMENT:

"Incidents ofoutright refusal to cooperate with U.S.
investigators have decreased, ... "(p.5) (U)

ASSESSMENT:
Several questions come to mind with this NIB contention above because the NIE
provides no clear time frame of reference for the statement and no apparent ,
sourcing. Incidents of outright refusal have decreased compared to what previous
period - since 1987, since the earBy 1990's? Who is the source for this broad
statement in the NIE - intelligence reporting, JTF-FA officials, etc~·..;?
Is this a realistic and reliable indicator of cooperation, and is it based on a
convincing analysis of documented US requests to SRV officials which have been
flatly denied, and has the record of US requests been consIstent enough over time to
appointed a Special Emissary to Hanoi on the POWIMIA Issue, General John Vessey. Four years
later, in August, 1991, the United States Senate voted unanimously to establish a Senate Select
Committee on POWIMIA Affairs, in view of continued suspicions about Hanoi's cooperation and·
.the U.S, Government's handling of the issue,' During this same period, the Department ofState
presented SRy officials.with a road map to normalization ofU.S.-SRV relations, reql,liring
increased POW/MIA cooperation. The Department ofDefense subsequently established a Joint
Task Force contingent in January, 1992, under the U.S. Pacific Comma!1d, reporting to the
Chairman ofthe JohU'Chiefs of Staff. There is little doubt that flanoi recognized that the issue
was becoming more politically sensitive for them, not less. (U)

1)000019
;s ,

000020

accurately reflect a cooperative SRV trend? 1Jlese questions warrant a response:
and a further review of the evidence available to the Ie. (U)
NIE STATEMENT:

"...there are still instances in which the' Vietnamese raise
objections to POWIMIA activities. In most cases, the
Vietnamese cite considerations ofsovereignty -for
example, in refusing to make internal Politburo
documents accessible to US investigators; security, Si'.lch
as not alloWing US officials to enter classified localiens
andfacilities; or technical problems, such as difficulty
locating documents or records. Occasionally, the
Vietnamese state that local villagers are concerned about
the intrusive nature ofinvestigations and recovery
operations." (p.5-6) (U)

ASSESSMENT:
The NIE fails to judge, from an intelligence point of view, the credibility ofthe
above-referenced SRV excuses (e.g. does a Communist dictatorship really care
about the views of local villagers), and the potential implications· ofthese objections
(ie: is this where the goods are ifHanoi's leaders had, in fact, decided,to Withhold
certain critical infonnation that directly bears on the POW/MIA accounting
question). Moreover, the reader is led to infer from the NIB statement itself that ilie
eXCllses, may, in fact, be persuasive and genuine. The failure to make ajudgmt:nt in
this critical area concerning SRV intentions, capabilities, and perfonnance, renders
. its inclusion in the Key Judgments ~ection ofthe NIE meaningless. (U)
NIE STATEMENT:

..... Vietnam's peiformance generally has improved with
respect to the US POW/MIA issue..,Vietnam's overall
peiformance in dealing with the POWIM/A problem has
been good in recent years... "(p.6) (U)
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ASSESSMENT:
A Key Judgment that "perfonnance generally has improved" and "overall
perfonnance has been good" requires at least some attempt under this· heading to
define what is meant by the terin "generally" and "overall." Infonnation and
testimony clearly indicate that perfonnance has not significantly improved since the
early 1990s with respect to access to any relevant POW/MIA material contained in
Communist Party Politburo or Central Committee-level holdings, in addition to
better access to SRV Ministry of National Defense and General Political Directorate
wartime documentation on American losses along the Ho Chi Minh trail in Laos. IS
(U)

Additionally, material, such as prison records directly relevant to POWIMJIA
accounting, have not been provided, and the NIE itself later acknowledges this in
another section ofthe estimate (see p. 20). <51'
And according to the Commander ofthe Joint Task Force (Full Accounting), the
U.S., in point offact, no longer has a full-time presence with Vietnamese
counterparts working in North Vietnamese museums and archives, so~ething which
was once heralded as a breakthrough in the POWIMIA accounting mission. 19 (U)
All of the above infonnation was available to the principal drafter of the NIB, who
concedes having relied on JTF-FA opinions in both defined and undefined sections
of the NIE, as opposed to intelligence reporting which is alleged not to exist. Yet,
for none of the areas outlined above to warrant inclusion and consideration relating :
to a judgment under the heading of peiformance generally or overall peiformance !
18 DoD Testimony to House National Security Subcommittee on Military Personnel, dated
June 28, 1995, November 30, 1995, and June 19, 1996 (V); and Deputy Assistant Secretary of
Defense (POWIMIA Affairs) letter to V.S. Senator Hank Brown, dated April 25, 1996. (U)
19 Memorandum fot the.Record, Meeting with JTF-FA Commander, General Terry Tucker,
dated June, 1998. (U)
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on the POWIMIA issue implies a clear lack ofknowledge ofthe relevant aspects to
the POWIMIA accounting effort, and is especially disturbing because the referenced
infonnation was previously made available to the IC.2° (U)
The NIE notes earlier that perfonnance has improved in some areas, such as
increased staffing, responsiveness, and professionalism, but this can hardly be
interpreted as the sole basis for good overall perfonnance with respect to the US
POW/MIA issue. Because the NIE'sjudgment in this area is not supported by
available evidence, it is inadequate, misleading, and cannot be accepted with any.
confidence. (U)
.

NIE STATEMENT:

we think Hanoi has not been completelyforthcoming
on certain POW/MIA maUers: In some instances, we.
believe full disclosure wouldprove embarrassing to the
regime. For example, Hanoi continues to deny that US
POWs were mistreated while in captivity in the North. We
think Vietnam still has records it could make available to
US investigators but which would discredit its denials of
mistreatment. Afew reports oftransfers of us paws to
Russia and other countries are unexplained, and the,
books remain apen. (p.6) (U)
II •••

II

ASSESSMENT:
Under the heading Key Judgments above, the NIE chooses to define "certain"
POWIMIA matters where Hanoi is not completely forthcoming as (1) for example,
records which would discredit 'SRV denials of POW torture, and (2) a few reports of
transfer of US POWs t~ Russia and other countries. (U)
Letter from Chairman and Vice-Chairman, SSCI, to CIA, dated December 3, 19cn and
letters to DlA Director from Sen. Smith dated February 6, 1998 and April 15, 1998. (U)
20

'
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With respect to (1), it remains unexplained given the gravity ofkey outst~dil!1g
POW/MIA questions why torture would be cited in this Key Judgments portion of
the NIE as the most important and relevant example to use, and not other more
embarrassing examples such as the holding back of any ullacknowledged American
POWs after Operation Homecoming in 1973. (U)
On June 17, 1998, I asked Robert Suettinger, the NIO for East Asia, the following
question:
Sell, Smith: Would it not also he embarrassing to release information that they held back
American prisoners? Yes or no.
Mr. Sliettinger: Yes.
Sen. Smith: ...So why wouldn'tYOll sayjust as conjecture, that if it is embarrassingfor
them to provide torture information, it would be jllst as embarrassing/or them to tell us
.
that they held back American POWs after the war. Wouldn't it?
Mr. Sueltinger: I suppose it wOllld 21

(.s)

The fact that the NIB does not reflect ai more relevant example bearing on the
POW/MIA accounting issue under the Key Judgments heading is not only
disappointing, but very misleading to the NIE reader concerning the scope of
knowledge the SRV may still possess concerning unaccounted for POWIMIAs. (U)
It bears noting that the Office of the Secretary of Defense has also fonnally
expressed! concern with the citing of this specific example under the Key Judgments
portion of the NIE, stating, in part:
",.. We agree with the assessment that Vietnamese cooperation 011 dQcuments ;s
incomplete, bllt we cannot agree. as the NIE asserts, that this assessment is based
principallv on Vietnamese reluctance to reveal instances ofmistreatment... We are
21 Tra~script ofBiiefing on National Intelligence Estimate provided to U.S. side oru.s.Russia Joint Commission on POWIMIAs, u.s. Capitol, S.407, June 17, 1998, p. 26-27. ~
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concerned that theprominellce given these topics in the NIE may foclls attention 0.'1 an
emotive topic that is irrelevallt to the accounting effort... 22" .(Sf'

With respect to (2), on unexplained reports ofpossible POW transfer from Vi(;tnam
to Russia and other countries, the NIE judges that because a few reports are
u~explained, and the books remain open, then this means that Hanoi has not been
completelyforthcoming, even though the NIB subsequently states in a later section
on p. 24, "...we lack good evidence that POWs were transferred to the USSR. .."
Given this subsequent statement, it seems odd that the NIE can reach a Key
Judgment on p. ~ that Hanoi has not be~n completely forthcoming on this topi;;. ~)
I agree that the books must definitely remain open on the transfer issue based on
more pressing infon:nation previously made available to the Ie but inexplicably·not
referenced in the NIE under the heading of unresolved transfer reports on p. 23. 23
(~

. .

However, these matters notwithstanding, the evidence before the Ie has been much
more continuous and voluminous that Hanoi did not acknowledge and return aU US
POWs under its control in 1973 than is has been on the transfer issue. As suc;h, it is
bizarre that some unexplained reports 'of transfer would meet the threshold for
inclusion in this section, yet a larger body of evidence on other unresolved subjects
bearing on continued SRV stonewalling on POW!MIA issues.would not be included
here. As such, the Key J\ldgment in this section is woefully inadequate, shallow, and
misleading to the NIE reader with respect to the potential scope of SRV knowledge.
22 Memorandum to Director, Defense Intelligence Agency, from Deputy Assistant Sec:retary of
Defense (POWlMissing Personnel Affairs), dated June 30, 1998, p.2.

23 Se,e1
ISoviet-MIG defector, Alexander Zuyev (8), follow-up JCSII
intervj.ews with him (U), and published claims by Zuyev in Malcolm McConnell's book, Fulcrum
(Ulrin addition to the report by Russian Presidential,Advisor and Co-Chairman of the JClint
~6mmission on POW!MIAs, the late Dmitri Volkogonov, discovered in early January, 1998,
../conceming evid~nce of a KGB assigned mission and pl~n to "transfer knowledg~ble Americans
,// to the USSR" in the late 1960s, made available to the NIC by the JCSD on January 14, 1998. (U)

(b)(1)
(b)(3) NatSecAct
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NIE STATEMENT:

"We have reviewed the so·called .. J205 and 735
documents, " which purport - falsely in our view - to be
reports to the party leadership containing statements that
Hanoi held large numbers ofUS POWs above those
acknowledged to the United States. We believe the .
judgments in the 1993 IC assessment released by DoD
remain valid: that the docu;nents are probably authentic
GRU (Soviet Military Intelligence) • collected documents.
But many ,ofthe details ofthe documents, including dates
and otherfacts, are implausible or inconsistent with
reliable evidence... We believe that neither document
provides a factual foundation on which to judge
Vietnamese peiformance on the POWIMJA issue. " (p.8)
(U)

ASSESSMENT:
The referenced 1993 IC assessment released by DoD was actually released by DoD
onJanuary 24, 1994. It states, in part, the following in relation to the 1205 and 735
documents:
J205 Document Assessment by IC/DoD released in January, 1994:

We believe it probably is an authentic Soviet document... {it} appears to be
an authentic Russian intelligence report.
We found portions ofthe "1205 Report" that were unrelated to the POWMIA issue to be plausible...the most credible ofwhich is in the section about
political operations plannedfor South Vietnam:
/<or example, it identifies several South Vietnamese leaders who were known
opponents ofthe regime ofPresident Nguyen Van Thieu and who were
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reported to have had clandestine contacts with representativesfrom the
North.
.
It -accurately depicts the circumstcmces surrounding the surrender oftl South
Vietnamese unit during the 1972 Easter Offensive, admitting that the North's
propaganda had misrepresented the event.
It predicts an ilpsurge in terrorist attacks. beginning in October, 1972, which
was indeed noted in the Me~ong Delta region in November...
We cannot dismiss the ."1205 Report" as afabrication, but before we. can
accept it as what the Russian cover memo claims it is, we must have better
. evidence ofits authorship and credibility.
7her~ probably also is more)nformation in Vietnamese par.ty and military
archives that cou/~ shed light an this document. We continue to pursue this.
As further information becomes available, this assessment will be updated 24

II

II

6

tJ

"

(U)
•

735 Document Assessment by Ie/DaD released in January, 1994:
We have only two complete pages, 11 and 18, ofa longer report, making it
difficult to analyze closely.
Uke the "1205 Report ", it is a GRU document, transcribing and translating
the text ofan oral report presented at a Vietnamese Communist Party
conclave.
We believe the report is a genuine GRU document, not afabrication, as
craimed bY Hanoi:'-

#I

"

The "735 Document" is too fragmentary to permit detailed analysis...

There probably also is more information in Vietnamese party and military
archives that could shed light on this document. We continue to pun:ue
this. 25 (U)

lP

24

. . . .

.

Department ofDefense News ReleaselMemorandum for Correspondents, No. 028··94, dated
January 24, 1994. (U)
251bid.
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Based on the ab,ove quotations from the preVious assessment, it is clear that the .
current NIE has not accurately represented this earlier judgment by stating co•••many
of the details of the documents, induding dates and other facts, are impl~usible or
inconsistent with reliable evidence" and not acknowledging that portions of the .
1205 report, were, in fact, accurate or plausible based on evidence available to the
IC, and represented as such in January, 1994. (U)
Equally important, the earlier assessment specifically rejected Hanoi's contention
that the 735 Document was a fabrication, and not a genuine GRU document, and
specifically judged that there was probably more information in Vietnamese party
and military archives that could shed light 6n both documents, and that this
infonnation would be pursued in Hanoi. (U)
For the current NIE to say that thejudgmentsin the prior assessment remain valid,
but then say that neither document provides a factualfoundation upon which to
judge Vietnamese performance on the POW/MIA question, is simply irreconcilable,
especially given the undeniable fact that, as of this writing, Hanoi has yet to disclose
any relevant data from party archives that could shed light on either of these
documents. The prior judgments put a lie to Hanoi's performance .and credibility on
tllis aspect of the '12051735 documents, leaving the NIE reader with a Key Judgment
that is not supported by the prior judgments the NIH itself references. (U)
Finally, every piece of relevant data on the issue of authenticity gath~red and made
available to the Ie since the prior assessment was conducted in 1994 has reinforced
the contention that the documents, are, in fact, legitimate GRU acquisitions.26 For
the NJE to be timid and hesitant to remove the T994 term "probaolynTor purposes
of the current NIE Key Jud b1Jllent on whether the documents are, in fact, authentic.
GRU collected materials, is extremely misleading to the NIE reader. In point of
26 See Record. of USRJC meetings and·JCSD interviews and investigations conducted between
1994-1998, maintained by.the Vietnam War Working Group, JCSD, Defense POWIMIA Office,
Department of Defense, and the Office of Senator Bob Smith. (U)
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fact, aside from Hanoi's rhetorical claims against the documents, no credible
witness or infonnation has surfaced to suggest that these are not authentic wartrne
GRD acquisitions. Continuance of the term "probably" injects unwarranted
speculation concerning authenticity which is unsupported by the historical record
concerning the discovery and release of this infonnation to the United States in
1993, and subsequent investigations by the Joint U.S.-~ussia Commission on POWs
and MIAs. (D)
NIE STATEMENT:

(With respect to the J2051735 documents), "In particular,
the numbers ofPOWs allegedly held by Hanoi at the
times mentioned are inconsistent with reliable US
Government statisiics andfar outnumber the actual/otal .
ofopen cases. " (p.8) (D)

ASSESSMENT:
The NIE statement th~t 1f{e number ofPOWs allegedly held is inconsistent with
reliable US Governmymt staiistics is not proven or demonstrated anywhere Jin th.e
NIE -- it is merelydlss6t~. ·Given the priority assigned by the National Security
Advisor to the PreSiderft for an assessment of these documents, it is simply
unacceptable that a detailed analysis of the numbers is not presented in the Nn~.
This is especially disturbing because the NIE's claim on its face is, in fact,
demonstrably false as shown.below. (D)
First. with respect to the so-called "735" Document:

-

.

According to the English translation of the 735 document, the Russian GRU wports
.•.-rement by a North Vietnamese official to a North Vietnamese leadership
gathering, that "...we published the names of368 American pilots who were So.ot
ddWn and taken captive in the territory of the D.R.V. (North Vietnam)...The overall
number of American pilots imprisoned in the D.R.V. is 735. As I already stated, we
published the names of368 pilots. This is our diplomatic move." The time frame
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the report is dated "End of December, 1970/early January, 1971,;' accoidi~g to
tile GRU cover page to the translated text from Vietnamese to Russian. (U).
.

fl>f

It is true and verifiable that during this time-frame, Hanoi did, in fact, publish a list

(If exactly 368 names, 'entitled, "U.S. Pilots Captured in the Democratic Republic of
Vietnam from August 5, 1964 to November 15, 1970." Yet, nowhere in the NIE is
the confinnation of this statement in the "735" document acknowledged. The Ie
has a responsibility to share this infonnation with the .reader of the NIB. It did not
'1I1hy?.kSJ
The 368 list was published by the DRV's Ministry ofNational Defense, and is
dated November 15, 1970. The list was released to representatives of Senators
Kennedy and Fulbright in Paris on December 22, 1970, and provided! to certain
other foreib'11 governments as well. 27 All of the names of the men on the list had
previously been unofficially provided to American peace activist Cora Weiss
between May and November, 1970.28 (U)
The 368 list itself consisted of 339 Air Force and Navy pilots and crewmembers
eurrently in captivity, 9 such personnel previously released, and 20 such personnel
listed as dead. 29 The status of the 339 men listed as captives was already known to
Memorandum to President Nixon from National Security Advisor, Henry A. Kissinger,
dated December 23, 1970; Joint Chiefs of StaffMemorandum for the Record ofthe December 22,
1970 meeting of the NSC Ad-Hoc Group on Vietnam, dated December 23, 1970; Memorandum
.)f Conversation of the USSR Ambassador to Vietnam with Chief ofthe Department ofthe USSR
·)fthe Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Democratic Republic of Vietnam. dated December 22,
1970; AP Bulletin dated December 22, 1970, UPI Bulletin dated December 22, 1970; New York
Times News Service, dated December 25, 1972; and American Embassy Rome message, May 3,
1971. (U)
27

28 See "Cora Weiss" lists ofPOWs obtained by Defense Intelligence Agency, released to Sen.
Smith in 1993 from DIA holdings previously sent to National Archives in 1984 (u);
Memorandum from Secretary of Defense to Service Secretaries, dated August, 1971. (U)

29 Memorandum fro~ Chief, Evasion and Escape Branch, Production Support and Resources
Division, Defense Intelligence Agency, dated June 21. 1972. (U)
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the Pentagon based. on the Cora Weiss lists ~d U.S. intelligence and casualty
information at the· time, although this was the first "official" acknowledgment of
their status by Hanoi. 30 (U)
Based on Department of Defense POWIMlA lists3!, only 335 Air Force and Kavy
pilots and crewmeml:iers captured in North Vietnam prior to November 15, 1970
were later repatriated to the United States (one in Sept. 72, and the remainder
following the signing of the Peace Accords in 1973 (Jan-Apr). (D)
This fact essentially means only two things: Hanoi made the political decision to
release a full and complete list ofairmen captured in North Vietnam in December,
1970 (which was the only category of men.in this category from this time period
later released in 1973) Of Hanoi, as the 735 Document alleges, viewed the
December, 1970·1ist as a diplomatic move, whereby the. decision was made neot to
acknowled&e all ainnen captured by North Vieniamese forces at this point in the
war. (U)
Incredibly, the NIE is completely silent on this vital and obvious question of
Vietnamese intentions, as described above. More importantly, the evidence is
powerful that Hanoi did not and would not have released, in 1970, a complete list of
ainnen captured by North Vietnamese forces, nor did the U.S. Government believe
it to be a complete list ofU.S. POWs held in ~orth Vietnam at the time?2 Yet, the
30 Statement by Dr. Roger E. Shields, Deputy Assistant Secretary ofDefense, before the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, dated January 28, 1974, p.4. (U)'
3\ Chronological List of U.S. Personnel lost, captured, missing, and repatriated from Scutheast
Asia, Defense POWIMIA Office Official Reference Document, dated May, 1997. (U)

32 U.S. Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird stat~d at the time, based on DoD's review ofthe
1970 list, "I do not accept it as a complete list of all the prisoners held in North Vietnam."
(Memorandum from the Secretary ofDefense to the Secretaries of the Military Departments,
dated August, 1971). He reinforced that position 2! years later in testimony before the Senate
Select Committee on POWIMIA Affairs on September 21, 1992, stating "1 felt those lists were
inadequate...it was not complete information, and we knew ofthe existence of other POWs when
those lists were delivered to us... We felt there were more... We had solid, confirmed evidllnce
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NIE would have its readers believe otheIWise without even attempting to
demonstrate its unsupported contention. (U)
In addition, according to official U.S. Government statistics, forwarded to the
Director of Central Intelligence during this period, as ofDecem1>er, 1970 (the same
month as the alleged "735" report), the Department of Defense officially Iisted,462
POWs, 962 MIAs, and 117 Non-Hostile missing, for a total of 1,541 ~'missing and
captured personnel.,,33 This statistic alone puts a lie to the NIE's contention that.
"735" (less than half of 1,541) is inconsistent with reliable U.S. Government
statistics. (U)
Based on an examination of these wartime statistics, to include factoring in all U.s~
air losses over both North Vietnam and North Vietnamese'controlled'areas of Laos
(no ainnen captured in Laos were on the disclosed 3681ist)~ it is plausible that Hanoi could have had a pool of 367 additional'US personnel ",imprisoned'in the
DRV" who were not acknowledged as captive in December, 1970 (367 + 368 list =
735). Moreover, based on the actual total of open POW or MIA cases from North
Vietnam and Laos, (as of 1997 - '607,. of which the 'majority were loss prior to
January, 1971), and inherent uncertainties concerning dates ofdeath with respect to
many of the approximately 500'remains repatriated from SOl,ntheast Asia since the ' , '
end of the war, the possibillty of 367 additiomil personnel having been heUf in ' : , "
.,'

that there were more POWs in the North at that time." In addition, Acting Secretary ofthe Army,
Thaddeus Beal, wrote to the Secretary ofDefense on July 10, 1~70, stating, "At present, Cora' ,
Weiss maintains that about 334 Americans are detained by Hanoi. But'the facts are that'780
Americans are'listed as missing ,in North Vietnam, and 769 in South Vietnam and Laos. We know
with some certainty that of this number, 376 are,PW in North Vietnam and 78 are'PWelSewhere
in Indochina, We expeci that ~mong those listed'as missing, slIbsta11lial'nllmberswill eventually
tum lip as captives...To accept Hanoi's admission ofresponsibility for le~s than 350 US PW'as
conduct constituting reasonaBle, humane, or internationally responsible conduct is to,betray those
, :
'
other forgotten Americans." (U)
33 Message ror Dir_~ctor, Central Intelligence Agency from American Embassy Saigon, , ' :
"following' are official figures from missing and captured personnellists prepared by Deputy ',.. ,',
Comptroller for Information, 000...", dated May 10, 1'971. (U)'"
.' ... ',
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captivity during this period t in point of fact, does notfar outnumber the actual total
ofopen cases, as the NIE claims. This is a glaring and readily apparent
mathematical error in the NIE. (U)
.

.

The plausibi~ity of the scenario in the"~735" docum~nt being more historically
.accurate than ~e NIE.'s.implicit contention that Hanoi chose.to list aU POWs it held:·
in ,the .N9rth in I970, i~ further demonstrated by infonnation illl another .goviet~era
report previously disclosed to.the IC.3~ In that report,origtnated by the SOvif:t
Ambassador in Hano.i during ,the war,. I.S. Scherbakov, and~ntitledl, "Soviet- "
Vietn~mese Negotiations in April, 1967," the Soviet Ambassador advises his North
Vietnamese counterparts, "it is not necessary to infonn the Americans on the exact
number of prison~rs. A half of them could be handed ~ver and. the others cQuld be .
rele~sed later in exchange for. r~pair :ofdamage inflicted by the .u~s., bombarcment
of the. DRV.,,35 ·It is ~nteresting to not~ t~at ~he 735 Report-describes a similar· :
, scenario being followed by H~noi's l~ad~rs .. Yet, inexplicably,. this evidence is Illot
presented·in the:·WIE. (U)

Se~ond, with'respect t~ the so-called "1205" Docu~ent: '
I

t

;.

According to the English translation ofth~ 1205 docw:uent, the Rus~ian GRU
,reports statement~ .!?y ~ ~orth Vi~tnam~se ~fficial to a North Vietnamese leader~bip
gathering, to:include,the following: . ':".'
.
.
,.
".

"

'"

.

,'~'

"

'!

•

.

"the total number of American POWscaptured to date on·the.frontsofIndocmna,.·
ie: in North Vietnam, South Vietnam, Laos,
Cambodia, comprises 1205
people..,624.aviators captured in.North Vietnam, 143 aviators captured'in South
Vietna1~, 41'diver$jonists and' othel: Ainerican servicemen captured North' .. " '. .

and

•

, ' • •'

•

•

.,.'

".:

. '

;.

•

.'

m
I

,......

•

• 34 Se~ ietteJ:'fr~m '~hairTn~~:and Vi~~':C·h~i~~ SS~I.:.t~ CiA,:~~~ed .ti~~embe~ 3::·~99'7.'8qd :
letters to DlA ~irector'from Sen. Smith dated February 6; 1998 and'April .]~, :1998,.:(U) " :' :','
. .'
.
.
.
.
:
.
35 Ex~ract frQm~~~poJ1. entitled ~'So:viet Vietnam~se Neg!ltiations ~r Aptjl; r967·aJ:l~:" he '.' :,
Fol1o",,:ing; WPV P~li.~y,w,ith:regard lO ~-:Vietnamese P~oblem Settl~nient:~ datf?d Aug~u,t.) 967,: ; , .
from Soviet Embas·sy. Hanoi.' (V) ".
... '.
. ..,.... ...
, . , "':.,
'.'

.

:.
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Vietnam,. and 391 American ~ervicemen of other categories, which incluci~~ 283
captur~d in South Vietnam, 65 in Cambodia, and 43 in Laos..."
"We intend to resolve the American POW issue in the following manner: The U.S.
Government must demonstrate compliance with a cease-fire and the removal of .
Nguyen Van Thieu...Nixon must compensate North Vietnam for the great damage
inflicted on it by this destructive war... For now, we have officially published the list
of the 368 POWs. The rest are not acknowledged. The U.S. Government is aware
ofthis, but they do not know the exact number ofPOWs, or they perhaps only
assume an approximate number based on their losses. That is why in accordance
with instructions from the Politburo, we are keeping the number ofPOWs
secret...when the American government resolves the political and military issues on
all three fronts of Indochina, we will set free all American POWs." (0)
The time frame for the report is dated "September IS, 1972,".according to the ORU
cover page to the translated text (from Vietnamese to Russian). (U)
As demonstrated under the previous section with'respectto the 735 document, it is
true and verifiable that Hanoi did, in fact~ officially release a list of exactly 368
names of captured Americans, which is again referenced above in the 1205
document. As noted earlier, this fact is not pointed out to the reader anywhere in
the NIE. (U)
But more importantly, the NIE fails to offer the reader any convincing.analysis of
the numbers in the 1205 report to demonstrate their accuracy or inaccuracy. This is
especially disturbing in view of U.S. statistics which listed approximately 1,800
U.S. personnel as captured or missing in Indochina as of September, 1972,36 thereby
on its face giving credence to an alleged North Vietnamese statistic that 1,205
Americans had actually been captured by communist forces as of that date.' (U)
36 Chronological tist of u.s. Personnel lost, captured, missing, and repatriated from Southeast
Asia, Defense POWIMIA Office Official Reference Document, dated May, 1997. (U)
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With respect to one of the two largest categories ofcaptured Americans noted
1205 report - 624 aviators captured in North Vietnam as of.~eptember, 197~(U.S. statistics, based on Operation Homecoming in 1973, show that 405 3v,Ycltors
captured and held in North Vietnam as of September 15, 1972, re~umed,afivc;, which
would leave a discrepancy .0f-187 u.s. a~at~~s (an adjusted high end,figme .w~c~
factors i~ earl retumees and died in ca tivity airmen) .ifthe 1205 x:eport w~rl~. .
lausible.
.. VIew 0 e ac .
'---:"th-a"7i,-:fo~I:-::-lo-w~i:-Q-g--:::.O::-p-e-ra-tl:-·o-n--=H-:-o-m-e-c-o.-m"7in-g-,--th-e-:;U;c;..-;:;8'.'G'o-v-emm--e-)ntstill listed as capmred
or missing 430 ainnen lost over North Vietnam prior to September, 1972" the
question is whether l~7 of 430 missi~g me~' could have,been .captured alive, ' The
question is even more relevant given the fact that L) pver 300 American ainnen are
still miSSing in"actipn from incidents over North Vietnam alone; and· 2.) none of
these statistics 'include so~called Killed in Action/Body Not Recovered cases
compromising men believed during the war by the ·U.S:,side,to ~ave ~e~ wilhout
,...,
" , '.
':"
their bodies being r.ecovered...(U) ,. :

With respect t<? the second of;the hV.o largest.categories ~f ~aptured ~erican.~ .
.noted in the .I 205 ,repo:rt - 283 captur~d American servicemen (not. aviator~l)
captured 'in Soutb.Vietnam as.ofSeptember, 1972 -u.S.' statistics, based on
Opera~ion Hoin~coQ1ing in 19~~, show th~t 77 Army p,ersonnel.and'17 Marl Res
were.returited to' lis. control, th~ majoritY or'which had been captured pIjor to,' '.
September, 1972. The 1205 report alleges, therefore, that approximately' 190
additional U.. ~, ground personnel,were ,captured by communist forces ~ South
Vietnam. In·view,ofth~ fact that, following Operation HOll1econiing~the U.S. ':' .
Government. still lIsted as captured or missing approximateiy 4pO.AnnY,and Marine,
'Corps persoMellost in South V.ietnam, the' q~estion ·is 'whet!lell" :190 of 400 missiJig' .
men cou~d hay.e .be~n capture~.alive. An~ ag~in,:the q~~~tion.is,even ~or~ relevant .
given tIle fact that 1.)·.over JOO men in. this categllrY.··are still;missmg in, acti()fi ft;~m ,
incidents 'iri" South 'vietnam; and 2.) none ofthese statistics irtchide so-called Killed
in Action/Body Not Recovered .cases compl.'omising men believed during the war by
the V.,S..side"t~
have
bl?~ie~
being n;¥overed. (U) '... :.,. ..:.
.. :'
..
. .. di.e.d -~tho~nh~ir
.'
.
.
. .
.'

~
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The numbers of captured U.S: POWs in the 1205 report are also consistent with
U.S. estimates in other smaner. categories as well. For example, with respect to
Laos, the 1205 report al1eged "from other categories of American servicemen in
Indochina, we have captured'Hforty-three in Laos." U.S. estimates were quite close
to this figure. In January, 1973, the Military Assistant to the Secretary ofDefense
told Wbite House officials "we don't know what we will get from Laos. We have
only six known prisoners in Laos, although we hope there may be forty or forty- .
one. 3? (U)
Once again, the NIE fails to offer any convincing analysis of these m.nnbers and
possibilities, and instead, forces its reader to accept an inaccurate claim on its face
that the nwnbers in the 1205 document are inconsistent andfar outnumber the
actual total ofopen cases. Moreover, the NIE inexpJicablyignores statements by
credible Russian officials since 1993, (which were provid~d to the NIE principal
author in early 1998), indicating their judgment that the total number ofreferenced
US POWs was true or plausible: As examples Ell

In September 1996, the Russian Chainnan ofthe U.S.-Russia POWIM1A
Commission, General-Major Vladimir Zolotarev, stated '6 We consider tI,e

number ofAmerican POWs given in tllat report quite plausible.1'
• In August, 1995, the Chief State Archivist ofth.e.Russian Federation, Dr. Rudlol'f
Pikhoya, stated" 1 am absolutely certain tflat ti,e numbers cited in lise 1265

report are true. . 1 believe tl,al data still exists in Vietnam wide!, deals
specifically witll US POWs."
III

Also, in August, 1995,. Captain 1sl Rank Alexander Sivets ofthe Main
Intelligence Directorate (GRU) ofthe General Staff of the Russian Federation
stated "We cOllsider tllllt tl,e VietlBamese leaders, iIB liBeir desire to exploit t!112

POWproblemfor tlleir own interests, wouldpublicly eite a lower figure tl,an
37 Excerpt from tianscri,pt ofthe Washington Special Actions Group (WASAG) Meeting,
White House Situation Room, January 29, 1973. (U)
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tl,e real OIle. TlBis is sometl,iIBg tleal we do fMJd doubt.•• we beliewe tl8ere werte
more America" POWs tfum Vieluoam was publicly admittiuRg.to" as the
1205/735 d9cuments claim.
.
• In a conversation with Gen. Vessey on June 22, 1993, Russian General
Volkogonov stated• "tiRe Vielmlmese would HUlJtu1ally not keep those prismnerts
ti,e 'US Imew were ilft captivity," thus lernding credibility to the fact that, :with the"
excep'tion of 16 individuals, all POWs captured during the Vietnam War prior to·
the date ofthe 1205 report, were, in fact, known to be POWs and so listed by the
Pentagon prior to their release. 38 (D)
.
.

. ..
\

Final1y, the NIE-ignores credible testimony from fonner U:S. officials, (also
provided tf) ·the. principal NIEauthor in early 1998)which would tend to cOlT·)borate
indications in 19.73 that Hanoi had 'not acknowledged all US POWs in..the lists
turned'over in Paris in January, 1973 forTepatriation ~der the peace accord~,. As
examples• On Septeniber 21) 1992, former SecretaI)' of Defense Melvin, R. Laird testified
before the.Senate Select Committee on POW/MIA Affairs, stating "Now wlRen

you get ;lBlo,tlle lists.tllad werejinallygiven 00 tlDeAdministrauolft on Jimumy
27, 1973....1 did not t10;08k at tlDat time tlnat tl8lJse werefuillists, tl,ad was my gut
reac~ion.~.my':expectation~wer.e J'.igl~er, 4,Hid 1 wt?s disappoin~e.d."
.
..

.

. . '~.::

.

• On June 24~ 1992, former Chainnan.ofthe Joint Chiefs of.Sta:ff, Admiral Thomas
R. Moorer, stated, in response to questioning by Senator Harry. Reid 'on the
reasons Moorer believed there were more POWs still in Southeast Asia in 1973,
"Well, beca~se oftl,e scope oltloe operations, and tI,e ~IumlJer o!pers(Jns that.

w(!re i8Bvolved aled' tile IJBflJmbetr. 01 a!rcraft tlif.Jt were slllot dowin 'and so. (Jim, .....
wl,ere we did81 'ifiu~rJ i,nmediade inf01mati~n ..alJou.t W'Iat !mpp~ned,t~ tlne.pilot
m,d
soil
1m.. I..tl8lJ~gi8'~ (JJls()~
IticH!,a~ tl'.~ 'wart IRad
beel!' i'fo,iua; on
.
.
. . iUR
' .. vi~ o f ni,e
..,
. . ,
'.'

':..~..

.

.
.
see I;>oP,El,1clos!Jres for the Record, Hearing of the Senate Select ~Qminitt~ on POYl!:/NUA
Affairs, September 24. 1992, p. 838. (U)
.. ; '
38
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for $# years, you Imow, 1cerlailoly would expecl il to be more tfum tl,e"S91
(aclmowledged POWs relu6'l,ed by Hanoi i~ 1973). 1tlnat #IOJI was tiM! ,
m4mber on tl'e ilBitiallist. 1didn't think you could clean it up tlRatfast. "
/ill

On September 21, 1992, fanner Special Assistant to Dr. Kissinger, Winston
Lord, stated "We were disappointed that tiDe lists were nod longer...we were

ooaturally suspicious ofH(lIBO; after all our experience. "
III

Another assistant to Dr. Kissinger, Peter Rodman, stated in his Senate deposition
in '1992 that U.S. negotiators were "stu!'ned" IIRat tlRere were not more names

ofPOWs OUB tIDe lists tUTlRed over in Paris in }t6DRuary, 1973, for repatriation.
iii

On September 21, 1992, fonner Director of the Central Intelligence Agency and
Secretary of Defense, Dr. James R. Schlesinger, stated, in response to
questioning by Senator Charles Grassley on whether Schlesinger believed men
were left behind, "I tl'illk tlnat, as ofnow, 1 can come to 110 oilIer conclusion,

Senator.•.Despite ti,e Paris agreements, tf'ere was no reason, in myjudgment,
to assume Il,ad tloe Nortlo Vietnamese would release everybody. "
•. On June 24, 1992, in response to questioning by Senator John Kerry on reaction
to the lists turned over by North Vietnam in Pari~ in January, 1973, fonner'
Director ofIntelligence for the Pacific Command, and Director, DIA, Lt. Gen.
,Eugene Tighe, stated 16My personal view was sl,ock because Ilnad a great deal

offaitlo ill tlae approximate "umbers ofthose lists we load compiled and tl,e
dossiers, (md my reaction was tl,at tfRere was sometl,ing radically wrong with
tl,e lists versus our information. Tiley slwuld Inave contained many more
Blames. Tl'al was my persol8aljudgment mId it was tl.e collective judgment of
all tloose tlRat Ilad worked compiling tloe lists. It pertained to tlae personnel
aspects ofcf,lsualty reporting and tloe intelligence reports. "
D

On September 9, 1992, fonner Director ofthe National Security Agency and
Deputy Director'of Gentral Intelligence, Admiral Bobby Ray Inman, testified in
his S~nate deposition, in response to a question on his view on whether men

:1000037
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were still alive left behind in 1973, "In '73, {II large r;umber ofus s!u/1rea' the
view tl,at tf,ere were, simply because we laad known people lu8t! gotlten I!O th(!
gr08md, ami'tluat tl,ere were substal8tial prisoners in Laos 118ad were
um6Ccoulltedfor... "
(/I

,(t

On June 5, 1992: fortT1er Military Assistant on the NSC in 1973, and
subsequently National Security Advisor in the Reagan Administration, Robert C.
"Bud" McFarlane testified in his Senate deposition UI told PresidellBt llleaglll80
tlmt I believe tl,ere were loomdreds ofAmericans tlaat ,were alive after tl,ey
w.ere lost igl Nortll Vietmlm or Laos, and.tllat mlmy ofti,em were umJoubtedly
mUlder~d, mlmy oftlRem wer.e emdoubte(lly I,eld... if a lot oftlnem were alive
riglRt after tlRey weill down, tlRen it becomes a matter 01 did tile Vietnamese
Imve more of om illterest in keepillg tlBem alive or keeping tlnem dead, i'cilling
tlaem. It seems to me logicad tllat .tl,ey would !iave kept some alive, alloftl8em
pe1'/~aps... "
McFarlane .subsequently st.ated in an interview on October 26, 1994, "1 "8in1
tlUlt at tI.e end oftl.e war, ~/,ere were live American /prisoners, ami ltJ,ink it's
(me oftl,e 6'eat'scandals olou1' i,;story oftl,at war•.•altllOugla we mighl~ not
lsave been able to get tlaem back, at least we oug!,' to I,ave l.eM tl,e
Vietium.ese publicly to accOIml about it... l am willing to forgive- as wefU as tlse
URext person, but 1dOll'l like be f,ad, and tl,e Vietnamese are getttinil all of
o~u'leveragegive" aw~y to tl,emlor notIBing... "
.

to.

/I

On' June 30, 19~n, Dr. 'GeOl:ge C~rver, fonner Spechil Assistant for Vietnamese
Affairs to tlu:ee successive Directors of Central Intelligence .l?etw'eeti ~ 966 an¢!
1973, testified that.".•. du6'illg .1973's initial monti,s, a number ofgowmnment
officials, myse!iiIBclu!ted, were cOIsvillced Il.at tfne Vietnamese Coml16JulPislS
were ,aot levelillg and g;ever I,ad leveled witlB tloe U"ited States on t/~e matlter
OfAmerican PDWs..." (U)
..
.

.

.

The NIE also ignores supporting evidence for these views made a~ailable to the
principal author
of the NI.E,
including a'report pr~viously'
fOIw~rded ~y' CIA to the
..
.. '
. '.
"
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National Security Council in 1973, and an analysis of POW numbers done by DIA
that same year. 40 (U)
In conclusion, it is apparent that neither the 1994 IC/DoD Assessment of the
12051735 documents nor the current NIE demonstrates the inaccuracy oftbe
numbers cited in these documents. Both assessments assert the documents'
inaccuracies, but neither demonstrates it. If the NIE cannot demonstrate the
inaccuracy of the numbers cited, then its judgment that neither document provides a
factual foundation to judge Hanoi's performance on POW/MIA issues C31fl1lll10t be
accepted with any degree of confidence. (U)

.
Central1ntelligence Agency Memorandum for Dr. Henry A. Kissinger, Subject: Indication
81aat the Communi.~ts are Holding Previously Unlisted U.S. POWs as a Future Bargaining
T(J(Ji, dated March 20, 1973; Defense Intelligence Agency Memorandum, Subject: ,The Status of
U.S. Prisoners in Laos, dated March 24, 1973, u ... DIlA has analyzed the number we thought
slUJultl be prisoners in North Vietnam against the number the DRV has listed andfolllnd thalt
45% of (JUl' possibles fumed up on thefinallist A similar comparison in South 'Vietnam
yieltls theftgure of 21%.. Since we carry 352 as possible in Laos, nine Americans on the.
Patket Lao list gives a ridiculously Imv figure of 2.5%." (U)
40
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DETAILED ASSESSMENT OF NIE STATEMEN'fS:

HI

(continued)

Discussion. (P.9):

;.

Part One: Ti,e Question. of Vietnamese Cooperation'
"...Vietnam is a bard-line 'Commuriist state, and we m.a·ke all
big mistake judging things Bike credibility by OUlr standards.
They have a different set of standards. For them, W(I rid
revolution is ethical and proper..• We shouldn't try to judge
what they say or assess its credibility by any other st:mdard
than what is in their interest and furthers their cause."
.

Rep. Henrry Hyde, (R-IL) 41

.

. "In some instances, Vielnam~se on recovery teams have
will!ngly.workefj beyond the terms Qftheir contrllcts to
successfully complete. operations. Cultural reasons
contribute to this record. " (pJ 1)

NIE STATEMENT:

1')

. ...... .
. . ..
4'

".

. ," :.

. '.'

....io·r./ocal officials, participati011 injointjield activities
can be. finqnc{ally profitable.' P~~ple' i~ ~heir vill'ag~s can
earn' much .m9re by working on 'the activity than they..
. could in' their normC;l.(wc,Jrk,. Vii4na'!'ese officials·.
sometimes·hav.e berm know,n tf) expand inves.tigations in
.'

.:.' .'.

. '.,

.

.. •.. ~..

.: . . . . .

.. :'..

:

..

1.~ro~ transcript ofPress Conference by <;ongressi.onal dele,ga~~~:m·,to:Ha~oi.t~ disc:uss

..;
POWIMIA i~.sues, dated January 15. 1980 (p.resS'Conference.he~d irf-Bangkok,' Thailand, see Stat(l.
cable 151820Z Jan 80. from American Embassy. Bangk~k to .SecState): (lD··
'.-<

.........
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such a manner as to prolong an activity and th~r~by
obtain more revenue. " (p.l2)(S)
ASSESSMENT:
The above two conflicting statements appear to leave an NIE reader wondering
"which is it?" Are the Vietnamese assisting U.S. efforts "for the money" and if so,
then I question why these statements are cited in the NIE as good indicators of
Vietnam's cooperative intentions. ($)'

NIB STATEMENT:

fl •••

u.s. requests to see Politburo documents pertaining

to US POW/MIA issues have been tumed
aside... Vietnamese authorities have said they will
research the records and provide relevant POWIMIA
information, but we cannot always verifY the accuracy of
the information they have given us. .. (p. 15) ~
ASSESSMENT:
This is the first apparent indication to the Congress of which I am aware that
Vietnamese officials have unilaterally researched Politburo records and passed on
information on POW/MIAs obtained from those records. Based on my own review
of this particular aspect of the POW/MIA issue, I seriously question the accuracy of
this NIE statement, especially because the Defense POWIMIA Office (DPMO)
has indicated the opposite in both open testimony and written communication to
Congress. j8)
NIE STATEMENT:

-:.

"Vietnamese Initiative in Recovery Operations: (Fwo)
Recent Examples...Case /927, Lt. Daniel Borah...ln
1995, the VNSOMP (ie: Vietnam) reported that it had
located a veteran ofan antiaircraft battery whose
members hadfound a dead Americanpi/ot named Borah,

~000041
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arid had buried the body. The VNSOMP located a
witness to the burial and then provided this infom.!otion
(though not the witness) to u.s. investigators...team
subsequently excavated the site and recovered a
complete set ofremains...subsequently identified (,IS Lt.
Daniel Borah. "(p. 17).(8)
ASSESSMENT: '
I question why the MC would make a decision to include, in a separate blue box on
page 17, two examples of cooperation by Viettlam on MIA cases, but not also give
examples of-cases where Hanoi has not bee~ very cooperative, especially when such
evidence exists in the judgment ofthe same DoD' analysts who have worked Olll and
analyzed the two referenced cases.. I further question th~ appropriateness of
selecting these cases and pointing.the reader toward.,Vietnamese cooperation on
MIA recov/i'ry operations without alse,'pointing out similar cases where apparent
stonewalling continu~s. (S)'
Moreover, it is very interesting to note that with respect to Case 1927 (Lt. Borah)
'cited above, the family of Lt. Borah continues to believe that Vietnamese oUicials
manipulated the crash site investigation, ba~ed on the evidence uncov~re.d1. by JTFD :
FA persc:mnel (i~: i~cluding a flight suit in remarkable coY!dition for haying allegedly
been lying in acidic, soil for 25. years ,as claimed by theVietnamese)4~, and.. :". "
Vietnam's refusal to fa,ciljtate an interview with the alleged wi~esses to tl'lf: .burial.
Moreover, declassified National Security Agency intercepts from 1972 con-linn
North Vietnamese knowledge of this particular incident, includljng .tlle stalU~ of thC1 ..
pilot at the time of shootdown, making it difficult to believe Vietnam could not have :
resolved this case fully years earlier. As a result, I question what independent .
analysis the Ie cOl1ducted on t~is particular cas~ before deteimining to,inclllde it as
an example.of positive Vietnamese· jn~tiativ.e. The NIB' ~ Judgment with re spect to
inchiding this case as apqsitiye highlight in: an NIE appe~~ quite naive. (.5)
42 ~hotogr~p~s ~f the reco~ereci flight '~uit and other info~ation trom DoD pertain·.ng to this
case have been provided to the Office- of Senator Bob Smith.
.
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NIE 8TATEMENT::

.

IdA 1987 Special NatiOl,al Intelligence Estimate (SNIE)
stated tllat we ',ad evidence dl,ar Vietnam was storing "
about 4(J(J to 6(J(J sets o/remains; But tl,at.judgment
was retracted (!Jy ([in NIO/EA (JJssessmfmt) in'1996
because it dun,ed owl to !,ave bee" based on tloe
unsuPlJorted test/monv ora simlle u8Blreliable source
(emphasis added~~' (p.IS)

00

.

.l.\S8ESSMENT:
This statemeJ!lt represents one of the most egregnous andunsuppofted
misrepresentations of fads Dn the entire NIE - a misrepresentation that was'
,defended, im:redwilously, by the NIO for East Asia, Robert Suettinger, during all
dosed-door meeting on June 17, 1998 with myself and 'other meml;»e.rs of the
u.s. sid.e of the U~S-Rus~ia Commission on POWs·an~,l\:fl~s.4J js) .

The issue at hand is th~ phrase."unsupported testimony of a single unreliable.
source." The referenced source is an ethnic Chinese former mortician who was
forced to leave' Hanoi in 1979, and was subsequently located and interviewed by'the
U.S. Defense Attache Office in Hong Kong in a refugee camp later that year. Prior'
to leaVIng Hanoi, he worked. on the preservation and.n:eatment ~fU.S: sei-vicemen '
remains from .the war which were being stored by the SRV in H~ol,.and·there is
convincing evidence attesting to his· bonafides (e.g. he was photographed along with,
other SRV technicians at an official Vietriamese repatriation of U.S: remains,
ceremony attended by U:S. officials in 1976 atOia Lam airporf on the·outskirts of
Ha~oi.r):S') :. '. '
.. '... ,." ..;.,
,'. '.
,

,

During the past 18 years, beginning.in the Carter A~inistration, ·t.hro~gh the :. ,..:.
Transcript ofTeferenc.ed NIC Briefing to Joint Coinmission, pages 36:'38: "Sen. Smith: rim- '
said he is ullreliable. NIO Sue/!illger:. ~a/ is correc./, and w~ do consider him un.rel~~blE!." ~::
43
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Reagan Administration to the current Administration, the Defense Intelligenc,~
Agency, the Department of State, relevant Congressional committees, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, and most recently the Defense POW/MIA Office have all
rea(firmed and stood by the reliability ofthis source, thereby rejecting Vietnam's
official rhetoric to the contrary ,44 Some examples ofthis include the followin g
statements before Congress and elsewhere: (S1

. ....
:'
44 The official Vietnamese position with respect to the mortician was formal,ly first put forth in
a letter from SRV Vice Foreign Minister Phan Hien to The Honorable Lester Wolff, Chairman,
U.S. House International Relations Subcommittee on East Asia and Pacific Affairs, dated January
18, 1980. The letter followed a visit to Hanoi on January 15, 1980 by CODEL Wolff duling
which Vietnamese officials "discounted" the information from the mortician (see American
Embassy BangkoK cable; Subject: CODEL Wolff press conference transcript, dated January 15,
1980) The SRV letter read, in part, "...the information you received is a complete fabrica·:ion.. J
sincerely recommend that you not believe in fabrications ofthat 'sort because such lies disrupt
your as well as our efforts to pursue human1tarianism." (See American Embassy Banglml: cable,
Subject: CODEL Wolff: Visit to Hanoi, dated'January 19, 1980. Vietnamese officials repeated
their denials in a subsequent meeting with a State Dept. official and the SRV UN Mission Charge
on MIAs on February 8, 1980, "indicating there was no point in discussing rumors which had
been concocted for malicious purposes. (SRV official) emphasized that reliance on rumors would
poison the atmosphere between us and that publicizing distortions and fabrications 'like the story
of the 400 remains would only'antag~niie ordinary Vietnamese who ,ultimate'y had t~ prJvide
MIA information," (See SecState cable, Subject: Meeting with Vietnamese on MIAs, dll':ed
February ~2, 1980) On February 20, 1980,' in response to, concerns,raised by S:ecreta.ry of State
Vance, the SRV Ministry ofForeign Affairs, through'its UN Ambassador, stated'that'thc: report
of400 remains "was completely untrue', spread with ill-intention, and aimed at creating further'
complications to the relations between our two countries and to the search itself for the tUnerican
MIA... lt wan tremendous fabncation; and even opinion among.American political circbs,was
also skeptical about the ,single source of spreading speculation. I, therefor-e, believe there is no
sound justification for a serious concern in the United States..." The SRV Ministry ofForeign
Affairs then published a so-called White Paper in April, 1980 in which they again dismis ,ed the
account as having been fabricated, stating, "In this election year of 1980, some politicians in the
United States concocted the story, based on Beijing's allegations, of Vietnam holding tie remains
of 400 US servicemen killed in Vietnam. The story was concocted for P9litical c::nds wil:h familiar
political tricks and wit~ fictional details which can confu~e public opinion." (cppy on filll i~ Sen.
Smith's office).'
'
,
'

•
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"DIA obtained information that the Socialist Republic ofVietnam has in Its'
possession in Hanoi the remains ofmore than 400 U.S. military personnel.who
were lost as aresult ofhostilities in Southeast Asia. This information was
furnished by a technician who reported that he had personally prepared the .
skeletal remains ofmany ofthese U.S. personnel... The technician's personae vita
nas been cross-checked and independently verified His polygraph examination
conducted by DIA indicated no deception. The allegation that the Socialist
/?epublic of Vietnam is maintaining and withholding 400 remains ofU.S. personnel
/'s judged by the Defense Intelligence Agency to be valid. "
Statement ofLt. Gen. Eugene T. Tighe, Jr., USAF, Director,
Defense, Intelligence Agency, .before Congress on June 27. 1980
(U)

"In No.vember, 1979, we' learned that a refugee from Vietnam stated he .knew that
the Vietnamese were holding the remains ofover 400 Americans... The refugee was
. exhaustively debriefed and was found to be a credible source. "
Statemen~

ofMichael Armacost; Deputy Assistant Secretary of
State, East Asian and Pacific Affairs, Department ofState,
before Congress on·June 27, 1980. (U)
-

"Since. 1975. DIA ~as received over 700. reportsfrqm lhdochinese refugees...
From that body ofreporting came the significant testimony ofaformer mortician,
~oncerning his knowledge ofover 400 remains ofU.S. MIA's being-held in Hanoi.
DIA 's efforts resulted in providing solid information to Congress, subsequently'
used in making an official approach to Hanoi in 1980;" - .
. . .
. R~marks oiLt. Gen. Richard LaWson, -USAF, "on behalfofth'e
Chairman ofthe Joint Chiefs ofStaff, Gen. David C Jones,''': as .
de/iv(!red before the National League ofFamilies 'on June 28, ,
-..J980. (U)
"Chairman Guyer:

Q~neral, b~ck in the June 27 hearingofthis subcommittee,

::'100"0'0- 45
i"
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which was a public hearing in which the Vietnamese mortician testified, he selid
that he had seen and handled 400 sets ofremains in Hanoi... Does the DIA still
consider his testimony valid? Gen. Tighe: I stand by the testimony at that time. I
stand by him as a credible witness. "

Ir,C".
.,

i

Tr.anscript ofHearing o/the House Foreign Affairs
Subcommittee on Asian and Pacific Affairs with Director,
Defense Intelligence Agency, Lt. Gen. Eugene Tighe, on
December 2, 1980. (U)

"
d>,

;1 G;
II :!"I.
I: ·:.:1,'

;."1'\:'
·t! .

"Admiral Paulson: ...a Vietnamese mortician provided information, which w,~
judged to be valid, that the Vietnamese have in their possession the remains 7/
approximately 400 U.S. military men lost in the Vietnam War.:.we have spent a·
considerable effort to establish the nlOrtician's authenticity; he clearly was
Government mortician...Chairman Solarz: Do we believe that his report is.
accurate with respect to the remains?: Admiral Paulson: Yes. "

'I

Transcript ofHearing ofthe House Foreign Affairs
Subcommittee on Asian am! Pacific Affairs with Admiral A. G.
Paulson, Assistant Vice Directorfor Collection Management,
Defense Intelligence Agency, l?n !V'qrch 22, 1983. (U)
"~e

remain convin.ced that the Hanoi government does have the remains aIU.S.
servicemen lost in. Vietnam. !n November of 1979, information was received tha~
the Vietnamese Government had in its possession the remains ofmore than 400
U.S. military personnel who w~re lost as a result ofhosti(ities.in Indochina. This
information wasfurnished.by a mortician who observed the stor.ed remains and
reported that he personally prepared the skeletal remains ofmi:my ofthese U.S.
personnel. We know that he was a' Govemme,?t mortician, we have additional
eVidenc~ that supports his contention, and he indicated no deception on a
polygraph. We consider his testimony valid in spite ofow inability to dete...mine
precisely where the remains may now be heid. "
S!atement ofLt.. Gen. James.A. Williams, Diret;tor, Defense

]·00 on 46
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Intelligence Agency, before Congress on July J4, 1981' (U) ,
,

,

We put the mortician through every proofand cross-check that we couldpossibly
tun, and there's no doubt in my mind that he was not only very truthful, ,but also
what he reported was very accurate. " .
II

'CQ )(1)
(b)(~) NatSecAct

\..

Remarks byformer DIA Director, Lt. Gen. Tighe, as quoted in
First Heroes, p.92, published 1987. (U)

"We havefound information from this source, a Vietnamese mortuary technician.
\\.. reliable and have consistently maintained so. ,
'aside, our own, estimates .
eg-.a-"-d.....in-g-t:Th-e-n-un-l·b-er,-s-o'if.-;;U...S";:;.-'-.e-m-a7i"-'s'-c-o"/l'ec-=t-ed'a-n--i
d stored "y Hanoi are well .'
within the range ofacceptable errorfor the rough firsthand est(mates prOVided by
this source. His· estimates are also consistent with informatiotJfrom mem.bers of
the VNOSMP regarding how many remains they collected 'Moreover, they are
backed up by other less well placed sources, information in Vi~tnamese records,
and U.S. forenSic analysis ofrepatriated r~mains. "

L/ -·

."..

.

.

..

.

Memorandum to Director, Defense Intelligence Agency, signed
by Deputy Assistant Secretary ofDefense for POW/MIA Affairs
i!n June 3~, 1.998. (~.,
..
..
Additionally, Secretary'of State Cyrus V~ce approached Viitnam'ese' officials in
.writing on February 7, 1990., and it was explained to SRV officials at 'the :time that
1he mortician was "believed to have had sufficient access ito' infonnation about
MIAs to warrant our asking. Vietnamese leaders about lUs al1egation~. ,045: (U)
Moreover, 'relevant Congressional committees that looked into 'tbis' matter'asTar .
back as 1980 also c~nsidered the morti~ian to be a "hig~ly credible. s<iur~~'~ who.
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"convincingly reported" infonnation that was judged to be "significant and
reliable. ,>46 (U)
The source was also deposed at length by the bipartisan Senate Select Committee
on POWIMIA Affairs in December, 1991, and further detennined to be reliable. 47
•

The record with respect to the reliability of this source could not be more de::lf.
Moreover, it stood unchallenged by the Intelligence Community ,until I made ;3\
request to the Director of Central Intelligence 'in the spring of 1996 for the 19 g7
Special'National Intelligence Estimate (SNIE) on Hanoi and the POW/MIA illsue to
be processed for declassification, as it should have been under an Executive Order
from President Bush in July, 1992 and NSC memoranda to the DCI (done at lhe
urging of a Senate resolution), which'encompassed such documents. That Sl'fIE had
contained judgments, based in part, on the mortician's testimony. 48
46 American Embassy Bangkok cable, Suoject: CODEL Woltfpress conference transclipt,
dated January 15, 1980; and transcript ofHouse Foreign Affairs Subcommittee ~n Asian rod
Pacific Affairs hearing, dated June 27; 1980. (U)
47 Final Report ofthe Senate Select Committee on POWIMIA Affairs (Rpt.l03~1), p.:l88-289,
January, 1993 Note: Sen. Bob Smith was present at the deposition ofthe mortician, and neard his
testimony firsti:hand. (U)
,

,

48 See letter from Sen. Smith to Director of Central In~elligence, 'dated J,une 10, 1996. Copies
of referenced Executive Order, Senate Resolution, and NSC instructions to DCI are attaehed to
this letter. That request was initial1y denied because of CIA and Nationallntelligence COIIDcil
concerns about the "uncertainty inherent in judgments on some of the 'key issues addresslm in the
estimate" (1987SNIE); as well as concerns that the release of the SNIE might jeopardiz,~ U. S. '
efforts to normalize relations with Hanoi (see CIA letters to Senator Smith dated September 26,
1996, and October. 29,,1996, and CIA briefing to Congressional ,staff, held at House ?ennanent
Select Committee on Intelligence, on November 20, 1996.) The reasons for these deruals ofmy
declassification req!Jest in 1996 continue to wa~ant additional sCl1.!tiny in my judgin~nt, ':>ecaus~
of the implications they have for Congressional oversight on intelllgenee matters. My,request,"
eventually resuited'in the·NIO for East Asia conducting his own study, later released in October,
1996 alongside the declassified 1987 SNIE; in which he claimed that the SNIE's judgmmt that
Hanoi h~~ warehoused,400 to 600 sets of American ~emains ~a~,~~bas~'on limit~d. djr~;t. ' '
evidence whose reliability was open to question." That judgment, however, did not represent·s
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Based on the testimony cited above, it is obvious that the NIE's claim that the
rr,ortician was an "unreliable source" who provided "unsupported testimony" is
d,emonstrably lalse., This judgment in the current NIB should, therefore, be
immediately retracted by the Intelligence Community (Ie), because the IC has
aJ ready attested to the reliability of the mortician. (-8)

l':IE STATEMENT:

"We have no evidence that the Vietnamese presently are
storilJg remains ofAmerican dead .. The Vietnamese
Government collected and stored remains during the
Vietnam War, but we do not know how many. " (p.l8) (.S')

ASSESSMENT:
Both of these sentences, which appear in the same paragraph in the Nffi, would
seem to each contradict the other. If the IC has established that Vietnam collected
U.S. remains during the war, and concedes not knowing how many, then it is logical
to assume that there is. a possibility that Hanoi could still be holding remains, a .
possibility which is enhanced in view ofthe Defense POW/MIA Office assessment
~rovided to DIA on June 30, 1998 that "it is our analysis that in total Vietnam
collected and stored some 300 U.S. remains," and the Anny Central Identification
Lab's estimate that approximately 170 remains repatriated by Hanoi since 1973
show forensic evidence of storage. Based on this discrepancy, and an accurate
review of evidence available to the Ie, including the testimony ofthe mortician
discussed previously, it is extremely misleadingfor the NIE to state categorically
that there is "no evidence" that Vietnam is now storing remains ofAmerican dead:
formal retraction of the 1987 SNIE's judgment because the study itselfwas not approved or
c.oordinated within the Intelligence Community under established procedures for publication of an
intelligence estimate, such as the 1987 SNIE.. Indeed, the cover page to this study stated "CIA
defers judgment on th~~ Assessment to those Community components with expertise and .
information files on the lo~ation, identification, and availability orus remains in Southeast Asia."
. (It remains unclear which IC components are being referred to in that statement.) (8)
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NlE STATEMENT:

"As ofMarch, 1998, 1,565 Americans were listed as
unaccountedfor in Vietnam (emphasis 'added)...Ojlhe
1,565, there werf! 825 confirmed dead at wartime by their
commanders and comrades. Subsequent, intensive
research by US Govemment officials has establishe:'d that
halfthe remainder- about 370 people - are deaa~ .
Only 48 are con~jdered to be priority discrepancy cases
- that is, cases involving American personnel who were
knQwn to be alive, not gr.ave(y wounded, and in proximity
to the enemy at the time.oftheir loss. Source: DPMO" (p.
19).{S-)

ASSESSMENT:

.. -

The NlE chose .to only Jist th~ number. of unaccounted for Americans "in Vie~nam"
thereby implying to, the NIE consumer that Hanoi's capabilities and performance on
POWIMIA c~ses should be Jimited.t~ those incidents or loss which took plac~
within thecm:nmonly recognized bord~rs of Vietnam allone. This' decision ignDres
the undisputed fact that over, 85 p~rcent of American losses in, Laos, and many in:
Cambodia, occurred in areas of those countrie~ (such as the
Chi Minh Trail) "
which were c9.~troJJed by cO,mm!lni,st North Vietnamese forces during ~e war.
Once again, the 'NIE has 'inserted a misleading statistic, demonstrating its l~ck of
understandjng:ofHanoi~sknowledge ofPOWIMIA issue~,·even though such
knowledge is demonst.fat~d by Intelligence Comm~ity reporting:dating back to the
war, and has since been confinn'ed through countless historical documents and
pUbli~at~o~~. available:to·'the. pub,lic ~t large. CS1
, ,

Ho·

When question'ed 6" this serious omiSSIon of nearly SOO ,unacc9Untec(for 'O.S.
servicemen ~a~iier this. year~ the NIO for East Asia Claimed~ that the'.tenns of: .
reference for tb~ NIl'; "did not in~Jude L~os, -and that ~as ~~~~d,to ~y:the Sel1late _

h* .
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Select Committee on Intelligence (SSCI).''''9 There is no record, however, that the
SSCI ever indicated that Vietnamese knowledge of American losses in Laos shoulld
flOt be considered under the established terms.ofreference for the NIE. Moreover,
SSCI staff have confinned to me that there was no such understanding. Indeed!, any
. mch understanding would have been ludicrous. (,S)
This omission notwithstanding, the statistics cited in the NIE for Viemam are
)resented in such·a way as to leave the reader to believe that there are only 48
;Jossible POWs still unaccounted for, which would tend to further discredit the
!lumbers cited in the 1205 and 735 documents'discussed earlier in this assessment.

~

;:.{owever, a careful analysis of the 1,565 statistic broken down in the NIB reveals
l'he following: If you have 1,565 still unaccounted for Americans in Vietnam, and
H25 were confirmed dead during the war by their commanders (Ie: KIAfBNR), that
leaves 740 question marks. The NIE asserts that 370 ofthis remaining 740 number
have been established! as "dead" based on further' research by US-Government
officials. That leaves 370 other question marks, ofwhich 48 are"cases where' there
is information the person was ·alive in'proximity to the enemy. Again, these· 48-·are . :
part of the remaining 370. In conclusion, using the NlE's figures, this meaills that '
there are 370 Americans, in'eluding the 48; Vvhere there· is not an:evidentiai)"·basis ,',
that the individuals' died, and their fate 'is s~m tmknowrA. (,8)
..... ;.., .".. ." ..
The NII!:fails to point thisfacl out to the reader, evel1though·the statistics' by which
f;uch a conclusion 'can be 10gicaIJy drawn are readily apparent· One. of the reasons
this distortion. by omission is critical concern is because whel1l one adds to this' .
370··figure the hirge number of still unaccounted for Americans in North Vietnaniese'
(lontrolled areas of Laos, the case becomes more persuasive for' the' claims':'abouit the
total :number of POWs made in the 1205 and 735 documents from Russian archives' .
discussed earlier in this assessment. (s),

of

'~":.

. 49

.'

Transcript of Briefing py NIC·to US. side ofJdinfU.S:-RusshrCornmisslon· on POWS'~ilF .:
dated Jumd7;:"1998. (sf'
. ' . . ..... ".':. '.' .... '; : :.. ~;. "';:.;.

MIAs~ p, .39-40;
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NIE STATEMENT:

"We qlso have credible reports that US POWs were not
transferred out ofVietnam. General Volkogonov tord the
U.S.-Russian Commission on POWs andMIAs that his
delegation had uncovered no evidence that US prisoners
had been transportedfrom Vietnam to the USSR. .. K.F.
Katushev,former Central Committee Secretary...,lold US
inter:viewers that he would have known if US POWs were
transferred to the USSR. He believes no such transfers
occurred. "(p.24)~)

ASSESSMENT:
The NIE'·,s account of the infonnation providled by the. above Russian sources 'is
inaccurate or lacking jn important detail. This view has been·expressed by the: Joint
Commission Support Directorate at.DoD, and it is one with which I agree, by virtue
of my direct involvement with these matters as US Chainnan ofthe Vietnam 'Var
Working Group of the Joint U.S.-Russia Commission on POWs and MIAs. (~
Firs~,

as is np.ted.in the NIE staten:tent.above, Russian·Gen·. yolkogonov said that
"his delegation had uncovered.no eviden.ce" of a trans(er (emphasis added). The
absence of evidence, however, is not proofthat an event did not take place. The
NIE, therefore, is wrong· to .characterize Volkogonov's statement as a "credible
report. that uS POWs were not trans{erred ·out of Vietnam.?' This· is especially true
in view pfGen. Volkogonov's testimony on this specific question before the U.S.
Senate Select-Committee on POWIMIA Affairs on Nov~mber 11: 1992 in which he .
stated,. '~Hypotheticany, we cannot dismiss the possibility' that. several individual
. A~erican servicemen were taken to the Soviet Union from Vietnam or Korea..~'~ .
More importantly, after Volkogonov made the above-quoted NIE statement a.bout
ha~ing. uncQvered no eyidenc~,.y ol~ogon~v receive4 a very. ·serious,indic.ation that a
transfer might have taken place during the Vietnam War era, and he writes about

1000052
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this indication in a brief autobiographical sketch dated August, 1994. This' notation,
which specifically mentions the existence of a KGB plan to transfer Ameri~ans in
the late 1960s, was discovered by my Commission staffin February, 1998, and was .
immediately shared with the NIE principal author. It is the subject of high-level
approaches by the US Government to the Russian Government at the.present time.
(ID1deed 1personally pursued this matter during my own visit to Moscow in early
1998) TIle existence of this notation by Volkogonov makes clear that by 1994,
,
Volkogonov himself had serious misgivings about the transfer issue. He referenced ;
it as "a secret which I was unable to penetrate." Yet, in view of this evidence
shared with the NIC earlier this year, the NIB omits any reference to it, and instead, t
by doing so, misrepresents the views of Gen. Volkogonov. As such, the NIB
\
statement, on its face, is both inaccurate and seriously illlcomplete. ~)

i

With respect to K.F. Katushev, identified in the above-quoted NIB statement as
having provided a "credible report that US POWs ~ere not transferred," the record j
of this interview, which was arranged at my request. in July 1997 during a visit to
.Moscow, does not support the NIE statement. First, the NIE falsely:cites Katushev :
as an example of testimony from a Russian "who served in Vietnam during the war, ;
and would have reason to know." In point offaet, although he traveled to Hanoi'
just once to negotiate an agreement with the North Vietnamese, Katushev did not
serve in Vietnam. He' worked in Moscow as a CPSU Central Committee Secretary i
during the Vietnam War. ~)
Second, Kattishev actually stated "he would have known if US POWs were
transferred to the USSR." Our Commission, however, has frequently heard the
claim "I would have known", during routine interviews with fonner Soviet officials
displaying an inflated view of their own importance. Based on Commission
investigations to date, we continue to believe that any covert, highly sensitive GRU
or KGB operation to remove any American POWs from Southeast Asia to the
fonner USSR would have been known to only a handful of Soviet officials. It is
unlikely that a Central Committee Secretary would have been one ofthem.. In any
event, Katushev's'-c1aim that he would have known is assuredly not a "credible
report that US POWs were not transferred out ofVietnam.",,(S)
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NIE PHOTOGRAPHS:

The NIE contains only two photographs, both
provided by the U.S. Army Central Identification
Laboratory (CILRI) in Hawaii, and both found in
Part One under Discussion. One, onp. 250frhe
NIE, is labeled "Having made the ultimate
sacrifice, a veteran returns home withfull military
,honors. " The other, on p. 18, is labeled itA
recovery team excavates the site.pfa B-52 crash
just outside Hanoi, Vietnam. .. ~)

ASSESSMENT:

I question why an undated photograph of a casket draped with an American t1al~
being escorted across a ,runway at Hickatn Air Force Base in Hawaii has any direct
relevance to Vietnam's'intentions, perfonnance, or capabilities on the POWIMJA
issue, there~y ju~tirying its inclusion in a National Intelligence Estimate, especially
since such events have transpired for nearly.25 years with respect to Vietnam..
Likewise, I question the need for a photograph of a crash site excavati<?n. NeiHler
of these photographs, labeled Figure 1 and.FigUre 2 in the NIB, but not specifically
referenced anywhere in the text of the report, shed light on an ·intelligence estjmat~
of Hanoi and the POWIMIA issue.
If the NIE had included photographs ofthe al)eged.l205. author, Gen. Tran·Van
Quang, or the alleged 735 author, Hoang Anh, bot~ ofwhQ:m have met with US
officials, then the inch.nsion of such photographs'would have had credible relewmce
to the subject at hand. But instead, we are treated to pictures which hardly seem
directly gennane to the ~stimate's teons.ofreference. I find such action by the NJ:C
. troubling, especi~l1y when there is no precedent for such action .with respect to other
NIEs. csy ;.
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]u DETAILED ASSESSMENT OF NIE STATEMENTS:
(continued)

lliscussion. (P.26):
Parl/ Two: Intelligellce Commlmity .AssesS~eDB/t 0/111(: aa120jv, and a'7J5"
l)ocl,meDO//S
'.'

"With respect to the Russian documents, ·given the serious
potential implications of these do:cllIments, J ~m sure yOIll would
agree that we mustaccor~ them thie most ea'ireful analysis 'in the
context of all other known iilllform~tion. In ~oing so, .lYe mlllst of
course, avoid the mindset to ~ell)UJlnk, but we also have a
responsibility to pro~ide OIIill'.·best analysis ~~ the'facts~~'
-- WiUiam Jefferson Clinton
SO
President
of the United States
.,
.

"I assure you that I remain' personally and deeply ~ommitted to
the most thorough and objective.revlewpossible of these importault
issues.' I int~nd to' mollllitor' closely· the'NII!; p'roc~s ond the. '.:
Community·'s examination of the ~R-.) (1205i.735) documents and
related issues~~:r will assure rigorous review .,.f the final NIE draft
by the Military Illlt~mgence Board, whic~·.i 'chair, and the National
ForeignlntelRigence Board, on which,I sii.~~::·.
.

..

.

::'"

. . ;.

...

",

'.

- lP'atrick M. Hughes
Lieutenant Ge~~.r~.D~ U~ Army
. .
Diredor, Defense ·Intelligence
.....,..: . ' . ';':' Agency 51
::-.:... '
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so Letter from President C;inton to.'SenatQf Smith, dated Decemb~r. i 0, 1993'. (U)
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Tran Van Quang (above)
Reported by GRU as 1205 Author

Hoang Anh (below)
by GRU as 735 Author
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NIE STATEMENT:

"...we believe the assessment released by DoD '~~mains
valid: that is; the documents were probably collepted by
the military intelligence department ofthe former Soviet
Union (GRU), but are not what they purport to be
(emphasis added) " 52 (p.26)

jif)

.

A.SSESSMENT:
lfthe documents are "not what they purport to be" - ie: rep'orts by North
Vietnamese officials to North Vietnam's leadership during the Vietnam War which
is what Russian officials continue to maintain, and Western scholars and other
.'
credible individuals cOhtinue to affinn - then what are they? This question
\
becomes critical for one to even consider accepting the NIE's judgment, especially\
given Vietnam's assertions that the documents are Russian fabrications, and their \
denials that they would have themselves fabricated such a report to pass to the
\,
Russians during the Waf, in addition to the NIE's conclusion that the documents
\
were probably conected by Soviet military intelligence. The hick of any 'serious, indepth discussion of this question reflects one of the most serious shortcomings in the
NIE itself. The NIE has failed to bridge in any meaningful way tbis gap illl the .
Russian and Vietnamese statements concerning the 12051735 documents. By failmg
to address this question, and especially in view ofthe many NIE inaccuracies ~dl .:
shortcomings outlined in this section, the NlE'sjudgment that the docwnents are not
S2 The assessment referred to was released by DoD on January 24, 1994. The principal author
of this earlier assessment was Robert Suettinger, who at the time worked on the 'National
Intelligence Council as Deputy NIO for East Asia, (See Task Force Russia Memo'randum for
Recor~, Sub: Meeting on Analysis ofVN-I205 Document, 24 May 93). Mr. Suettinger curren~ly
serves as NIO for East Asia, and it was .under his auspices that the ClIrrellt NIE was prepared, 'as
note~ on the NIE's cover page. In a meeting with Senator Smith.in·November. I997,·Mr. .
.....
I-wtmltt'oegiveii--Cb)(3) CIAAct
Sueltinger had pledged that his principal deputy preparing the report,
complete discretion to draw'different conclusions than Mr. Suettinger had previously drawn on
the 12051735 documents, and that Mr, Suettinger would footnote any objections he l1!!gllt~.~Y~J.(L_- ...any conclusions drawn b~
Iwhich-differetl·fitjn1Mf.·Sueft1ng~r;s-eaaier-conclusioins in (b )(3) CIAAct
the previous report,. NosiJch fo?tnotes a.ppear in the current NI~ ..ffi>
.

I
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what they purport to be cannot be accepted as credible or convincing. ~)
NIE STATEMENT:

, "The work ofthe Intelligence Community was the basis
for a news release by the Assistant Secretary ofDefimse
, for Public Affairs, entitled "Recent Reports on American
POWs in Indochina: An Assessnient." (foomote-JP.26) ~

ASSESSMENT:

.,
~i

!

This statement is incomplete, misleading, and factually inaccurate.' The referenced
assessment released by DoD in 1994 bar,dly constituted a formal or official
Intelligence Community (IC) product by any established standard or precedent. By
stating that the work of the Intelligence Community was "the basis" for the
assessment, the NJE foot~ote cited above misleads the 'reader into believing that this
was an officially-coordinated community-wide assessment,perfonned by the Ie
alone in 1993/94, wh.ich it most certainly was not. 53 Indeed, the product was tasked
by an Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense as a document to be prepared
for release to the general public in response to the controversy generated by release
of the 129) document in Russia in April" 19~:3.54 Indeed, in directing,the tasking, ,
the Acting Depl.Jty Assistant Secretary had also stated "there are many things wrong
with the document...gmi.1 is, to produce an ,unclassified report which could be
,
released to the mass media.'~ (Sf ,
'.

,.'

The i~put from portions of the IC appears' to h~ve been prepar~d in less than 30
days and was limited to the 1205 report,alone. 55 The input hardly proceeded fi-';)ID
,

,

The bipartisan inquiry by the Senate Select-Committee on Intelligence (SSCI) in April, 1991
concluded that the 1205173'5 documents had not been the'subject' ofa formal Intelligence
Community review. (U) ,','
'
",
53

54 Memora~d~m,from Acting Assistant Se~retary ofD~fense (pOWIMIA Affairs), Subject:
Single Assessment ofRussian ~OW IMlA D,ocument;,dated: May.,2.1, 1993. .(U) ,

55

Task Force Russia,Men'10~~dumforRecor~~

S'~bje'ct: M~ting.onA~alysi~'ofvN-l,2C5

sroRET,:' ",
~o 0O'.D
-',
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m objective baseline. Indeed, the input was prepared following the first n;e~tmg to
discuss preparation of the referenced tasking noted above. At this first meet.ing, the
then-Deputy NIO for East Asia, Robert Suettinger (under whose auspices the
(:urrent NIE was drafted) reportedly stated that the docwnent "contained so' many
inaccuracies that it could not be what it purported to be, a report by a Deputy Chief
of the North Vietnamese General Staffto the North Vietnamese Politburo. '.
According to Mr. Suettinger, the tone of the docwnent was wrong; the Politburo .
would not be addressed in the mann~r of the 1205 document, Gen..Quang was not
in the position claimed,for him by that document, the nwnbers ofUS-,POWs
mentioned could not be correct... 56" All of Mr. Suettinger's reported
pronouncements, made prior to any serious IC analysis, amazingly became the core
of the Ie's final input to the' 1994 DoD-released product, and even the 'cuiTent NIB:
~)

.

Additionally, the portions of the referenced 1994 DoD-released product concerning
the 735 document appear to have been drafted by the Office ofthe Assistant ..
Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs' Defense'POWIMIA Office
in October, 1993;57, In view of the above, the very Iimited'work'performe'd'hy' ,
dements of the Ie ·was not "the" basis for the :assessment.~) . ".. '-: : ...,. '. '
.

:
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Document, 24 Mat93, dated'May2S,'1993 (i~ote: this was the first ·rheeting·to·di.sciiss: " .: ;.:,'
preparation oftile assessment 'requested by D~p~:ASst. Secretary Ross)~j and.NationaHntelligence .'
Council Memorandum from Kent Harrington, National Intelligence Officer (NIO) for' East Asi~ '
to Ed Ross, Acting Asst. Secretary of Defense for POWIMIA Affairs, forwarding the <~final .
produc~," ~e: on Recent Reports o,n, Am~rican POWs in Indochi.na, dat~d Jlllle 21, 1993. @ , ,
•

S6.

• •

~.

•

I
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•

•
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•

Ibid..

•

. : •

•

' ": ., ,

~ffic~ ~(the Assist~~t ·Se~ret~ry. ofD~f~nst:

','

In~e~at~onllJ ·:s'~curii~:P,lfai;s'. Dt!f~n5!~'

S7",See'
for
,
POW/MIA Office Newsletter, Supject: Russian Provide N~w Document Abput t.!S pOW's in '
Vietnam, dated October, 1993, distributed to all Senators ~y Sen. JO,hn Kerry·by letter· d~ted' .
October 12;'1993':' (/fate: the contents ofthe analysis. abOlit this neW dtlcument :..:....:..~: ie: the·7,35
I eport .:..-' are virtuallyidenti,c~I, to the product:r:eferenced in the NIE' which' was released by DoD 'I.'
. on January 24, 1994.)
.
: .' ",;'
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Active participants in the drafting process were drawn from non-intelligence
community entities, especially. OSDIISA's Defense POWIMIA Office and, to a
lesser extent, Anny's Task Force Russia. Only DIA, CIA, and State I&R' .
participated from the IC. 58 The other elements of the IC, such as NSA, FBI, and the
intelligence elements of the four military services, did not participate. Thus, the .
assessment included inp\lt from· some elements of the Intelligence Community, but
not the Community as a whole, and it was never. coordinated as such, or even
presented as such to either the Military Intelligence Board, the National Foreign
IntelJigence Board, or other officials within the Intelligence Co~unity. (S)
"The /,205figure was' 669 more than the highest number·
the US Government ever believed might be held
captive... " (p.26)JSr

NIE STATEMENT:

ASSESSMENT::
The NIE judges that 536 Americ~n. POWs (1,205 minus 669) constitutes "the
highest number the US Governmen( ~ believed might be held captive." One:
assumes that the NIE is referring to Americans held captive as of September, 1972,
the .date. of ~heJ~.205. report. In any ~vent, the NIE statement is demonstrably
false amI misleading as shown.by preyious testimony by former U.~.,Goven~iillmt
officials (see·pages 36-38) and 1973 Intelligence Community reporting and
assessments (see footnot.e #4q): (~ "
...... .' .
Following the return' of 591 American POWs during Operation Homecoining in
February and March, 1973, there remained 1,363 Americans listed as missing in
action. This figure did not include over 1,100 additional Americans who had be,;m
declared killed in actiorilbridy not recovered'by their wartime'comrrianders as'of
'.

:'

•

•

•

. , , I.

•

•

58 Task.Forc~ R~ssia Mem~~andum for.Re~ord ... Subj~c~: Meeting on Analysis ofVN-120:;
Document,.24 May 93, dated May.25-, 199.3; and Office 9f Assistant Secretary ofDefense (:rhblic'
Affairs) release, p.l, dated January 24, 1994. (U)

s~t
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]973. 59 In May, 1973, DoD decided to maintain an official position, ands6 ·testified
to Conbrress, that "we do not know whether those 1,300 MIAs now unaccounted for
are alive or dead. 60" (U)
.
.
Moreover, in late 1972/early 1973 (prior to Operation Homecoming), there were
over 1,950 Americans who were either possibly captured or known captured in
Southeast Asia (1,363+591 returned).61 The figure 1,950 is obviously much larger
Ihan the 536 number of US POWs ever believed! to have been captured during this
lime frame as asserted by the NIE. In addition·to the testimony offonner US
officials referenced earlier (footnote #37), the Senate Select Committee on
POWIMIA Affairs received additional testimony in Jl992 that the list of"potentiall
POWs" compiled by US intelligence in 1972 consisted of up to 1,000 to 1,600
names. 62 Again, based on these facts, the NIB judgment - that 536 Americans was
. 59 See letter to the Chairman of the House Armed Services Committee from Dep.uty Assistant
;;ecretary ofDefense for International Security Affairs, Dr. Roger E. Shields;. dilt.cd March 31,
1915, p. 9 and 12. (Entire letter is contained as Enclosure for the Record·ofthe Hearing ofthe
:;enate Select Commit~ee o~ POWIMI~ Affairs, Septemb~r 24, 1992; p. ~3S-849.) (U).
' .
. ...
. ....
60 See Memorandum for Assistant Secretary ofDefense for International Security·Affairs,
,;ubject: Curren.t PWIMIA Issues, signed by"Dr. ~ogerE. ·Shields, dated MaY,24, 1973.·- ."1
have said that we have over 1,300 American MIAs who were unaccount.ed fQr, and.that this
meant that we had .no info~ation ~o show conclu~ively that a man was ehher.alive· or d~d.. I am
:;cheduled to t~~~ify·on the MIA issue...With your concurrence, I wil!.l1uiintain thc{p'os!t~oit that
we do riot know whether those·MIAs ·now unactounted for· are alive or dead."· 'Or. Shields
·furthered testified at the referenced hearing on May 31: 1973, "As for those who ~e thought to
nave been captured alive, but who have not been returned, let me say' that this is ·perhaps the most
igonizing and frustrating i~sue ofall." (U)
61 On 'Ja~uary, 28, 1974,. pr.' Roger'E. Shields, D~puty Assistant' Sedretary ofrlefe~~~, ·again
testified befote"the Senate Foreign·Relations ·Committee that "At the ·time ·oftbe :sigrung the
(P!lris) agre~ment, the United States listed over 1,900 Americans as captured or missing...While
we are profoundly grateful for the return ofihe men (at Openltion.Homecoming),
joy and
sense of ~ccomplishmentare tempered by the fact that over 1,300 others Bisted.1iy oJr . .
Government as missing and captur~d did·not return." (U) .
.. .:.
.
! . _. .
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See testimony' arid de~~~ition of Col. Law~en'ce Robson; Gen. Eugen~
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the highest number ofPOWs ever believed to have been captured - is substantially
inaccurate. (~

NIE STATEMENT:

"Russian recollections are hazy on whether the "1205';
• document was allegedly written in. Vietnamese. General
Volkogonov, advisor to President Yeltsin, thought he
remembered seeing an original Vietnamese version. ],"1
any event, no Vietnamese version ofthe 'document has
been located" (footnote, p.26)jS)

ASSESSMENT:
This NIE statement is misleading, incomplete, and inaccurate. It contracti,cts
credible information provided.to the principal- author ofthe NIB during the
estimate's'drafting sta~e. SpecificaUy:o
.

•

,'

The Chief of the GRU in 1994, General Ladygin, whose agency acquired the
1205 and '735 documents in 197-1 and 1972, stated in writill1g to me in Jum:, '
1994 that "The translation ofthe report was'actually done by the Main
IntelHgenc.e Directorate (ORD) of~h~ General'St~ffand'sent to the CPSU
Central Co~mitte.e in Novembei, 1:912."~rhe originql report in the
Vietnqmese langUage .(empha~is ~dded)
destroyed after translation in .
accordaqce with the· docu~~nt handling proc,e.dures establi~hed by. the OR U
of the··General·Staff. 6~,~ .

was

.

fill

This GRU aut.~9ritatjve stateme~t was ~onfirmed by the current Chief ofthe
GRU.in a meet~ng V¥.ith myself and tlW Chai~an ~f the S~nate ~'~lect ' ..

Th'o~as Mo~rei: as referen~ed on page '78 of the ....~nal Repprt ofthe Senate Sele~ Committc;:~ on .
POWIMIA Affairs, dated January, 1993 (Senate Rpt. 103-1). (0)
•

••

•
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63 Letter to Senator Bob Smith from Chief, ORU ofthe General'Staff, 'Russian Atlned Forces,
Colonel General
r':. Ladyghj·,.
dated June 30, 1~94.,(U)
.
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Committee on Intel1igence~ Senator Shelby~ in Moscow on July 1, 1997.
During that meeting~ General Korabelnikov cited General Ladygin's. letter,
asking 'us "to pay close attention to the words in his letter." He then
amplified on that letter, in response to my questioning, stating, "The
translation was indeed penonned in the GRU in Moscow in 1972. But,
unfortunately, we no longer have the Vietnamese language version. 64"
Moreover, the GRU cover pages to each ofahese two documents, prepared! :in
1971 and 1972, clearly state "translated from Vietmimese into Russi3lll. 6S "
Additionally, Russian officials and the GRU cover sheet itself indicate that·
the translations were done in Moscow.66
,t

1------------- '-(b Y< )

64 Memorandum for the Record, Subject: Meeting Notes: CODEL SniithlUSRJC KokoshinIKorabelnikov, July 1,1997,4:45 p.m. - 5:45 p.m., Russiaq Ministry ofDefense. (U)

65 See Appendix to this Assessmenf for copies of complete English translations of the
12051735 GRU acquisitions from North Vietnam. (U)

--
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Based on the above, the.NIE statement cannot be accepted. There is no doubt or
haziness on the Russian side that an original Vietnamese language version ofllie
1205 GRU acquisition, in fact, existed at one time. Whether it was in written or
recorded fonn prior to translation into Russian, is irrelevant in the context of a
footnote about whether it ever existed, which appears to be the point of inserting the
footnote in the first place. A side question for the U.S. Government is whether it
might still exist. The NIE is silent on this issue. The more pressing issue, however,
in view of the credible testimony of the noted Russian officials above, is why th€:o
Vietnamese position, that no original version existed, has !lot been aggressive1}
challenged ~~ the U.S. Gov~mment;S>,.:
NlE STATEMENT:

"Since the original examination ofthe document by the
Intelligence Community in 1993, interviews with Russian
officials who were knqwledgeable about the (1205)
document continue to validate the claim that it is an
authentic GRU document and not a Russian
fabrication...While.supporting the authenticity ofthe
document, none ofthe Russians. claimed that the figure of
1,205 POWswas qccurate." (p.26) (8)
. ;/(b)(1)
/ / (b)(3) NatSec':\ct

ASSESSMENT:-

.,In this section, quote~ above, the.l~UE lists/
/iussians as having c~inmented
on the au~henticity of the. 1205 document since .1993, and there is no caveat that.

(b)(1)

::l000064
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SECRET
these are only examples, as was done elsewhere on different subjects in olli~r '
portions of the NIE. Inexplicably, the NIE neglected to include statements by other
key Russian officials since 1993 which were provided to theprincipaI NIB drafter in
t:arly 1998. These other Russian officials commented on both the authenticity and
the number ofPOWs referenced in the document itself (see footnote #35). Had
these other officials been included, the NIE could not have judged that none of the
Russians attested to the credibility ofthe number ofPOWs referenced mth~,'
document (51
:// (b)(1)

,

/< (b)(3) NatSecAct
More importantly, even ifthe NIE judgment is limited' to thOi~div:iduals
referenced in this section of th'e NIE, the judgment is still inaccurate;, because' one of
t hose individuals, GRU Captain AI. Sivets, in fact, did comment on the accuracy 'of
the numbers in the'document (see footnote #38). He further "emphatically?' stated"
eluring an interview with U.S. officials in October, 1997,,that "the' Vietitamese: ._- ' - '
would not have deceived themselves at a closed Politburo session~ ,they might have, '
provided inaccurate information in press releases or in their negotiations with the
Americans, but they would have no reason to do so within closed sessions Qftheir
political leadership.6s" (8J
,"
....
(b}(1) / /
(b)(q}NatSecAct

1-------·

]n addition, another orthe
------------f//
was more directly associated with and knowledgeable about the GRU',s acquisition, '
of the "735" document, than the "1-205" document. WhiJ~1
Idid '
provide somepertirient information about the 'acquisitjot(ofthe: 1205 document~ he' ,
was directJy involved with the acquisition ofthe 7J5/document~ and' had-v.erified .: "
that the 735 number tracked generally'with GRU figures at that time on the number
of American pilots held by Hanoi." Yet t1)e'NIE fails to'-reflect any-,understanding of.
l:his fact by not even mentionin~
fil1l)~e following section on' "new
':nfonnatioro" pertaining to the ',?-3-5" document (see'P-:lO). -(Sf: . - - , :-' . ,
.

.'
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- (b)(1)
(b)(3) NatSecAct

.

.
(b)(1).
(b)(3) NatSecAct

~~~...

Memorandum for-the .Record, Subject: Meeting with Captain First Rank A.VSivets, dated' ,
14, 1997~ p.l (U)" ,
: :: ", '
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NIE STATEMENT:

"General Volkogonov, in statements to the press in /993,
expressed doubt about the reliability ofthe numbers. "
(p.27) (S1

ASSESSMENT:
I knew General Volkogonov personally for several years pnjor to his wUortunate
death in late 1995. Throughout ] 993 and nn the two years that followed, General
Volkogonov consistently maintained, both publicly and privately, that only the
Vietnamese knew about the reliability ofthe numbers contained in.the report. He
personally had no basis for doubting the figures and, at the sam~ tnm~, could not'
vouch for the figures - bl,ltatthe same time; he maintailllled,."I person~lly don't
doubt at all the authenticity and the genuine character oHhis dpcument/, as he told
CNN on April 14, 1993. In that same interview69, Volkogonov speculated on
whether'the Vietname~e author ofthe 1,205 report had reported accurate figureB to
his' own North Vietnamese leadership~ btlt then emphasized "one .has to ~k that
man in Hanoi~ was he felling the truth when preparing this report. We·in Mosc(lw in
our commission have no answer to that question." (U)
Moreover~ Volkogonov. told the New York Times in Moscow on April 21., .1993
when challenged on the·numbers, "True,] cannot'guarante~..that.ii.s (the 1205
document) content is a true.reflection of past realolty. ·Only. the Vietnamese CaIl1
know this." He' later stated in December,. 1994, "I ,have studied exhaustively tht:
mechanism used to gather.this document, and.] can state th~~ I do not know of.al)lY
case where such infonnafion woulcl'have been fabricated: ..North .vietnames~
General Quang {1205 author):was fully competent to give this repc;>rt~' (U)

Based on these facts, previously·made available to the pnincipal 3qthor ofthe NIE, it
is extremely misleading to then cite General Volkogonov, based on unspecified
69 A transcript ofVolkogonov's interview with CNN was made available.to the NIC by the
SSC! earlier this year. My office had prepared the transcript in 1993. afler pbtaining.from C:NN
directly the tape ofthe full interview which, incidentally, never aired. (U).. .. .

~.
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press reports, as somehow vindicating the NIE'sjudgment that the 1205 number is
not accurate)S)
NIE STATEMENT:

"A TASS correspondent who served in Vietnam during
the period (1972), V. Kobchev, stated that the (J 205)
numbers were too high. " (p. 27~
..

ASSESSMENT:
In addition to the staff at the Joint Commissi0n Support Directorate, I, too, have,
::,erious reservations about the value of the' testimony ofjournalists, considering how
remote is the chance that they would have been privy to .reliable information on.
these sensitive issues. The NIE itself, on p. 23, claims "those Ru~sians who were in
Vietnam during the war have stated that the VietIiamese. sensitive about
sovereignty, did not allow the' Soviets to be involved' in interrogations of American .
POWs." If the NIE's assertion is that Soviet military officials could not get close to
American POWs, then it strains credulity to accept the NIE's.implied assertion that
a. TASS journalist could have had access to reliable information on how many
paws were,.in fact, held by Hanoi. Moreover, although Soviet and other Eastern '
European journalists were routinely invited to staged press' conferences willi
selected US paws in Hanoi, these ,paws had all been previously acknowledged by
Hanoi as being held: Thus, while journalists were privy·to information about POWs .
teing used for propaganda purposes, they were not in a position to reliably estimate
now many POWs were, in fact, captured'by North Vietnamese forces during the .
war. Citing them in a NIE only degrades the evidentiary base the NIB is
unsuccessfully trying to build. Finally, it should be noted that the Jomt Commission
Support Directorate at DPMO, responsible for coordinating.:POWlMlA-related
interviews with Russian officials since the'Commission's inc~ptiQn, has no record of
the interview cited in the NIE. ¢>
..... . ;'.
'.
.

j\lIE ,STATEMENT:

000068
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.- "One.interviewee, V. V. Dukhin., who s(!ryed.:.in .flanoi
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"

from 1992 to. 1995, said that theformer DCM in Halloi,
1.A. Novikov (now deceased) told him he was aware of
the 1205 document when it was acquired ...he (Novikov)
slated that the GRU agent who acquired the document
was not.·reliable. " (p.27) (1)

ASSESSMENT:

I. ,.

,! . .

!.

A review of the diplomatic roster for the Soviet Embassy nn.1971 shows that
Novikov occupied a junior attache, non-military, position in the embassy. As such,
he would have been unlikely to know anything about GRU military intelligence
operations.in.Hanoi, and certainly nothing about the GRU's most sensitive agents.

il

!I :

.~.

!

I' '.I

f

More importantly, it is bewildering that the NIB would· choose to include mention of
this interview, but'not include amplificatton ofthe more german~ comments by GRU
Capt. AJ. Sivets on this very topic,even though he is mentioned briefly on·the
previous page (p.26), and. his full testimony was provided to the me in early·.1998.
Capt. Sivets, who researched this matter within the GRU; in his capacity as the;:
GRU representative.to the Joint U.S.-Russia POW/MIA Commission since 1992', '.
told US offi~ia!s. in October" .1997,:that:
., .....
iii

.

(!).

•

.

The 1205. document was received from a Vietnamese agent ofthe GRU who
provided the 'GRU with a number ofmaterials during the.war, which were
.judged to be reliable. . .
The ORU performed two assessments oftlle source's reliability. In .19.93,.
ORU Chief General Ladygin ordered a review oftne activity and reliability of
the agent. Based- primarily"on. an· assessment of the agent that was perfoooed:
at the beginning of the 19705, the agent was judged to be "reliable,'." diat
everything with this agent "was in order" and the agentwas "working {.J! us."
The GRU assessment had also detennined that the nnformatioiueceive¢l froni'
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this agent was first-hand information and accurately reflected the iritemal
political situation in North Vietnam.
Sivets further told US officials that "the GRU would never have sent this
infonnation to the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) Central
Committee if there had been any doubt about the reliability of the infonnatnon
provided by this agent.,,70 .{S}
It is further bewildering that the NIB would not mention the relevant testimony on
this specific subject by K.F. Katushev, who is also mentioned briefly on anotller
matter elsewhere in the NIE, and whose full testimony was provided to the NIC in
early 1998. Katushev, former USSR Central Committee Secretary in charge of
Maintaining Ties with Other Socialist Countries in the early 1970s, told! US officials
during my visit to Moscow in July, 1997 that the GRU had "good channels and
connections" and he had no reason to doubt that the 1205 document was not what it
purports to be. He also noted that the document contained new information that was !
worthy of the attention ofthe Soviet Communist Party leadership.71 .(B)
:
Finally, the NIE makes no reference to the views of noted Russian and American
scholars on Vietnam issues, with regard to this specific point, even though this
infonnation was made available to the NIC. For example, Ilya Gaiduk, interviewed
by DoD officials on October 8, 1997, elaborated on the claims in his book72 that
.'

.

Memorandum for the Record,. Subject: Meeting with Captain First Rank A. 1 Siv~ts,
Moscow, October 14, 1997, p.4, signed by Roger Schumacher, Senior Analyst, Joint Commission'
Support Directorate, 000 (U)
70

71 Joint Commission Support Directorate, USJRCIDPMO, Report ofInferview With
Konstantin Katushev, dated July 1, 1997. Note: Katllshev's own handwritingfrom 1972 appears
011 the J205. document found in Soviet Cel1lral Committee archives i11:1993. I" his note, he
req/~ests additional information/or the Soviet leadership on American POWs held by North
Viel11am. ( U ) ·
.
.
72 Gaiduk is the author of The Soviet Union and the Vielllam War," Ivan R. Dee Publishers,
Chicago, 19.96. (U)
.
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Soviet intelligence penetrated the highest Readership organs of the North Vietnamese
Government during the Vietnam War. He claim& that the Soviets had reliable
sources with direct access to persons who either participated in North Vietnamese
, Politburo sessions or were privy to the content of these sessions. In addition,
Harvard researcher, Mark Kramer, has indicated that a published m~moir ofa
fonner GRU official speaks of the GRU having penetrated the North Viemaml~se
Politburo during the war~

.

"

As such, the inclusion in this NIE,ofDukhin's second-hand account about what
Novikov allegedly recalled, at the exclusion ofmore relevant testimonyfrom more
knowledgeable Russian officials and others as noted above,:is evidence.of
extremely shallow analysis by the principal author ofthe NIE. ' To make Duklrin's
hearsay report the only reference in the entire NIB that explicitly pertains to the
"reliability of the GRU agent" is extremely misleading to the NIB reader. (~
NIE STATEMENT:

Vietnamese officials continue to claim the report is a
fabrication. ~' (p.27) (S)
II

ASSESSMENT:
'"

,:

I

I'

'I

"'1::<.
,

:

"

,.
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1' • •

,

,

,
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W11at is the'point? That Vietnamese communists officials m:e telling the; ~th?
Therefore it's a fabrication? As discussed previously, the NIB fails to assess -ms
Vietnamese claim in any meaningful way.. Rather, the NIE merely'states HanJi's
position'with respect to the Russian documents, and in doing so, states it in an
inaccurate and incomplete manner, as shown below. Moreover, at no place in IDe
estimate is there an .assessment of whether Hanoi has. in the judgment afthe
Intelligence' Community, peiformed within its capabilities in producing evidence to
prove its claim. This isa critical'shortcoming in the NIB itself, especially, mview of
. the NIE's title - Yietnai11ese Intentions, Capabilities, and Performance concerning'
the POW/MIA /s:$ue. <m '

..

Perhaps more important is the fact that while Vietnamese officials have consistently
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c.laimed to American officials and the press at large that the 1205 docume'iit is a
'complete fabrication,73, they have apparently KYl1. made any such claim in t~e
(:ourse of several discussions on the matter with Russian officials, the contents of
which have been reliably reported to US officials. I

73 See Interim Analysis of 1205 Document, by Sen. Smith to Amb. Toon; July 21., 1993,
liection entitled "Reaction by Vietnamese Officials" contains extensive quotes in media by
Vietnamese officials, along with commentary by Hanoi publications. The most recent reported
denial took place during a meeting between Deputy Assista~t Secretary ofpefense
(POW/Missing Personnel Affairs) Robert Jones and Vietnam's Vice Minister ~fDefense, Tran
Hanh, during a luncheon in the Executive Dining Room, Lounge 1, at the Pentagon, on October
5, 1998. Hanh reportedly stated that "the Russian documents are complete.fabri~ations." (0)
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NIE STATEMENT:

"None ofthe new information helps to confirm the
accuracy ofthe 1205 report. "(p.27) CJlf

ASSESSMENT:

(6J(1t·····.....
(b)(3) NatSecAct

.

:fhis statement is factually inaccurate. As previously demonstJrate~(ili(fmform~tion
provided by GRU Capt. A.I. Sivetsl
I
briefly referenced in the NIE under the heading "New Information"'- does, in fact,

/zelp to confirm that the 1205 document was an accurate representation ofthe .
political-military situation in North Vietnam in 1972. So does the infonnation
provided by fonner USSR Central Committee Secretary Katushev, and two Chiefs
of the GRU -- Generals Ladygin and Korabelnikov -- in. 1994 and] 997. In short,
:;ince 1994, the GRU has expressed its confidence in both the authenticity and the
reliability ofthe infonnation in the 1205 report. To ignore this evidence implie~ that·
':he GRU being confident enough in the infonnation it acquired in: 1972 to forward it
'LO the Soviet Central Committee (whose own official viewed it with confidence) is
somehow not helpful infonnation in judging whether the 1205 report could have

~T
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been accurate. For the NIB to assert such an argument is absurd. (S-)
NlE STATEMENT:

"

,

')",1 :.

'1) ;

:IL "
,Ji i
. :'j .

.:

t:

I

I

, ,.
;: :.

"Quang'iS responsibilities as a battlefield commaJ1J4er
in a combat situation make it unlikely that he would be
brought to Hanoi to report on issues that were not within
his scope ofresponsibility...Quang claims he remained
with his troops during the (Easter Offensive) period and
could not have beelJ in Hanoifor a 15 September
Politburo meeting... He (Quang) argues plausibly that he
would not have been the one to deliver such a report
because the iss.ue would not have been handled by a
. regional military commander. " (p.27-28){S)

ASSESSMENT:
This NIE judgment is..colltJ'ouJicted by substantial evidence originated by or made
available to the Intelltgenct! Community prior to and during the drafting of this
estimate. This includes infonna.tion which indicates Quang ,was hardly just a
battlefield commander with a scope ofresponsibilities 'limit~d to his battlefield
command ,po(~ition, (who would have had to have been "brouliht tu Hanoi") but
rather was a·top leader-in the communist North Vietnamese hierwrchy d~g the
Vietnam War. 'As examples . ,
.
tbX 1)
(b )(3l"NatSecAct
"

,i·I
h

.

.

'--_ _--'Quang was elected a secret alternate member of the Lao Dong
(North Vietnam's Communist) Party Central Committee and.ofthe C4;:ntral
.

,

i

,j '.

II..
II .
i

i! I
: .

15 N~rth Viet~amese Lt..General Tran Van :Quang, now Chairman '~fthe Vie~name~e War
Veterans Association (elected in November, 1992), was reported by the Russian GRU.ir, 1972 to
be the North Vietnamese.author ofthe "1205" report acquired by the ORU and dated S(:ptember

15, 1972. (U)

,
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Military Affairs Party Committee (CMAPC), and held those positions from
1960 until 1976. Quang was noted publicly in these positions in 1974, but as
a member, vice 'alternate' member. Quang's membership on the CMAPC is
sibrnificant because the CMAPC ran the war under Politburo guidance, and
supervised the General Political Directorate of the VPA, which had
responsibility for the handling and exploitation of US POWS. 76 , (SJ
This infonnation is corroborated by'a U.S. Joint Public Affairs Office

,&

76 Note: The Central Committee of Vietnam's Communist Party was the elite governing body
.afNorth Vietnam consisting of the country's leadership positions. The Milit~ry Affairs
Committee ofthe Party Central Committee (CMAPe), who Secretary was Politburo member
General Vo Nguyen Giap, was charged with conducting the war itself, and has been referred to as
"second only to the Politburo as the center of decision making in the DRV..., and more important
than the National Defense Council in terms ofDRV policy making'; (See Bases ojPower in the
DRV, Vietnam Documents and Research Notes, #107, p.7-8, published Octaber, 1972). Quang's
membership in the CMAPC, which also reportedly included certain non-military Politbtur.!l
members such as Le Duc Tho (Kissinger's counterpart in Paris), makes him one ofthe most
powerful and influential figures in North Vietnam duri~g the war. Additional backgrouq~ on the
Central Committee role during the war, and specifically its Military Affairs sectio~ ~!in be found
in .The Parry in Command: Political Organization and the Viet COllg Armed Forces, Vietnam
Documents and Research Notes #34, published May, 1968, which includes note:;s·frorq. captured
COSVN documents, for example, "The Central Committee establishes the Party Central Military
Affairs Comm!ttee (including a number of Central Committee military an(llllon-mjlitary.n:tembers)
to help it in its leadership of the People's Army, The General Political Directorate is placed under
the Central Committee, which to some extent, delegates its power to the Party Centr!!1 Military
Affairs Committee...Thus, the Central Committee directly decides upon major affairs related to
the armed forces. The Party Central Military Affairs Committee, which exercises command over
the armed forces under the direct leadership ofthe Central Committee, is a part of the Central
Committee...These facts show the supreme power ofthe Central Committee over the armed.
forces. The Central Committee exerts direct control of the 'armed forces in all fields,· particularly
in id,eological matters. To help tile Central Committee, there has been established III large political
organ, the General Political Directorate which works under the supervision ofthe Central
Committee and the Party Central Military Affairs Committee." Additional informatiori on the key
role played by both the Party Central Military Affairs Committee and the Party's:Political Bureau
(ie: Politburo) can 'be'foun~ ;n the Communist publication, Our'Great Spring Offensive, by· .
General Van Tien Dung, Chief of Staff, Vietnamese 'Peo'ple's Aimy, 1977. (U)
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(JDSPAO), American Embassy Saigon, listing from July, 1972listmg Quang
as a member of North Vietnam's Communist Party's Central Military Affairs
Committee and a Deputy Chief ofStaff ofthe Vietnamese People's Army
(VPA)77. (D)

77 Note: Th~ Russian GRU cover ,pages to the ~205 document, ~nd an~tP:er report by General
Quang in 1912, also note Quang's title as "Deputy Chjef pfthe General Staff ofthe Vietllamese
People's Army.~' Interestingly)
.
. " ~ IGeneral
"
Quang functioned,as Dep~ty Chieffrom a~ early as:l ~5.4 to !it least 19~8, .a~d t~h .again from
1974 to 1982, leaving in doubt whether Quang still had, that title between l~6.S·:and 1974.
(January, 1974 was the date Quang was first identified again publicly as P~'P~ty Chief of Sta,ff,
according to FBIS reports). However,.as noted, U.S. record~ did.still c¢}r him'with that title in
July, 1972, and again,in a Vietnam Document and ll,tesearch.Note d~~~d·i973. ~ .' .

.

~T
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~o ofQuang's aliases or pseud!onyms wcif~ Bay

Tien and! Tran Nam Trung. 78 While Quang's use of the alias Bay Tje~ has
been ackno'Vledged by Hanoi in recent years79 , Quang's use of both aliases is
a dramatic disclosure, corroborated by other reporting, which lends credence

to Quang having been "probably the most powerful single individual in the
entire communist apparatus in South VietnamRO," as well as a key military and
political leader in North Vietnam's Communist Party. The reasons for this .
are multifold and noteworthy (Sj Accorded to the captured notebook of senior North Vietnamese
Communist Party Central Committee member and high ranking fA VN
'(0.)(1 )
81
(b )(3)_ NatSecAct official "Muoi Khan "), obtained by U.S. forces in 1967, Quang
-',..;",'- .. ,.----------

--'l~,r----~~---~--~~~~--~--~--"-~~'-"-'--""'------,

79 Memorandum for Record, Defense POWIMIA Office Research and Analysis Directorate,
:
dated March 11, 1997 (see translated enclosures).. (U)
80 The Communist Party ofSouth Vietnam, A Study, published by the United States Mission in
Vietnam, Saigon-Vietnam, March, 1966, p. 25. (U)
.

81 The document was c~ptured by the Fourth U.S. Infantry Division on Ma~ch 30, 1967,
during Operation Junction City II. It is described as the notebook of"Muoi Khal1; appointed
Chief of the Administrative Staffofthe Military Affairs'Committee for COSVN in 1961." ,Note:·
According to the communist Hanoi publication, 1110 vao Nam (Lellers to the South), published in
1985 by Su That PLiblishing House in Hanoi (p. 311), "Muoi Khang" was the alias for Lt. Gen'
Hoang Van Thai, a Deputy"Chief of Statfoftbe VPA and Vice-Minister of Defense (Feb. 1961),
who was a member ofthe Vietnam Workers (Communist) Party Central Committee in Hanoi,
including the CC's Military Affairs Committee, as well as "Assistant- Secretary ofthe Regional, :': "
Party Military Affairs Corri'nlittee'ofthe Central ,Office for South Vietnam." The contents·ofthe.
notebook are discussed !11 detail (including the identification ofBay Tien as Trl.Ul Van Quang and
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(referenced in the notebook under his alias Bay Tien) was one of two
high,;.rank.ing communist North Vietnamese officials instrume.ntal in the
reestablishment in 1961 of the Central Office for South Vietnam
(COSVNIl2), Ie: North Vietnam's Communist Party's southern branch
his reporting to North Vietnam's Politburo) in Vietnam Documents and Research Notes #40, TJre
Central Office ofSouth Vietnam, published by the American Embassy, Saigon (JUSPAO), date~1
August, 1968, p. 5,21, and 23.
82 COSVN, and its relation to the PRP and NLF is discussed 'and identified in various wartime
and postwar U. S. Government studies and records, in addition to other academic publications, as
- (1) "officially set up as the top command post for all communist activities in South Vietnam. It
is responsible for both control of political affairs and direction of Viet Cong military. activities.
Through interlocking organization and concurrent assignments, COSVN members 81:1ide the
People's Revolutionary Party (PRP), the National Liberation Front (NLF) and all other elementll
ofthe infrastructure and the South Vi.etnam Liberation Army.· COSYN itself is subordinate to
Hanoi and reports directly to officials there. J:t ~s the forward headquarters ofthe Vietnam
Workers' Party (Lao Dong) ofthe North. The key leaders ofCOSVN are members ofthe
Central Executive Committee or Politburo of the Northern Party...COSVN appears to have fairly
direct access to the Hanoi Politburo...At the time COSVN was re'created in 1961, it became the
central organ for the Southern Branch ofthe.(Communist North's) Lao Doilg/Workers' Party.
When the People's Revolutionary Party (PRP) was established on January 1, 1962, COSVN ~hefl
became the Central Committee of the new party for the South with its highest leaders making up
the Standing Committee ofthe PRP. Establis~ment of.the PRP was a tactical maneuver
appropriate to Hanoi's strategy of depicting the revolution in South Vietnam 'as a movement
strictly indigenous to the South." see VDRN #40, August, t 968, p.1-2 and 5; (2) "The.PRP
Central Committee frequently is referred to as the Central Office, South Vietnam (COSVN). The
implication of this usage sometimes is that the Central Office is organizationally and
.
geographically separated from the Central Committee ofthe.NLF, but the PRP at all times worh
through the Front and is rt0t separate from it. The PRP is referred to by communist sources as
:the vanguard of the NLF, the soul of the NLf.. Its pipeline into North Vietnam was by means cf
the Lao Dong Party (North Vietnam's Communist Party) apparatus, and the party itself appears
to be its chief sponsor in Hanoi...Captured Lao Dong cadre documents state "the creation ofthf:
People's Revolutionary Party is only a matter .ofstrategy..,it.is a means of...advancing the plan (If
invasion ofthe South.. ,it has only the appearance ofan independent existence, but actually, it is
nothing but the Lao Dong Party (ofNorth Vietnam), the chief ofwhich is President
take care
to keep this strictly secret, especially in South Vietnam so that the enemy does not perceive our
purpose...According to instructions ofthe Central Committee, one must not .tell the people or

Ho...
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(top command post or forward headquarters for the South), also known
as ahe People's Revolutionary Party (PRP) headquarters beginn~g in
January, 1962, and the headquarters for the National Liberation Front
(NLF) established in December, 1960 (in essence, the PRP was the
backbone of the NLF, the leadersWp of which constimted .21 Secretariat
known as COSVN under abe North's Central Committee and Politburo
direction). (U)
ED

Quang, a~cording to this 'information, had become in late 1961, the
head ofCOSVN's (ie: NLF) Military Affairs Committee (in addition to
being a COSVN member), simultaneously serving as. executive officer
. and NLF representative of the People's Liberation Aqned Forces
(PLAP), (also established in 1961 with COSVN serving as·its
headquarters): Other intelligence reporting corrobor~tes Quang's
early' involvement with COSVN.'s Military Affairs c.ommittee and the
PLAF.83~
.

l.,,·

....

t=arty sympathizers that the Peop'le's Revolutionary Party and t4e Lao Dong (Coinmumst
Workers) Party of (North) Vietnam are one. One must not say that .it is only a tactic, because it
would not·be good for. the enemy to know." see The Communist Party a/South V.ietnam, A ..;
nlldy, published by the U.S. Mission in Saigon-Vietnam, Mar(:b, 1966, p.3-25; :a.lI1d (3.) "T~eJoP.
COSVN leaders were all ~arty veterans with a. history ofloyalt:Y, to ~e:o~ganizatiQ~.' At the. end!. .
(If each year, 'a leading. COSVN ~ember attended a PolitburQ' meetingJn Hanoi tc;> c<?ns~* with..:, .. '; .
Party leaders 'and receive'directions for future strategy in the South..J~.early 1.962, Ha~oi .decid~ .
to set up a southern branch ofthe VWP, the People's Revolutionaiy Party, or PRP. The·PRP .
was initially described as an independent party with no formal connections with the VWP in the
North'. This was'a tletion designed to avoid identification of the southern movement with:the
Party leadership in the North. to reality, the PRP was·dir.ectly.subordinate·to the parent
organization in the DRV through COSVN." The Communist Road to Power in .Vietnam, D.uUter, .
1996,. p. 230.'· (U)··
. · ..··1·
,.,,::.
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forward to the Army's ~ask Force Russi~ in April, 1993 states, "In 1960...just 'as his impor:tant
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Also, according to the infonnation from the captured notebook, Quang
_was reported to be preparing and sending reports directly to the
Central Committee ofthe Communist (Lao Dong/Workers') Party ,:n
North Vietnam. (U)
Quang was subsequently reported, under the alias Iran Nam Tru.ng:. in
1963, 1964, and thereafter, to still be the NLF representative ofthe
PLAF, and the head of the NLF's Military Affairs Committee, but also
. the Secretary General ofthe PRP, and a Vice-Chairman (or VicePresident) of the NLF's Central Committee ~Jresidium -- all ofwhm:e
entities, as previously noted above, were created and directed by NJrth
Vietnam's Communist Workers'lLao Dong P~rty (VWP) in Hanoi,
even though Hanoi's involvement W;lS kept secret the time for
propaganda reasons (hence the need for Quang's alias.name).84 {sy

at

•

•

Quang's stature as Secretary General ofthe North's party apparatll:; in
~he South (ie: '~he PRP)8S, while 'simultari~ously serving on the,North's

military staff and political 'positions were being recognized, he received assignment to becom(!
Commander of the Smith Vietnam Li~eration Army and concurrently a member ofthe Military
Committee of the Central office for South Vietnam"; official communi~t publications in Hano~
dated November 2 f, 1992;' and December 12, 1992, state '~~When the war. of liberation ,of
South' was developing, he (Quang) was appointed Member ofthe Military Committee of
CO~VN..." '}S'>:
. '. ,

the

,

84

The Commlillisi Parly ofSOlllh Vietllam. A Study, U. s. Mission in' Saigon-Vietnam, March,

1966, p. 4, 17, and 25;.Vietnam Documents and Research Notes #41, The Leadership.ofthe ..
National Libercitiol1/'r011t (NLF), p. 1-4; August, 1968; International Yearbook of CommUn ist
Affairs, Hoover Institution Press,' Stanford University, 1971, p. 689, 1972, p.' 597; Vietnam
Docu~ents and' Research, Notes # I05, People's Revolutionary Party, p. 24, June, 1972. (U)
.

. ' ';~:

As discussed in a preceding footnote, 'and a'mplifted here, the establishment ofthe PRP in
1962 was the outcome of Hanoi's judginent that there was a need to provide more effective '..
leadership and organization to the National Liberation Front (NLF) of South Vietnam, founded on
December 20, 1960. C~ptured NLF cadre documents made clear that the PRP was to be "the.
8S
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elite Central Military Affairs Party Committee. is significant b~cause it
further established Quang as Hanoi's senior ynilitary and political
figure for military operations and party activities in the war effort in
Central and South Vietnam. Interesting, when a biographic note on
Quang was published in Hanoi UIll 198586, it did reference Quang as
having been the Vietnam Communist (Lao DongIWorkers') Party
.
Secretary of the Tri-Thien-Hue Region Party Committee and
Commander of that same Military Region, in essence, a significant part
ofthe same area that was under the COSVN (P~!NLF) apparatus,
thus verifYipg Quang's st~ture both politically and militarily in the
various roles cited above. (s)
When the leaders in Hanoi, through clandestine direction, established'
the Provisional Revolutionary Government (PRG) for the South in
1969 under direct COSVN guidance, Quang, again under the alias of
rran Nam Trung, became the PRG Defense Minister, a position he
concurrently held, along with his other reported ongoing positions,
through 1972 during the timeframe of the 1205 report. 87 Interestingly,
paramount organization" which would be "responsible for the leadership of aU other
organizations, the liberation associations, the mutual aid associations, as well 'as for the leadership
ofall the people who would overthrow the old regime for the sake of the'new:" ,(Quoted in Viet
Cong, by Douglas Pike, M.l.T. Press, Cambridge, Mass, 1966, p. 40.) "The PRP is, in fact, the
southern branch ofthe Vietnam Workers' Party (Lao Dong VWP) ofNorth Vietnam"
(International Yearbook ofCommunist Affairs, 1970, p. 714.) (U)
Memorandum for Record, Defense POWIMIA Office Research and Analysis Directorate
(see translated enclosures), dated March 11, 1997. (D)
86

8~ See Vietnam Documents and Research Notes published by North Vietnam Affairs section,

JUSPAO, American Embassy, Saigon, #60, June, 1969, p.2; #66, September, 1969, p. 21; #101,
January, 1972, p. 13 and p. 27; #105, June, 1972, p.v, 7, 8, 13, and 24; #111, April, 1973, p. 7,
10, 12, and 40-42; and International Yearbook ofCommunist Affairs, Hoover Institution Press,
Stanford University, 1'970, p. 721; 1972, p. 597; 1973, p. 573; and Le Monde, Paris, November
25, 1972. (U)
.
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in its public pronouncements, communist liberation radio referenced!
the PRG as having been fonned from representatives ofmany of the
same geographic areas which at the time comprised Quang's
concurrent battlefield command areas in the North Vietnamese Army.
Quang's alias name, Tran Nam Tnmg, is also referenced in a Nc·rth
Vietnamese postwar memoir as having been .present, along with Le
Due Tho, in clandestine strategy sessions in the South for the final
ofrensive against Saigon in 197588, which again attests to Quang's
stature in the North Vietnamese leadership structure. (~
According to an American Embassy, Saigon, assessment.in JUll(:, 1972,
"".PRG-NFL leaders probably have resided in Hanoi for a protracted
period, ,', many of the national figures may' be assumed ~o have bt:en in
Hanoi, as ofMay, 1972. Some may be with NVN troops in the
northern-most rovinces ofine Republic of Vietnam, others wit:n
COSVN."

16~~Y---------------------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

(b)(31 NatSecAct

'------.Jlends plausibility to Quang making
presentations before NVN leaders, possibly gathered in Hanoi, in
December, 197~(early JanuarY, 1971 (as the 735 report .alleges); in
..February, 1972 (as Quang himself c~ncedes); i~ June, 1972 (as the .
Russian GRU claims)~ and again·in September, 19.72 (as the'Russian
. GRU claim~7.ie: the·1205 report). ~
.
. '

•

, . ,

It also bears noting that NVN Talliers reported during this same; time
period that PRO Defense Minister "Tran Nam Trung'~ was "in fact, a
senior officer ofthe North Vietnamese People's Ariny and an alternate
member of the Central Committee ofthe Vietnamese W01I:kers'
Party89,":_ descriptions'which match that ofTran Vail Quang.
.
. '
:. .
..
.
..
'

'

'"

.
.
88 See Our Great Spring Victory,. by North Vietnamese Army Chief of Staff, Genera~. DUlllg, p.
150-151., published 1977. (U) :..
89

Vietnam Documen.ts and Research Notes, The Provisional Revolutionary Govel"lrrnent
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According to the 1970171 so-caned "735" report obtained by the
Russian GRU in 1971, during the course of his-remarks, Hoang Anh
states, in two instances, that Comrade General Tran Van Quang would
be reporting to the North's Vietnam Workers' (Communist) Party
Central Committee in greater detail concerning plans in South Vietnam
"on behalfofthe Vietnam Workers' Party Central Committee Military
Section and the VPA Command in South Vietnam." The.reference to
. Quang in this manner lends credence to the significant responsibilities
held by General Quang referenced above, to include under his reported
alias. ~

According to an April, 1993 Defense Intelligence Agency study of General
Tran Van Quang's background, it was "completely plausible that a person of
his distinguished command background, and eminent politi~al standing,
would be the person who could offer a political thesis to the politburo 'which
involved further future aggressive moves for takeover of the South and

(PRG), North Vietnam affairs section, JUSPAO, American Embassy, Saigon, January, 1972, p.
13. (U)

I- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - : r - - 9\ Tho vao Nom (Letters to the South), Edited by Duc Luong, et aI., Su That JPublisViri{
House, Hanoi, p. 311-314, 415, re: reference to Gen. Tran Van Quang in August; 1.972 as
alternate member of the Central Committee of the Viet Nam Workers Party, pu~lisited i98S,
subsequently obtained"by f:?efense Intelligence Agency, and translated by Def~n'se POWIMIA
Office Research and Analysis Directorate on March 8, 1997.·(U)
,,/
",.",

(b)(1)
(b)(3) NatSecAct
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political arguments advocated for the toughest deal to be made with the
American negotiators. 92" (U)

..

According to official communist Vietnamese documentation - publishe:d'm
1985 by the Vietnamese Government's Su that Publishing House ip Hanoi
and subsequently obtained by the Defense Intelligence Agency - "Comrade
Tran Van Quang" is identified·as "alternate member ofthe Central
Committee ofthe Viet Nam Workers Party (Vietnamese Communist PaJty)"
as ofAugust, 1972. 93 (U) ,
.

III

.

'.

Fonner North Vietnames'e Sr. Colonel Bui Tin, identified.Ge~eJ['al Tran Van
Quang as someone·who would have been knowledgeable about the subject of
American POWs, and possible Russian involvement, 16 months prior to the
surfacing.ofthe 1205 document from Russian arc~ives.94.{U)

•

i

, .

"

According to' the Russian Federation -

CIl

0)

'General Quarig; even though·he·served in command of~e 'Four1h
MilitaryDistrict,' ~'was frequently'. sent to South Vietnam to. evaluate
.

,

92 Deferise'Intelligence Agency Special Office for Prisol)ers ofWar· and Mi~sing in ActiQn
unclassified fax with enclosure; sent to Task Force Russia,. Department ofthe ArmyIUSRJC,
dated April 29, 1993. (U).
93 Memorandum for Record. Defense POWIMIA Office Research and Analysis Directorate,
dated March 11; .l.?97 (see -translated·enclosures)', (U)·. .
94

..

. . . .

.

.

.

.

'.

.

.'

See letter from Bui Tin to ~enate Select Committee pn POYVIMIA Affairs, dated Dllcember
16, 199 t, In a subsequent interview with US officials in 1997, a.5 noted in the NIB,. 'fm indicated
he thought it ~as plausible that Quang could have reported to .the Politbur.o, and th~~ .Quang·
could have gone by helicopter to Hanoi to make a report, and that this would not have \>f:en an
unus~al practice', Th~ fact that this latter'testimony was·referenced.in the NJ.E makesi,t ~':i:ange'
that the' NIE would then: judge .that:circumstantial·evidence make~ it "unlikely Qual)g wpuld be. :
brought to Hanoi." ~
.
.. ',:,!'
.
.

'21:00.00:84
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activities and returned to deliver reports to the Politburo;.,,95(0)
"General Tran Van Quang, according to the position he held in the
Vietnamese military politicalleadlership in 1972, wasfully competent
in the matters stated in the report and qualified to 'speak-about them at
Politburo sessions ofthe Vietnamese Worker's Party Central
Committee;,,96 (U)
"This number (1205) was announced by Quang at a closed Politburo
meeting. As an archiVJist alI1d someone who has analyzed a great maJllY
documents, military and otherwise, I can tell you that this is an absolute
truth;"97 (U)
According to interviews conducted by US officials, several Russian
and other Eastern European representatives, stationed in Hanoi during
the Vietnam War, have reported having known Of met General Quang
during their assignments, to include seeing him in ~anoi in 1972, and
vacationing with him and his wife in 1968 at the Soviet Union's Black
Sea resort of Sochi (Quang was reportedly "requested" by the Soviet
Government to vacation there);98 (U)
See Memorandum for Task Force Russia, Subject: Vietnamese General.Tran Van.QIJang,
"Summary: General Volkogonov stated that. ..Quang had'a special relationship with the Politburo
and made reports to them. While Quang was not officially appointed Deputy Chiefofthe General
Staff until sometime in 1974,Volkogonov said, he functioned earlier in his special relationship."
Volkogonov further described what he was passing to the U.S. side as "the latest information
from the GRl)," dated J~ly 2, 1993. (V) .
'
9S

96

See letter from General F. Ladygin,' Chief ofthe GRD ofthe Genenil Staff oftl:te R!Jssian
Forces to Senator Bob Smith, dated June 30, 1994. (U)

Arm~d

97 Statement by Dr. Rudol'fGerm~novich Pikhoya, Chief State Archivist ~fthe RUSSian
Federation, August, 1995. (D)
.'1:;

. 98 For examples, se~ Defense intelligence Agency ~essages co'n~aining J~int Commis~ion
Support Directorate int~lViews dated De~ember 6, 1996; March 7, 1997; Apri124, 1997; June 12,

~T
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According to the GRU and other Russian officials, General Quang
authored at least two additional presentations made by him to sessions
of the North Vietnamese leadership, one in 1970, (the contents of'
which have not yet been disclosed to US officials by the Russian
Government) and the other dated June 26, 1972 99 - , in the middle of
the so-called "Easter Offensive," (the contents of which were briefly
shared :with US officials in July, 1993, and were subsequently judged
by DoD to be "an authentic text of a PAVN report that, based en its
content, could have been prepared by Gen. Tran Van Quang. DoD
further judged that "most of the infonnation in the text of that
document is historically accurate.',IOO) (U)

.

.

1997; a'nd January 29, 1998, The June, 1997 report, and interview with former USSR Central
Committee Secretariat official Yevgeniy GlimJnov, refers to the Black Sea 1968 visit Glazunov accompanied Quang on this visit ,(see DIA 120707Z ]un 97). Additional interviews
have taken place since publication ofahe NlE in classified fonn in April, 1998, which further
confirm this point. For example, see 'DIA 020 147Z, Jun 98, Subj: Interview with formej' USSR

Central Committee International Department official, Anatoliy Voronin. (Note: Voronir, served as
Quang's interpreter during the Black Sea visit). Also, the communist Polish Press Agem:y
correspondent in Hanoi in 1972, Ryszard Rymaszewski, has told US officials that he met Gen.
Quang in Hanoi'when he stumbled into a·meeting in 1972 of"top Vietnamese military brass to
include Quang, the Vietnamese being rather irritated by his presence." 1t was also Mr.
Rymaszewski's opinion that "since Quang was a key member ofthe military, he would have had
the opportunity to address Politburo sessions and meet with' American POWs." (U)
,
.
99 See Interim Analysis by Senator Bob Smith t~ Ambassador Malcolm Toon, dated July 21,
1993; Memorandum for Task Force Russia, Subject: Vietnamese General Tran Van Quang, dated
July 2,'1993; GRU translation ofthe so-called 1970171 "735" report wherein author HOaJl1lg Anh
references a report to the plenum by Gen. Quang; and Joint Commission Support Directorate
Moscow office correspondence to Russian offi,cials, dated February, 1997; (U)
,

100

Memorandum for Record, Subject: Assessment of a Text Purported to be' a Translation of a

26 June 1972 Speech by PAVN Lt Oen Tran Van Quang, Research and Analysis Directorate,
D~fense POWlMissin~ Personnel ()ffi~e, dated March 11, ~ 997. (U)

~T

':]000086
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According to the text of the Russian GRUtrans]ation of the so-called
735 report (a speech by North Vietnamese Communist Party Central
Committee Secretary Hoang Anh during the war), General Quang was
one of 10 individuals selected by the Politburo to serve on an
organization committee for preparation of the Communist Party's
Fourth Congress - other individuals on the list of 10 included the top
NVN leadership, (Le Duan, Pham Van Dong, Truong Chinh, Pham
Hung, Le Duc Tho, etc... )l01 This reference to Quang among these
comrades adds considerable merit to the argument that Quang was a
top-ranking North Vietnamese political and military figure during the
war. (U)
-------- (b)(1)

•

According to the former US Government official who headed the US
POWIMIA Office in Hanoi in 1991 and worked Vietnam issues for over 20
years, "LTe Quang was a former Political Cq~issar, a fonner deputy head
of the General Political Directorate (GPD), a former director tile Military
SecuritY Department, a fonner member of the National Defense Council, a
former head of the South Vietnam Liberation Armed Forces, a fonner Deputy
, Secretary of the COSVN Military Affairs Committee, a fanner member ofthe
Military Affairs Committee of the PartY Central Committee. arid a fornier
Chief of the Enemy Proselytizing Department That being the case, it is .
highly unlikely that LTC Quang does not possess significant infonnation .
relative to US POWlMlJ\.,,103 Interestingly, this same official identified Gen:

GO

of

101, See

103

p.19 of English translation ofthe 735 r~port obtained'by th.e Russian GRU. (U)

Letter to Deputy Assistant Secreta,ry ofDefense for

POWlMlt\..Affaifs-fr~~~~mett
.......-..
.
(b)(1 )
(b)(3) NatSecAct
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Quang as a 'key Vietnamese officia~ who sh9Uld be interviewed by US
officials for US POW information some 16 months prior to ~e, surfacing of
the 120S'document. 104 (u)
"
,'.
"(b)(1)
,

(1? )(3) NatSecAct

General Quang himself authored two reports in 1966, one of which was . . '
,published.in Hano.i on July 7, 1966 - over two weeks after his June 20, 19'66
appointment (dale indicated in Vietnamese publication 105 1
I
I·
Ias Commander of the newly. fo~ed 8.4 Front (Military
Region IV). The substance of both of these reports, which were obtained and
translated by U.S. irntelligence in 1966 107, in addition to the timing oftbe
second report, indicate that Quang was quite capable of holding multiple
positions in the Vietnamese military and political hierarchy at the same time,
and was competent enough to speak across the spectrum of Vietnam War
issues with approval ofthe, rest of the Vietnamese leadership. (U)

o

Quang himself conceded to US officials in 1993 that, on at least one occasion
"in about January-February, 1972,"he had "reported to the North Vietnamese
Politburo. ,,108 (U}

<II

"Bill" Bell, ~ormer Chie~ US POWIMIA Office in Hanoi (1991), dated March 24,.1996. (U)
104 letter t~ US Senate Select Committee on POWIMIA Affairs from Mr. Bell, dated
December, 1991. (U)

lOS Memorandum for Record, Defense POWIMIA Office Research and Analysis Directorate,
dated March 11, 1997 (U)

107 See Central Intelligence Agency Office of Congressional Affairs unclassified transmittals to
Senate, dated April 15, 1993, and April 29, 1993, containing the translated text of the referenced
reports, prepared by US intelligence (FRIS) in 1966. (U)
108

See Footnote #105 (U)
..

~.

.
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There is information from Russian and U.S. sources (previously made
available to the NIC) that not all 1972 Politburo or Central Committee
sessions involving North Vietnam's leadership were actually held in Hanoi,
but may have been held in Hoa Binh, North Vietnam: 109 In vie'Y ofthe fact
that there is no indication in the text of the 1205 report, that the Politburo
session involving Gen. Quang actually took place in Hanoi, the NIB's
statement 'that Quang would have had to have been "brought to Hanoi" to
make his report reflects a failure to take into account other possible meeting
locations, which could have been supported by the fact that the city of Hmon
was itself partially evacuated, under the command of Col. Doan phung, Chief
Political Officer for all troops stationed in the capital area, following the
heavy u.s. bombing campaign which began in mid-April, 1972 and lasted for
several months. (Note: Although it is important to point out these analytical
failures in the NIE, in this case, subsequent information received by me in
November, 1998 from a Russian intelligence official indicates that General
Quang's presentation (ie: the 1205 report) was actually given at a meeting of
the Politburo held at the Ministry of National Defense in the Citadel in HanoL
The receipt ofthis new and significant information does not, however, negate
the NIE's failure, as noted above, based on the iIJ.formation available to the
IC at the time of publication earlier this year.) ~
:.

•.

In the text of the 1205 report, General Quang reportedly states the topics "
being ~overed in his September, 1972 presentation are: (1) the general.
offensive conducted from March 30th (1972) to the present; (2) our errors and
deficiencies in the offensive...; (3) positive and negative aspects of
offensive; (4) immediate plans of tile enemy, and our operations; (5) analysis
of errors pennitfed in· strategic and tacticalleadership; (6) our· contacts with·

the

109 Memorandum from Harvard researcher Stephen Morris, enclosing notes taken from USSR
document refe'ren~ing the "expanded meeting ofthe DRV politburo in Hoa Binh in early' October,
1972," dated June 30, 1'993; and Memorandum from former US POWIMIA official Garnett "Bill"
Bell, Subject: 1972 M~etings ofNorth Vietnamese leadership in Hoa Binh, dated July 21,
1997.(U)

3000089
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political figures of South Vietnam from the Saigon regime; and (7) the matter
of American POWs captured on the three fronts ofIndochina. The NIB
claims that these,:"issues were not within his scope a/responsibility,"
however, even the Vietnamese, Quang himself, US intelligence, Russian
" intelligence, and open source materials, confirm, that at the very least, sbr'of
; the above seven 'issues, were, in fact, within the scope of Quang's wartime
responsibilities. Quang himself only challenges his r€!ported knowledge on
1t~e American:POW situation, during,the war (the 7~ topic covered in his
alleged. 120S'teport), a challenge which is contradicted by Quang's, reported
I positions noted above, which would ,have, necessitated knowledge of US
! POW.'matters.) As such, the NIE statement is seriously inaccurate,
, incomplete; and misleading. (S)

!
I

In view of the preponderance of relevant evidence referenced above, and previously
made 'available to or originated by the Intelligence Community, the NIEjudgment
that Quang was merely a battlefield commander in a combat situation who claims
to have been with-his troops and plausibly argues that he would not have delivered
a report like the J205, docum~nt, is .wll supported. The judgment is seriously
inaccurate and based-on shoddy and incomplete research, which, itself, reflects very
poorly on the U.S.' Intelligence'Community. To ignore this overwhelming body of
evidence, and not even reference it, is troubling and makes me wonder what the
intent of the Intelligence Community is with respect to this analysis. This is
especially 'disturbing because an assessment of this document was one of the two
,main taskings for this Estimate. C%
.
Finally, although the NIE itselfnotes that Quang's recent statements to US officials,
denying involvement with the 1205 ,report, are "marred by implausible statements",
it fails to point out the most glaring, and perhaps directly relevant, example which
should cause anything Quang or the SRV Government alleges about the 1205
report, and the fate of American POWs, to be viewed with great skeoticism.
-==~----'~-Thig-factt~falso-confinned by a postw~
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Communist publication. I to I

It is equally doubtful that General Quang - who has occupied since 1992 the

prestigious Hanoi-based Party controlled post ofChainnan ofthe Vietnam War
Veterans Association (the association's "honorary" chainnan is General Gi ap t12)_
would admit any such involvement with these matters. Indeed, the fact that Quang
now holds this distinguished posi,tion, nex,t to Giap himself, casts evenfurthell' doubt
on the NIE's minimizing of Quang's career, as oCthe date ofthe'120S document.

}S)

,

'10 See Our Great Spring Victory by North Vietnamese Anny Chief of Staff, General Dung,
Monthly Review Press, New York, 1977, p. 104. (U)
"I See Vietnam QY Kamow, p. 276-279; Inside Hano;'s Secret Archives by McConnell, p.
271; The Encyclopedia ofthe Vietnam War by Kutter, (under "Hue"). For denial by General '

Quang, see Vietl1am, A History, by Stanley Kamow, 2nd Edition, 1997, p.543, "Revisiting'
Vietnam in 1981 and agaIn in 1990, I was able to elicit little credible evidence from the
Communists to clarify the episode. General Tran Do, a senior Communist architect ofthe Tet
offensive. flatly denied that the Hue atrocities,had ever occurred, contending that films and
,
photographs of the corpses had been "fabricated." I heard the same line from General Tran Van
Quang, who commanded the Communist forces in the region." (U)
.
, ,
FBlS translations of Nh,an Dan and Voice of Vietnam reports from Hanoi, November,
1992; December, 1992; and December, 1997. The Vietnam War Veterans Association is an entity
of the Vietnam Fatherland Front (VFF) which is under the control of the Vietnam Communist. ,,'
Party leadership, as, established under Vietnam's constitution of 1960. (See FBIS Daily Report 22
Dec 1997, Intematiol'i"al Y~arbook ofCommunist Affairs, 1972, p. 591, and Vietnam Docurnent~
and Research Notes, #103, February, 1972, p. 4, 9.) (U)
.
'.12
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NiE STATEMENT:

"Th~ length .ofthe (j~05) report would b( inappropriate
/0.1'. a Politburo meeting...the purpose o/the meetings was

to make decisions, not listen to long oral reports. " (p.27)

leV'
'<'5)
,

'

.

,

'

'

ASSESSMENT:
The Intelligence Community has provided no reporting to support this bizarre claim.
As proof ofthis fact, the. NIB is only able to vaguely cite the views of one,
unidentified, "academi~ ,speCialist on Vietnam." In light of this, itis inappropriate
for the NIE to attempt to make ajudgmelllt in this area. I
~_::.--'-::--:=--_ _---=--_-::---,_---::--

-;:---=_---::-::~IAs SUCh, there
is no basis for comparing what constitutes 8Il1 appropriate "length" of a report to the
Politburo. If anything, the length of the 1205 report, in fact, tracks with the length
of the June, 1972 report by Gen. Quang previously made available to 'uS officials.,
As such, the NIE judgnlent does not rest on any solid foundation, 8Il1d cannot be
accepted with confidence~)

Moreover, a North Vietnamese Communist publication in 1977 attests to the fact
that the Politburo (also referred to ,as the "Political Bureau") did in fact meet to
listen to reports by the Central Military Affairs Party Committee (of which Gen.
Quang is reportedly speaking on behalf of in the 1205 document), especially before
reaching critical decisions. And that publication also reveals that both the Political
Bureau and the Military Committee often met jointly to analyze and reach decisions
concerning the war. Politburo members would also sit in on meetings of the
Military Committee when reports and assessments were being presented and
discussed. 113 (U)
113 Our Great Spring OffenSive, by North Vietnamese Army Chief of Staff, General Van Tien
Dung, published in 1977. There are numerous references in this publication of the meetings oftt,e
Political B~teau and Ce~tral Military Committee, including references to instances when "the

!J000092
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NIE STATEMENT:

"The tone ofthe report also is inappropriate. A person
ofQuang's subordinate status would not have lectured
the Politburo on what its policies were. Such hard-core
revolutionaries as Le Duan, Pham Van Dong, and
Truong Chinh probably would not have been spoken to in
such manner or have tolerated such language. ..
(p.27,29) (~
'(Q)(1)
.
(b)(~) NatSecAct

ASSESSMENT:

The NIE judgment is not supported. As already demonstrated in this as~e,ssl1l.lent,
Quang himself was a member of North Vietnam's elite Central Committee~\
c:omprised of the political-military leadership of the country, including the Poli~buro
members, and he was also a member ofthat Committee's Militaiy Affairs secti~.
Quang was just as much a "hardcore revolutionary" as his coUeagues referenced'm.
the NIE statement, I
.
.
I
lIn addition, his family had a close'association with Ho Chi Minh and
-........--,General Giap and he was also reportedly a close mend of General Van Tien Dung,
Chief of the General Staff of the Vietnamese People's Anny, and the'Deputy .
Secretary of the Central Military Affairs Party Committee'in 1972. 114 ~
Moreover, Quang states in the 1205 document ~at he is reporting to the Politburo
on the matters outlined in the presentation "on assignment of the Supreme
Command, National Defense Council, and the Military Committee ofthe Politburo."
It is certainly plausible that G~neral Giap, who chaired or co-chaired (with Premier
Pham Van Dong) these entities as a Politburo'member, wanted Quang to report on
Political Bureau met to hear the Central Military Committee report on the developing situation..."
(U)
114

'.

Defense Intelligence Agency study, dated April 29, 1993. (U)

'~
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the ~eferenced matters to the rest of the Politburo members4ip, to include none
military members of the Politburo such as the Vice-Premier'for Ec;onomic Issues,
and the .vice~Chaill11lan .ofthe National Assembly Standing COlmnittee. There i~
only one sen~ence. in.the entire 25-page.tr~nslated '1205 report where Quang couli
possibly. be j~te.rprete~ as "lect~ring the PoJitburo'~ w~erein 'he states "we condemn
individualistiq ~istak~n view.s cUrrent among us on this (the American POW)
matter."; Quang~s use o(the word "we" i~ this sentence, ;rod the fact that ]he stab~s
he is reporting on assigmn~nt qf entities headed or; co-phaired by General Giap,
could plausibly'have given Quang the cover to have u'sed such language at that point
in the report~ given the importance of the topi~ to the' military leadership, and the
very close working relationship between the Politburo and the Central Military
Committee durin'g the war. (U)
....

Additionally; the NIE "itseifj~dges, in a, ~ubsequent section (p.3 i) that "Factionalism
. and'disagreement ov¢r policy broke out during. the period of collective leadership
after the death.ofHo:Chi Minh (1969)." .Why, ¢hen, would one sentence in 8125··
page report revealing. evideJ1ce 'of disagreement before a session of the J;loIitburo in
I 972.·be implausible.? In any event, there is hardly enough compelling evidence jor
the NIE to judge that "Quang would not have lectured the Politburo'i
I

NIE STATEMENT:

I

-

----l1eJ)

L-.-

(b)(1)

"The timing oft~e Politburo meeting is questionable. The
report supposedly was given on J5 September, 1972, but
the Vietna.mese claim there was ~o meeting on that date.

.

I

r~~-{p':29)js{

----'

-----------=_._-~-

---

I

(b)(1.)

ASSESSMENT:

First, while the NIE accurately reflects Vietnam's claim, the claim itself 15 - from a
115

Thi'Wa.'ihi"glo" J~osl reported from Hanoi on April 19, 1993 that Vietnamese Foreign

~.
'!J000094

000095
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<:ommunist regime that to date has produced no evidence to support its claim - is
hardly a basis for judging, as the NIE does, that the timing of the PolitburQ t:neeting
is questionable. Indeed, the NIE itself, earlier on p. 27,states that "the Politburo
met weekly during this particular period according to an academic specialist." .Why
then is a meeting on or around September 15 th "questionable?" .Moreover, the NIB
::tatement fails to include additional, pertinent infonnation, previously made
available to the principal NIE author, which makes Vietnam's claim more
questionable than the date of the meeting itself. For example, during a subsequent
meeting between Foreign Minister Cam and U.S. Senator John Kerry in Hanoi on
May 31, 1993, "Senator Kerry requested a copy of the Politburo calendar for that
time period, so a comparison could be made. The Vietnamese misunderstood the
request, believing Senator Kerry wanted Politburo minutes. They became very
upset and almost canceled the rest of the meeting. The misunderstanding was
l~orrected and order was restored. 116" To date, the Vietnamese, at. a. minimum, have
not produced any tangible evidence to prove their contention that no session ofthe
Politburo was held at the time alleged by the GRU. They have not produced a
record of dates on which meetings were held in the Summer/fall of 1972, nor, ·as the
>HE itself acknowledges in an earlier section, has Hanoi p~~uced any infonnation
iTom Politburo archives that bears 0111 POWIMIA issues. (~
;~econd, the fact that the Intelligence Community, according to. the NIB, has 1ll0~
been able to "confinn" that such a meeting took place is nod evidence that the
meeting was not held, and therefore, is not a basis for "questioning" whether, in
::act, there was a meeting. To accept such a claim as evidence implies that the Ie
]Vlini~ter Nguyen Manh 'Cam had stated a day earlier, during a joint news conference with an

American delegation headed by General Johl) Vessey, that "records ofNorth Vietnam's policymaking Central Committee show no Politburo meeting'on the date in question." On April 22,
199~, Hanoi's state-run Voice of Vietnam issued a broadcast, stating, in part, "There was no
'neeting ofthe Politburo on 15 September, 1972." (U)
116

Memorandum for the Record, prepared by Vietnam Veterans of America (WA), June,

1993. (No/e: VVA accompanied Sen. Kerry on/his trip and attended the meeting with Minister
eam.) (U)
.
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was somehow omnipresent, having the ability to detect all othe.: xrie~tings of North
Vietnam's Politburo during the Vietnam War. Since the NIE does,rlM,make any
such suggestion, or provide evidence to support such a contention, therdikewise, thl~
inclusion of the above statement in the NIB itself is meaningless and unwarranted.

IWhile the:NIE:claims there was no POWIMIA 1Ofonnatl00 tn.this data, It
fails to meritiori:whether there was any reportnng on dates and locations of Politburo
!ind Central Committee Military Affairs meetings, or references to Gen. Quang,
including under his aliases, which could have a bearing on a thorough assessment of
the 1205 or 735· documents~) Were there~

'--_-.I

.

.

Third, the NIE fails to explore other possible scenarios, such as the suggestion by
Russian General Volkogonov, that the date assigned to the 1205 document by the
GRU, which is reflected on the GRU cover page to the translated text (ie:
September 15, 1972) could have been the date the report was actually prepared by
North Vietnamese General Quang, not the actual date the report was presented. 117
.~
NIE SATEMENT: "On that day (September 15,1972), LeDuc Tho, who ranked
5'11 in seniority on the Politburo, was meeting with Henry
Kissinger at a key juncture in the Paris peace talks. "(p. 29)
~

Memorandum for the Record, Subject: Conversation between Gen. Volkogonov and Gen
Vessey duri"ng visit at Walter Reed Medical Center on June 22, 1993, signed by Major General
Bernard Loeflke,
US Army, Director, Task Force Russia, 000. (U) .
..
111
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ASSESSMENT:

ln point of fact, the meeting between Henry Kissinger and Le Due Tho on
September 15, 1972 did not represent a "key juncture in the Paris peace talks." The
breakthrough in the Kissinger-Le Duc Tho discussions did not come until October 8,
1972. 118 .(SJ
More importantly, declassified cables and subsequent statements by Dr. Kissmger
himself, made available to the principal author of the NIE in late 1997 and early
1998, contradict the NIE'sjudgment that September 15, 1972 represented a-key
J'uncture in the Paris peace talks. For example, on September 27~ 1972, in a thenTop Secret message from Dr. Kissinger in Paris to Gen. Haig at the White House,
Kissinger stated, "There has been no significant progress...we held finn in, om basic
program, including political questions...in other areas, it emerged clearly hoth ,from .DRV document and discussions that we remain far apart on a number of major
issues. _." fM'
.
?ina'lly, with this statement, the NIE seems to imply that the Politburo would not
have met without Le Duc Tho, to discuss military and political strategy ,concerning'
t.he war. lfthis is not the implication, then the inclusion oftms sentence'serves'no
purpose. If this is the implication; then the NIE judgment is seriously undemlinedl
by the fact that Le Duc Tho was physic~lIy located "in Paris in early'to mid August,
mid to late September (to include a few days prior to September lS!h.1l9) ,and early
1:0 mid October. To imply that the Politburo would not have met during these
.periods, and that communication channels with Le Duc Tho were not 'finnly. ,
l~stablished between Hanoi and Paris, is simply ludicrous. Moreover, LeDuc Tho
had j,ust been p~ese~t in Hano~ on September 4" 1972 during ~a ~eathn J~~g,
,::eremony marking the 3rd anmver~ary of the death ofHo Chx;M,mh.12~)
118 Final Report ofthe Senat'e

1993 (Senate Rpt. 1'03-1). (U)

'Sele~t Com~itte~ on POWlMiA Affai;s~ p. 507, dated January.
.

•

119'S
120

ee 'While"Hollse Years,
. by Henry Kissinger, p: .1J33-1334(U).
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Vietnam Docu~e~ts and Research Notes,'#107, entitled Bases ~fPo~er in the
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"On that d~y (September 15, 1972), QU~rlg Tr; fell to
South Vietnainese forces... Would the Politburo be
discussing POWIMIA Issues with a general who~eforc~s
were defending, and lo~ing, a key city? " (p. 29) ,CSJ

NIE STATEMENT:

A.SSESSMENT:
As previously discussed, the NIE:has produced no evidence, other than a claim by
General Quang himself, 'to ·substantiate the inference that General Quang was
physically located at the B-4 or B-5 ·Front in September, 1972, with forces reported
to be under his command in Quang Tn province, and therefore, not available to meet
with a sessi.on of the Politburo on September 15, 1972. Moreover, in view of
voluminous evidence outlined earlier that Quang'.s wartime responsibilities
transcended his reported battlefield command position, that he reported on several
military developments and planned operations in the 1205 report (not just POW
issues), and that he might merely have issued instructions to the Front by radio fro~.
Hanoi, the NIE has not demonstrated the implausibility of Quang speaking to a
session of the Politburo during this time frame. Additionally, Hanoi has produced
no contemporary wartime records from September, 1972 which convincingly
demonstrate that General Quang was physically located at the Front on September
15, 1972..(S-)
Furthermore, the NIE has notconvincingly demonstrated that a discussion ofUS
POW matters could not have been one ofthe many topics addressed by' General
Quang, as noted in the 1205 report. In fact, U.S. intelligence reports and studies,
interviews with Vietnamese witnesses, and other infonnation made available to the
principal author. of the NIE in late 1997 and early 1998 indicate that General Quang
October: 1972. See p. 2 (U) Note: Reportedly, the Party's Central Military Affairs Committee
also laid a wreath. As noted earlier, Quang was a secret member this Committee. It is uncleai,
at the moment, whether Quang may have been present as well in Hanoi for this ceremony. (U)
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had served as Chief of the Central Committee's Enemy Proselytizing Oigarnzation
')etween 1951-1954, and subsequently as Deputy Director ofthe General P()litical
Directorate (GPD) of the General Staff of the Vietnamese People's Army (pAVN)
in charge of the Department ofEnemy Proselytizing (EPD)~ He was also reported
to have headed a conference of the EPD in 1963. The Central Committee's Enemy
Proselytizing Organization and the PA VN GPD's EPD were those elements ofthe
North Vietnamese Government responsible fOT the utilization, security,
documentation, and exploitation of enemy prisoners. j8)
Moreover, in interviews with US officials in 1993, General Quang himself verified
that he had dealt with prisoner of war matters, though he claimed it was only with
French prisoners during the French Indochina War. The above infonnation certainly
does not prove that General Quang could not have included a discussion ofUS
POW matters in his alleged report before a session of the North Vietnamese
PoJitpuro in 1972. Given his prior involvement with prisoner matters, his continuing
position as a CMAPC member in 1972 which supervised GPD 'activities, along with
his role as PRG Defense Minister, he certainly had the stature to do so, andwould
have been privy to, if not directly involved with, details about the status ofUS
POWs captured on all fronts ofIndochina~
Finally, although ARVN forces recaptured the Quang Tri provincial capital city on
September 15 th Olr 16th, 1972 (accoURlts vary on t4e actual date), the ARVN
counterattack to retake the city actually began at the end of June, and had dragged

on for some time. 12J And there is evidence from the Russian GRUthat Quang
reported to the Politburo on June 26, 1972 about the difficulties being encountered,
to include "the strong groupings of American and puppet forces currently located
121 See EiICyclopedia of/he Vi~ll1am War, Quang Tri, Kutler, p. 463. A Communist
perspective on the ARVN counterattack battle for Quang Tn is contained in North Vietnamese.
Army Chief ofStaffGeneral Dung's postwar memoire, Ollr Greal Spring Victory, p. 45. Dung
claims uafter successfully defeating enemy counterattacks throughout an eighty-~ix-day-and-night
battle to protect the citadel and the town, in the end we were only able to hold the area norto of
the Thach Han RiveCThe enemy recaptured Hai Lang district, part ofrrieu Phong district, and
the ruins ofthe citadel and·town." (U)
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along the fronts, with the groupings in Quang Tn and Dong Ha being the
strongest. 122" In view ofthis, and other sl,lpporting evidence IPteviQ.usly discusse~, it
,is' not 'implausible that.Quang was not physically located at the Front' during every
major military development in the spring:-summer campaign, Conversely, it is also
plausible that the final ARVN assault on Quang Tri city itself in mid-September
caught PAVN forces, and Quang, by surprise, anc;l it could have conceivably
happened after Quang's presentation to the Politburo. (U)

NIE STATEMENT:

"Although the circumstantial evidence above is not'
definitive, the content a/the (1205) report casts even
more doubt on its accuracy. " (p. 29~

ASSESSMENT:
This statement represents one of the most glaring examples of distortion byomissio 11
in the entire NIE. The,NIE reader is left with the clear impression that the "content
of the report" casts doubt on its accuracy. There are no qualifiers to this statement.
In fact, nowhere in the NIE is evidence presented which tends to corroborate the
content of the 1205 report. Instead, the NIE makes a giant leap from the above
statement directly to the next sentence which reads "the portions ofthe report
dealing with the POW issue are inaccurate..." However, the NIE fails to point out
other relevant infonnation concerning the accuracy ofmuch of the content of the
1205 report, to include infonnation previously. acknowledged as accurate or
plausible by elements of the Intelligence Community.123 Why? As such, the NIE
seriously misleads its reader with the above statement, which taken in its totality, is
122 See Appendix to Interim Analysis by Sen. Bob Smith, dated July 21, 1993 (re: notes taken
from GRU report ~ontaining translated tex.t of report by Gen Quang to NVN Politburo on June

'26, 1972.) (U)
123 See Receltt Reports ofAmerican POWs ill bidochilla: All Assessment, p. 2, released by the
Department' of Defense on January 24, 1994, with input from elements ofthe Intelligence
Community. (U)
,'.;.'
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not supported by evidence previously made available to, originated by, oi'~btained
hy the Intelligence CommunityjS). For example ,
~

Statements by Dr. Henry Kissinger, fonner National Security Advisor
to President Nixon, on the accuracy of portions ofthe 1205 report:
"Having read the document carefully, I can only say that the description ofthe
North Vietnamese government policy toward the South and the North's position
Oil negotiations with the United States cOllforms with what we knew to be their
position at the time...124
"When they (General Quang) described what their negotiating tactics were, those
were the tactics they were using in negotiating with liS••• they say in this document
that their proposals werefirst a cease-fire and the overthrow ofPresident Thieu,
after which they would use the prisoners to negotiate'whatever other concerns
they had Now, as ofthe date of that document, those were their proposals. A
month later they changed it but I could see ifyou make a report tQ the Politburo
in the middle ofSeptember andyou want to summarize what the negotiating
position is, this was exactly the negotiating position they had as ofthe date ofthat
document. To be precise, on October 81h, about three weeks after this document,
they changed their position, but up to that time, they had insisted on exactly the
conditions that are in that document... ,,125

White HouselNational Security Council declassified records from 1972
confirm that the U.S. delegation in'Paris was privately being told by the

NVN delegation during this period precisely the same negotiating
position General ,Quang was referencing before the NVN Politburo. 126
It is further worth noting that neither the content of Quang's report
124

Letter from Dr. Henry Kissinger to Sen. Bob Smith, dated June 22, 1993. (U)

m Transcript of comments by Henry Kissinger, The MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour, dated April
13, 199~. (U)
.126 See declassifiea'Nat!onal Security Council cables, previously made available to the Ie; ..
dated August 17, 1972, Augus(18, 1972, September 26, 1972, and September 27, '1972. (UJ
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before the NVN Politburo ot the content of the secret US-NVN talks in
Paris this same month had been publicly dlisclosed 'at ~e time, but yet
they match in many important respects, thereby adding"considerable
merit to the argument that the 1205 report is genuine.
The report identifies contacts being made with several South
Vietnamese leaders who were known opponents of the regime of
President Nguyen Van Thieu and who were reported independently to
US intelligence to have had clandestine contacts with represe1l1tatives
from the North. \27
•

The report accurately depicts the circumstances surrounding the
surrender of a South Vietnamese unit during the 1972 Easter Offensive,
admitting that the North's propaganda had misrepresented the event. l2S
It predicts an upsurge in terrorist attacks beginning in October, 1972,
which was indeed noted in the Mekong Delta region in November. 129
(U)

NlE STATEMENT:

127

See footnote #123,

\28

Ibid.

"The portions ofthe (1205) report dealing with the POW
issue are inaccurate with respect to how the prisoners
were segregated by rank, where they were located, how
they were classified, and the conditions oftheir release. "
(p. 29)" (sf
'

129 Ibid, In addition, the International Yearbook of Communist 'Affairs (IYCA) for the year
1972 notes that "During 1912, there were approximately 40,000 reported incidents of Viet Cong
terrorism -"an all time high for the Vietnam War - and it was estimated that over 10,000
additional incidents went unreported (The New Yorker, 13 January, 1973)" IYCA, p. 571. (U)
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ASSESSMENT:

Once again, the NIE asserts that the portions' ofthe 1205 reportdlealing with the
:5pecified POW issues are inaccurate, but fails to convincingly demonstrate this
point. This is especially disturbing because there is, in fact, evidence that the North
Vietnamese classified POWs according to their level of cooperation or
progressivity, that some had been segregated by rank, that there were. more
suspected US POWs camps during the war, and that the conditions outlined for the
release of US POWs was either plausible or actually presented as such to Henry
Kissinger during the' peace talks. 130 In addition, the NIE fails to infonn its reader
about other portions ofthe 1205 report dealing with the POW iss~e that can be
readily accepted as accurate or plausible based on infonnation available to the US
GovemmentjS). For example "

In the 1205 report, General Quang states, "For now, we have officially
publish'ed a list of only 368 POWs." This statement is factually accurate as
discussed in great detail earlier in this assessment. 131

•

In the 1205 report, General Quang states, "Shortly, we wiU release several
POWs in order to put pressure' on the Nixon administration, observe his.
reaction. and the reactiqn ofthe American public, as wen as to demonstrate
our good intentions in this matter.." Again; this statement is factually
acc·urate. On September 2, 1972, North Vietnam's General Political
Directorate of the VPA I32 announced that three US POWs would be freed "as

130 Interim Analysis ofthe 1205 Report, with referenced documentation, presented to
Ambassador Malcolm Toon by Senator Bob Smith, dated July 21, ~ 993, (see pages 44-50). (U)
131

See Critical Assessmentof"Key Judgments"; concerning the 735 report:

(b)(1)
(b)(3) NatSecAct
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a sign of gratitude to t,hat part of the progressive American public which has
been calling for an immediate end to US aggression in Vi'etn3J.l1." That same
day, North Vietnam's Ministry ofForeign Affairs issued a statement saying
"North Vietnam will hand over the released pilots to a U.S. social
'
.organization animated with good will... 133" The three US POWs were not ,
actually released until September 25, 1972 when they were turned over to
American anti-war activist Cora Weiss and her delegation. They departed,
Hanoi on September 26, 1972. This was the first release of US POWs by
Hanoi in over three years (1969). (U)

In the 1205 report, General Quang states the 'among the captured American
aviators are "three astronauts: that i!), three people who have completed the
necessary training for spl;lce flight." There is evidence to support this
statement. For instance, on February 11, 1965, Lt. Cmdr. Robert Shumacher,
USN. had been shot down and captured over North Vietnam. A communist
Vietnam News Agency release at the time had stated that Commander
Schumacher "had been selected to be an astronaut 134" Moreover, the
Romanian Defense Attache in Hanoi reported to the Intelligence Community
in February, 1972 that he had met Shumacher whom the North Vietnamese
described as "having been selected to be an astronaut prior to his capture.,,135
Two, possibly three, additional US POWs had also gone through astronaut
training in the United States prior to their capture in North Vietnam. 136 Based
on these facts, it is certainly plau~ible for the 1205 report to state that three

eI)

133 Central Intel1igen~e Agency Memorandum, Subject: Observations of aC==
f... :.~
_
on the Release of Amencan POWs, dated September 7, 19721
~(U]------------------(fj)(3)_~. t8ecAct
~

134

See P.O. W., by John Hubbel. Reader's Digest Press, 1976. (U)

13S U.S. Defense Attache Office Morocco message tq CIA, DlA, Jes..., Subject US POW in
Hanoi, dated February 4, 1972. (Note: Romanian DATT referenced was interviewed by JCSD ill
May, 1998, and confirmed this account.) (U)
136 Interim Analysis by Sen. Bob Smith, p. 43-44, dated July 21, 1993, and Memorandum for
Record, Office of Senator Bob Smith, dated September 1, 1998. (U)
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people who had completed "the necessary training for space flight" were
among those captured in North Vietnam. (U)
In the 1205 report, General Quang states that among the captured American
aviators are "15 US Air Force aces having more than 4,000 flight hours
each." Again, it is factually accurate that there' were several USAF pilot.
"aces" shot down and captured over North Vietnam - two of whom (Jim
Kasler and Robbie Risner) had been on the cover of Time Magazine with
profiles oftheir career background prior to their capture. (U)

,8

In the 1205 report, the names of four US POWs are specifically mentioned
(Russian versions ofAmerican names as rendered from Vietnamese).
According to the Defense Intelligence Agency, "two of the four named
Americans are identifiable returned POWs. A third is a possible
identification (also a returned POW), and the fourth name is too badly garbled
to identify.I)7" The badly garbled name "Jim Intist Shasht," is believed.to '
possibly correlate, at least phonetically, to "Jim Hiteshew," an Air Force
colonel shot down over North Vietnam in 1967 who returned 'alive in 1973. 138
(U)

In the 1205 report, General Quang states "We intend to resolve the American
POW iss~e 'in the following manner: The US Government must:demonstrate
compliance, that is, a cease-fire' and the removal of Nguyen Van Thieu, and .
then both sides can begin discussing the matter of returning POWsto the '
Nixon govemment...Nixon must (also) compensate North '(ietnam for the.
great damage inflicted ali it by this destructive war. Here then are the
principles'on the basis of which we may resolve the American POW is~ue."
13~ Defense Intelligence Agency memorandum, Subj: Vietname~e POWIMIA Document from
Russian Archives~ dated April J2, '1993, signed by Director, Defense Intelligence Agency SpeCial
Office for Prisoners of War and Missing in Action. (U)

AII1111erim Al1alysis ojthe J205 Document - Report 10 AmbassadorMalcolm Toon,
US/Russia Joil1l Commission 011 POWIMIAs, by Sen. Bob Smith, dated July 21·, 1993,.p. 44. (U)
138
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As already.demonstrated by.the comments made bY.lienry Ki.ssinger, this
was, indee~, the North Vietnamese negotiating position as. Ot:September,
1972. Moreover, the Central Intelligence Agency had itself verified Hanoi's
intentions.in its POW negotiating strategy, (as described in the 1205 report),
in the summer or 1971.}39 Addjtional testimony and documentation supports
the accuracy .ofQuang'~ reported statement (lJ) For exampleOn August 18, 19.72, Kissinger, in.reporting on his August discussions
with North Vietnamese officials, tQld South Vietnamese President Thieu,
"They (the North Vietnamese) think they can use the prisoners of war to
overthrow you. I~O~' (U)
e.

A fonner member of the U.S. negotiating team in Paris (1969-1971),
Philip Habib, has testified "...in one of the Jirst lists ofnegotia:ting points put
forward by the North Vietn;lmese, the Communist side bracketed the release
of prisoners with. what they described as 'US responsibility for war damage in
Vietnam' in a single numbered point...l know of no instance in which an
adversary so openly' treated this humanitarian problem in this way. We
recognized from' an early date what we were up against. 14 h, (U)
Illl

139 A Central Intelligence Agency, Directorate of Intelligence Memorandum, entitled Hanoi
and US Prisoners ofWar, and dated June 28, 1971, stated, in part: ~'To understand Hanoi's
approach to the question of prisoners ofwar, one should keep in mind the broader military and
political issues the Communists insist must be resolved to their satisfaction before the prisoners
can be released. Hanoi'still insists on termination of American involvement in Vietnam, and end
to' Communist government in South Vietnam, and the establishment of a new regime affording tte
Communists'a solid position from which to work toward full control.ofthe South and
reunification of all Vietnam." (U)

140 Declassified NSC Transcript of Meeting between Kissinger and Thieu, dated August 18,
1972. (U)
.
141 Testiinony of Philip Habib, Under Secretary of State, before House Select Committee on
Missing Persons, dated July 21, 1976, (U)
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On September 26, 1972, Kissinger sought assurances from Le'Due Tho
that "all American prisoners held in Indochina will he returned as a result of
an agreement." Le Duc Tho responded, stating "Regarding the question of
prisoners of war...if you satisfactorily solve the political question and the
question ofreparations, then we can find'an understanding. 142" (U) ,
$
In a 1992 Senate deposition with Ambassador Vernon Walters, who
served as defense attache in Paris during many ofthe secret OS-DRV
negotiations, the following exchange took place: ' "

Q: Was there ever any effort by the North Vielllamese that you were aware ofto
link the subject ofour payments to them with the release ofour prisoners? '
A: Reparations were sine qua nonfo~ peace, return the prisime,rsjor everything.
Q: From the North Vietnamese perspe.ctive you,m,ean1 ,', '" '
,,
"
,'
A: Yes...
Q: SO there's no question th!l,t Dr. 'Kissinger was aware ofthe North Vieinamese
desire to link reparations with the release of US'prisoners?' " '
A: Not ill my mind.
'
"
Q: AndyOIl say that becallse yOll saw Dr. Kissinger discussing the, Subject with
the North Vietnamese? : '
,',
"
' ,
A: I was trallslaling what he w~s saying into Frellch and they M!ere translating
back-what they were saying into English.' 43 (U)
"
,

As referenced earlier in this assessment, in a wartime report originated,
by the Soviet Ambassador in Hanoi, LS. Scherbakov; and'entitled,
"Soviet:Vietnamese Negotiations in April, 1967," the Soviet ' ,
Ambassador advised h~s North Vietnamese counterparts, "it n~t
necessary to infonn the' Americans on the exact,n~b~r: 9fprisoners.',
A haW ofthem could be handed over and the others',could,~e'released

is

142' Declassifi~d NSC' M~inorimdum of¢OIi~ers~tion
:5eptember 26, ~ 972, (U), ',' ..
,',.,,'
"

.

143"

..,,"

'.... :

.
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"

.,

,

bet~een Kissinger ,and Le'Due'Tho, dated
"..
;

.'

' " ," '" .... ,,', ' ..
I..::

' i , , ' , '

, DepOSItIOn of ye,mon,Walters, taken'by the Senate Select Comn'tittee on POW/MIAc
I\tfairs, on SeptemQ,er), 199,~, p. ,33-34., (U)
,, "," ': ,~. ~
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later in exchange for rep.air of damage inflicted by the U.S.
bombardment ofthe DRV." (U)
~
<,.

"

Several additional CentrallnteUigence Agency and other reports and
analyses disseminated prior to and wen after (even years after)
Operation Homecoming in 1973 indicated that North Vietnam was
holding additional U.S. POWs or using the POWIMIA issue as a
"bargaining chip" for negotiating purposes with the United States, and
that it fully expected war reparations - aU ofwhich adds additional
plausibility to the policy referenced by General Quang. l44 1S1\(b)(1)
(~)(3) NatSecAct

Intelligence Community reporting and analysis in support of the contention that the}.~ was a
relationship between the release of US POWs and payment ofwar reparations for DRV \,
reconstruction is too voluminous to list here, but they include, as examples only, --:.. Memor~dum
from Director of Central Intelligence Schlesinger to National Security Advisor Kissinger, Su1;lject:
Indication that the Communists are holding previously unlisted US POWs as a futur
r aird!l
tool to obtain additional concessions from the United States, dated March 20, 1973;
\
144

Memorandum for National Security A visor Ailt ony La e rom atlOna
Intelligence Officer for East Asia (NIC/CIA), indicating it was "possible" Hanoi held back US
POWs in 1973, and was angry reparations from the U.S. had not been forthcoming, dated
December 13, 1993. Additional reporting that Hanoi was expecting war reparations from the.
U.S. as part ofa tentative agreement reached in October, 1972 can be found in Vietnam
Documents and Research Notes, #108, November, 1972, p. 26, and #109, p. 32, 34, 39, and 41.
Following the signing ofthe final accords in January, 1973, and in the 25 years that followed,
there is extensive and continuous reporting in FBIS files, other press reports, and in closed-door
US-Vietnam negotiations, wherein Hanoi repeatedly has called on the U.S. to implement Article
21 o.fthe Accords (wherein the US pledged to help rebuild North Vietnam), and President
Nixon's specific pledge to DRV Premier Pham Van Dong in February, 1973 to contribute up to
$4.75 billion in economic reconstruction of the North ($3.25 billion in reconstruction aid, plus up
to $ 1.5 billion ·~n "other forms of aid") - all of which indicated Hanoi having linked that issue to
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In addition to these examples, there are other plausible statements concerning
American POWs referenced by General Quang in the 1205 report, to include
(;omments about technical and weapons information obtained through ~nterrogatio1lJls
of U.S. POWs, which even Russian officials have verified receiving from their
North Vietnamese counterparts during the war. (U) ,
Based on all of the above, it is clear that the NIB has seriously misled its readership
by failing to pointout information which tends to corroborate "the content ofthe
t.heir cooperation on U.S. POWIMIA accounting. Again, while the reporting is too voluminous to
detail here, a few examples to illustrate this widely understood point include the following - The
.Washington Post Editorial Page cartoon, April 7, 1973, p. A18, (shows NVN official dragging
, US POW in front of President Nixon, declaring, "That's the last of the prisoners.•.now, where's
ill the money to rebuild North Vietnam,"); Memorandum to Secretary of State Henry Kissinger
from Under Secretary of State Philip Habib, November 13, 1976, Re: Meeting with the' ,
Vietnamese, November 12, .....The Vietnamese representative stuck to the standard Hanoi linkage
of the MIA question with o~r obligation to provide aid..." The meeting was d'escribed in a French
AFP press report as "the first face-to-face talks since the 1973 Vietnam peace negotiations"
(AFP, Paris, November 12, 1976); Final Report ofthe House Select Committee on Missing
Persons, December, 1976, p. 4, .....The Socialist Republic ofVietnam has called for selective
implementation of the Paris Peace Agreement, specifically Article 21 dealing with American
reconstruction aid to Vietnam, in exchange for POWIMIA information under Article 8b.";
Defense Intelligence Agency Task Force (the "Tighe Report) Examination, May 27, 1986,
"...Vietnam is waging a war ofpolitics using the POWIMIA issue as the leverage for compelling
the US to pay a blood debt."; Analysis Report by FBIS, Vietllam: Toughened Stance Oil MIA
I.'i.me, July 20, 1987, "...Hanoi has toughened its line on the question ofAmerican servicemen
missing in action during the Vietnam war, reviving its pre-1978 hard line linking resoMion oft~e
question to a U.s. aid commitment under the Paris Peace Accords."; Kyodo News Service,
Hanoi,' July 26, 1997, "a former top,leader ofthe Vietnamese Communist Party, and current
advisor to the Party, Nguyen Van Linh, cited the accounting ofAmerican soldiers as missing in
action as a prominent case of inequality in international relations - 'The Vietnamese government
lets the US comb any place where its troops were stationed...(but) they promised ,to pay more '
than 3 billion doUars, 'and ~ave for more than 20 years now not paid'a single cent...'Linh said.?'
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1205 report" with respect to the POW issue and the other issues. previously noted.
{QX

.
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NIE STATEMENT:

"If there were additional POWs, we would have known oj
them unless Vietnam maintained a separate prison
system unknown to POWs who returned in 1973. We
have uncovered no reliable 'evidence that a separate
prison system existedfor certain POWs; rior do we have
such indicators as plausible site locations. " (p.30) (SJ

ASSESSMENT:
In addition to ignoring the views of fonner senior US officials referenced earlier in
this assessment, this' NIE statement also ignores undisputed evidence that some of
the returned US POWs only became aware of each other by virtue of the North
Vietnamese forces bringing 'them together in the weeks before Operation
Homecoming began in',February, 1973 - even though some had been held together
in the same pnson sy~iem. We would not have known about these POWs had the
North Vietnamese not decided to consolidate them with the other returning
POWS. 145 This point was further documented in a post-Homecoming Defense

lotS During a hearing of the Senate Select Committee on POWIMIA Affairs on December 3,
1992, the senior returned POW from the Hanoi prison system in North Vietnam, Admiral James
Stockdale, testified that "we learned that in '71 they (NVN) started bringing in lots of people we
didn't Know about, Army and Marine people, ground soldiers, and some helicopter pilots, but
there was never any mixing ofthe two until the whistle blew and we all came home." Stockdale
further testified about the existence of 4 USAF pilots from Laos who were brought to a Hanoiarea prisO'n camp (nicknamed "the plantation") in early 71, stating "we never had an interchange
o~names with them, and we never saw any of them until the whole bunch was released."
Stockdale also pointed out to the Senate committee that he "does not claim iron-clad 100 percent
accountabilIty for anybody outside the 351" previously acknowledged POWs held in the Hanoi
prison system and subsequently released in 1973. (U)
.
.'\"
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Intelligence Agency study, entitled PW Camps in North Vietnam,146 and a Defense
Intelligence Agency Intelligence Appraisal, entitled A"Summary ofPrisoner:ofWar'
J:xperience in Southeast Asia, a Brieftng 47, and it was again amply demonstrated in
i:, Senate hearing exchange between U.S. Senator John Kerry and the,Director of the '
Defense Intelligence Agency's POWIMIA Office, Robert Sheetz, on August 4"
1992:

.

Sen" Kerry: There were groups oJprisoners brought togetherfor the, release who only
leamed ofeach other beilig alive by virtue ofthe process ofbeing brought together, .
correct?
, .
Mr. Sheetz: There were prisoners that were consolidated tOward Ihe end "
Sen. Kerry: Alld some were held ill differel1t locatiolls, perhaps 10 people'in olle location.
'
.Is that 1101 accurate?
Mr. Sheetz: That is correct. :
Sell. Kerry: .../s it not possible, however, that a whole group of 10 held somewher~ we.r~'
l1ever brought back to the main group alld therefore held back ill some other
circumslal1{:es?
Mr. Sheetz: Thatis possible.
Sell. Kerry: So, the mere fact ofdebriefings 110t showil1g thai'sohtebody was not
accoulltedfor does 110t ill alld ofitselfdispose at all ofthe 110tioll thai somebody else
, cO/lld have beel1 held elsewhere?
Mr. Sheetz: Thats'lrue.... /~8 (U)
:

..

'.'

.

Thus, it is clear that the North Vietmunese'had the capability to ke~p some
146 Defense Intel.1igence Agency study, entitled PW Camps in'North Vietnam, dated '1973. As"
further confirmation ofthe above-ment!pried argUment; the study indicates that "the penod from
, 968 to 1972 was marked by the movement ofUS 'POWs from South Vietnam arid Laos into
North Vietnam for detention, With few exceptions, the personnel moved into North Vietnam'
were kept separated,from the ~eJ! ~ctua!ly captured in North Vietnam," (U) ,
.147,:I"he'n:ifere!1ced DIA study is dated'May 8, 1973, and was published by the'DeputyD\rector
for Infelliglmce, DlA. ,<U},"
,
: . ' .' ,
' '"
-. .148 Hearing oftlie,Seriate Select-Committee on POWIMIA Affairs;:dated'August 4; 1992.
Also referenced in Imiftiti, A"alysis ofthe 1205 Report by Sen, Bob Sniith, dated :TLlIY:21';" i993:'
(U)
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unacknowledged US POWs within the same prison system as ,the acknowledged US
POWs'(approx.J50 as of Sept. 72), and'we would not have klnown about those
POWs ifthe North Vietnamese had not decided to repatriate them: Moreover, it h
also clear that the North Vietnamese went to considerable lengths to prevent even
the acknowledged US paws from learning about each other in the course ofiate
night sudden movements of these personnel between camps.149 (U)
But even more egregious is the NIE statement above that there were no indicators of
plausible'site locationS for other possible US POW prisons unknown to the POWs
'who returned in 1973 (ie: a separate or second prison system). While it is true that
repatriated ,POWs,'were only, aware of thqse within their system, the NIB judgment:
is nonetheless"contradicted'by substantial·infonnation and evaluations originated by
or ma~e available to the U.S. Intelligence Community hoth during and/or after the
Vie~am War. For example c

Defense Intelligence Agency estimate: In the 1205 report, General Quang
states t~at there,,~re curren~ly (as of Sept. 15, R972) 11 prisons in North
Vietna~ where:',all the American POWs are being held. DIA knew from the
debriefings of US POWs who returned in 1973, that as of Septemher, 1972,
there were 6 prisons in North Vietnam holding the US POWs who were Rater
repatriated. ~50 Using the established fact that, in September, 1972, 6 camps

149 See The Raid, by Benjamin F. Schemmer, 1976, p. 17, "It was a scary thing forthe POWI;
being moved to another c~mp, usually at night, always on short notice...the guards blindfolded
them,..guards were put between groups ofPOWs to make sure no one lifted a blindfold or talkd.
The North Vietnamese didn't want them to see who the oth~r prisoners were, or where they Wf:re
headed.:' (U)
,
"
150 The nicknames given by the returned POWs for these 6 camps were the Hanoi Hilton, the
Zop, Plantation, Dpgpatch, Mountain Camp, and Rockpile. (See DlA 1973 PW Camp Study). It
also should be noted that the Intelligence Community only learned the exact number after North
Vietnam released the acknowledged POWs in 1973. Indeed, as of September 4, 1972 (five
months prior to Homecoming), DlA estimated that only 4 ofthe "confirmed" US POW camps ill
North Viet~al'!1 were estimated to be "probably" or "possibly" holding US POWs as'of
, September, 1972. (U)
,
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held subsequently repatriated US paws, that leaves 5 additional prisons in
the North for General Quang's number oftotal camps to be accurate (ie: 116=5). 'As of September, 1972, OlA had identified, in a published study, a
total of 8 confinned US POW camps in North Vietnam, and an additional 18
possible US POW camps in North Vietnam. A "confirmed"'cainp was .
defined as "one in which there is condusive evidence that American. prisoners
are, or were, detailed on a pennanent basis." A "possible" camp was· defined
as "one in which there is some information or evidence that it might be, or
could have been, used folf' the detention ofAmerican prisoners on a permanent
basis."lsl Accordingly, based on the fact that DIA had identified 26 (8+18)
confinned or possible US POW camps in North Vietnam, as of September
1972, it is demonstrably inaccurate.for the NIE to claim that the Intelligence'
Community had uncovered "no such indicators as plausiblf1"site focations"
for 5 additional prisons for US POWs (11-6), as of the date ofthe 1205 report
(Sept. 72). (U)
.' :
Central Intelligence Agency study: A CIA study., conducted "in response to
recent human source reporting on American POWs still·in·North·Vietnam,"
and disseminated in early 1976, concluded that "the possibility'of a second '
·prison system for the detention of American paws in North. Vjetnam' carmot
be disregarded." CIA further concluded, based on the results'oftbis study,
that it was "precluded from drawing a firm conclusion that-all the 'camps
which held American POWs have been identified." The· CIA study included
"a comparative analysis of six confirmed American PQW'camps outside of
the Hanoi ar~a with l~ other suspect camps·not knOWIJ..to .have contained
Americans in·Qrder to determine which camps reacted to the (N9vember 21,
1970) Son Tay raid by constructing new defensive positions such as AAA
sites, AW positions, trenching ·andlor foxholes." CIA determined, based on
. photob'Taphy an.d debriefings of the POW. returnees, that:the 6,confi.n:n~d US

4'-

~I

'Defense J~tellig~nce Agency study,

,

~ntitled Prisoner oj War Camps inNorlh Vietnam.

.'
d:lted N,?ve.mber, 1972>(No(e::While the study itself is dated Novemper. :1972; the 'aet1.iiil date of
the most current infonnatiori used in this study. is listed as September 4, 1972) (U)
.,
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POW camps lIlsed in the study had.all reacted to the raid in the same manner.
But; more importantly,' CIA determined- that 7 onhe o~er.l ? camps:'used rr.:
the study"had,als.o·reacted similarly'to the raid by taking the referenced
precautionary defensive measures,.while·the remaining camps had not react~d
in a discemible:fasllrionito 'defend against any' additional US efforts to· free'VS
POWs from camps -in: the North. 1S2 (U)
.:-

..

.

Centra( Intelligence Agency memorandum: A CIA memorandwn, entitled
"Re-evaluation of PW/MIA Infonnation," was prepared for the Director of
Central Intelligence', and sent to ~im via the Deputy Director for Operations.
'on August 13, 1916. Iii. the· memorandum, CIA analysts outlined .
.' :'i,nfonnation that can be interpreted as indicating a probability that there are
'lstiU American PWs'alive in North Vietnam," The infonnation, further
described' as "not an exhaustive list," included reference to (1) at least one
·suspect detention camp for American PWs which had immediately reacted to
the November, 1970 Son Tay raid, yet ~one of the repatriated PWs had been
held·there;(2).se'veral sources reported seeing American PWs working on the
main bridge acros~·the'Red River at Hanoi. None of the returned PWs had
ever work~d 'on:the bridge,. according to the debriefings; (3) ...several reports
indicating t.hatvarious North Vietnamese and. South Vietnamese communi!)t
officials have' stated that there are still American PWs alive in'North Vietnam.
Not all of these reports'have been brought to the attention ofthe (House)
Select Committee (on Missing Persons);·(4) repatriated PWs identified a
number of cases iii which pilots had been seen on the ground in what
appeared to.be captivity, but were never again seen and were not accounted
for by the North. Vietnamese; (5) a captured North Vietnamese official, most
ofwhose.infonnation was highly accurate, indicated that North Vietnamese

152 Central Intelligence Agency PW Camp Study, dated 1976, obtained from Defense
Intelligence Agency PWIMIA intelligence records forwarded to the National Archives on May t.,
1984, and subsequently declassified and forwarded to Sen. Bob Smith by the Acting Deputy
Director (POWIMLA Affairs), Office ofthe Assistant Secretary of Defense, dated November 12,

1993. (U)
,'.;
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....
officials would hold some Amencan PWs completely out ofpulblic view and
not return them; and (6) two additional reports to support the probability of
unacknowledged American PWs from North Vietnam not released in 1973. 153
Once again, thisinfonnation contradicts the NIE contention)h~t "if there '
were additional paws, we would have known ofthem..." XS)

The discrepancy of us POWs related to the Son Tay POW Camp Raid:
According to several U.8. inteHigence reports, testimony of fonner US
officials, interviews with Russian officials, and even statements by
Vietnamese officials, US POWs had been moved from the Son Tay prison
camp in North Vietnam approximately J0 days to one month prior to the
jailed US rescue attempt on November 21, 1970, because the North
Vietnamese had learned about the forthcoming raid and a foreign journalist
or peace activist had visited the camp. US intelJigence and defense officials
had suspected that US POWs were still present at the camp in November,
1970 prior to launching the raid. However, those US POWs repatriated in
1973 who had been held at Son Tay in 1970 had been moved out ofthe camp
on July 14, 1970 -four and '% months prior to the raid - in a routine
move, also attributed to potential flooding at the Son Tay camp in July, '1970.
This serious discrepancy suggests other US POWs, not repatriated in 1973,
had been moved in and out ofthe Son Tay camp after July 14th and prior to
November 2 JSI (U)
,
Olher Central Intelligence Agency andDefense Intelligence Agency
reporting: Although this can hardly be considered an exhaustive listing, there'
are other unexplained Ie reports which lend credibility to the existence of
other US POWs and/or US POW camps in North Vietnam during the war,
such as: (1) CIA 240202Z Jul 82, Subject: Organization and Inmates of Tan
Lap Prison, Vinh Phu Province (North Vietnam), "fonner detention site for
US POWs...Long-heJd inmates noted that up to 1973~ American prisoners had
133 Memorandum' (or Director' ofCentral Intelligence, Subject: Re-evaluation ofPWIMIA ..
Information, dated August- 13, '1-976. (U)
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been interned at ,this prison." Note: No repatriated US ~OWs were held them
at this facility; (2) see Defense Intelligence Agency IS-Volume Study and
Report of Uncorrelated Infonnation Relating to Missing Americans in
Southeast Asia, dated December 15, .1978; (3) see Defense Intelligence
Agency Task Force· Examination ofPWIMIA Analysis, submitted by Lt. Gen.
Eugene Tighe, USAF-ret., fonner Director, Defense Intelligence Agency,
dated May 27, 1986; and (4) see Defense Intelligence Agency (or DPMO)
database index of HUMINT reporting on POW/MIA in Southeast Asia,
broken down by originating agency. All ofthese reports are not "resolved."
(U)
.

NIE STATEMENT:

"The 1,205 figure is inconsistent with our understanding
ofhow many Americans survived the events in which they
became lost to become captives... The number of
Americans whose fates are uncertain (on the priority
case list) has been reduced to 48. " (p.30~

ASSESSMENT:
As referenced earlier in this assessment (see discussion of chart on p. 19 ofNIE),
the number of Americans whose fate is still uncertain in 1998, using the NIB's own
figures, is at least 370, ofwhich 48 are priority cases. However, the priority case
list, first developed by Presidential POWIMIAEmissary to Hanoi, General John
Vessey, has always been a listing of cases where survival was suspected based on
infonnation obtained by the United States and subsequently reflected in U.S.
POW/MIA case files maintained by 000. It was never intended to be the end-all
list ofthe only cases where an American might have survived his incident to become
captured, simply because it wasrecognized by General Vessey and U.S. intelligenee
officials that the Vietnamese could very likely have infonnation on those MIA cas\;:s
where the U.S. had no infonnation to suggest death or survival. The N~ misleads
its reader by not clarifying the genesis of the so-called "priority case list" i:Q the
in addition to not referencing the 370 figure and pointing out again
above statement,
.. ..:.
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that the 1,205 figure included over 500 subsequently repatriated US POWs as welD.
.(£1

NIE STAT~MENT:

"Circumstantial evidence suggests the information in the
("735'') report/54 is inaccurate. " (p. 30)-(SJ

ASSESSMENT:

While the NIE presents evidence to "suggest the infonnation in the 735 report is
inaccurate, no where in the NIE is there a simi/arpresentation ofevidence that
suggests information in the 735 repprt is accurate. This is a serious shortcoming in
the NIE, and is especially disturbing in view ofthe NIE's acknowledgment that,
while only two pages orthe report (which referenced US POWs) were available to
the IC in 1993, there are now over 27 pages ofthe remainder of the report available
to the IC which had never been fonnally assessed by the Community. Included in
these additional 27 pages of text are an extensive report outlining North Vietnamese
political, military, and diplomatic developments throughout the year 1970 and
related plans for 1971. Among these general topics are specific comments
conceming•
•
•
•
•
o

the situation within the Vietnamese Workers' (CommWlBst) Party.
the restoration of Party unity.
. the foreign policy ,and diplomatic strategy of the Party.
an overview of military personnel Bosses.
the U;S. incursion into Cambodia in April, 1970.
a detailed discussion of the military and political situation in both
Cambodia and Laos.

154 As noted earlier in this assessment, the "735" report is so named by US officials because in
the text ofthis 1971 29-page Russian translation of a North Vietnamese report, there is one
sentence that refers to'735.Arnerican fliers having been captured in the DRV, while only 368 had
been publicly acknowledged as a diplomatic move.
.
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U.S. efforts to achieve "Vietnamizatiolll" in the South; particularly in
the Mekong River Valley.
military successes and losses, to include the disruption of the
Communist transportation system on Cambodian territory wIDch is
reported to have adversely affected the supplying of communist troops
in South Vietnam.
the. opening of a new supply route illl the area ofthe Chiong Shorn
Mountains in central Vietnam.
military plans in the South, including troop deployment plans.
the continued deployment ofNVN forces on land through Laos.
the amount of weapons, ammunition, military hardware, and food
deployed to the fronts in South Vietnam, Cambodia, and Laos.
the need for literature and art to play an enormous propagandistic and
educational role in support of the war effort.

•
lI!l

•
•

Again, no where in the NIB is there an assessment of the accuracy of the matters
outlined above. More importantly,-there would appear to be evidence to confinn the
historical accuracy, from the communist perspective, of many of the subjects above
which are outlined in the text of the 735 report. As such; the NIE judgment
referenced above is misleading, incomplete, and, taken as a whole, inaccurate. (Sf
NIE STATEMENT:

-:.

"The dates are wrong. The (735) report says it was
given at the 2(jh plenary session ofthe Central
Committee in late December, 1970 or early January,
1971. In fact, the 2(Jh Plenum was not held until
February, J972. The plenum held in January, 197J was
lhe 19//1• " (p.30) "... the materials in the FBIS collection
ofpublished material (indicate) the 19'" Plenum was held
in December, /970-January, /97/ (the communique was
issued on / February) and the 20'" Plenum was held in
March-April, 1972 {the communique was released on 10
April, /972,)...Clearly, either the date or the plenum
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number given in the report is wrong. " (pAO) .. ~.
"Collection Gaps: We think a more thorough .
assessment ofthe 735 document would befacilitated
by...greater information about the Vietnamese party
s~'7cture in the early 1970s, how it operated... " (p,42)
~)

.

'

ASSESSMENT:
TIle NIE has not demonstrated, with the statements above, that the dates given for
the 735 report are "wrong." It has only demonstrated that the date given by the
Russian ORU for the 735 report is inconsistent with infonnation current.ly available
to the U.S. Intelligence Community, which appears to be based 0111 vague communist
broadcasts or publications, not internal Party documents. This is an important
distinction given the NIE's admission ofa serious intelligence collection gap
concerning infonnation about the internal workings of the Vietnamese Communist
Party and its structure in the early 1970s, which precludes, again by its own
admission, "a more thorough assessment." (S)
Even the NIE contradicts itself in the abo~e statements - first saying the 20th
Plenum took place in February, 1972, then saying it took place between MarchApril, 1972. (S)
The NIE's judgment is further undennined by the following infonnation which
should have been brought to its readers' attentio~e

The 18th Plenum ofthe Central Committee of-the Vietnam Workers
(Communist) Party, according to a 1980 publication by the Vietnamese
Amy paper, Quan doi Nhan dan 155, took place in January, 1970, a full

ISS The title ofthe actual publication was Cuoc Khang chien Chong My Cuu nuoc, 1965-1975:
Nhung Su kien Quan-su (The Anti-U.S. war ofnational salvation, 1965-197~; Military events), p.
203-207, as referenced in··Commullist Road to Power, Duiker, 1996, p. 306-307. (U)
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year priOIl" to, the date given for the meeting reported on in the 735
report. Yet,. according to the Statute'of the Vietnam's~··Workers Party,
adopted in 1960, the Central Committee was to "usually meet once
every six· months. 156" This meeting schedule was confirmed in an
interview by US officials with the reported 735 author, Hoang Anh, in
Hanoi, earlier this year, who indicated; at two different po~ts, that the
Central Committee conducted semi-anizual meetings, and that Anh
presented oral semi-annual and annual r.eports at these sessions in the
early 1970's.157 Under that scheduling scenario, a 20th meeting could
have taken place in January; 197J, with the 19th meeting having
occurred earlier in the prior summer months, pos'sibJy to coincide with
the 10th anniversary ofthe Third Party Congress (September, 1960).
'. (U)

•

It is interesting to note that the 735 report scenario - that the 20th
Central Committee meeting took place'at the end ofDecember, 1970
-. 'is consistent with the 1205 report scenario - that the 23 rd meeting
had already taken place by September IS, 1972. Indeed., based on six
month t~me-frames, a 23rd meeting could have occurred in June/July,
1972, and there is, indeed, evidence from the Russia GRU of a report
to the'Politburo ofthe Central Committee of the Party having been
presented on June 26. 1972'(U). Again, the NIE is silent on this
evidence

(sf.

According to the 'translated text of tile 735 report, AM makes clear
several times in his report that he is discussing "the basic features of
our activities in 1970, over the period that extends from the 18th
.

.

Vietnam Documents and Research Notes, #103, The Structure ofPower in the DRV:
Constitution and Party Statute, p.16, February, 1972, American Embassy, Saigon (JUSPAO). (U)
156

IS7

See I~terview of Hoang Anh by U.S. Ambassador to Vietnam, Pete Peterson, p.3-4 (DIA

270934Z Ju~. ?~). (U)
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Plenary Session of the Central Committee ofthe Vietnam Workers
Party (CC VWP) until now." (As noted above, the referenced 18th
Plenum had indeed taken place in 1970 - in January of that yearwhich the NIE.taiis to note - a fact which contradicts its judgment that
the "dates" given in the 735 report are "wrong.") Anh further states,
"at this Plenary session, an assessment will be given of our victories in
1970...At the 18th, 19th, and now at the 20th Plenary sessions of the CC
VWP, repeated emphasis was placed...". AM goes on to report in great
and extensive detail a summation of activities that had taken place in
J970 as well as a discussion offorthcoming communist and perceived
enemy plans for J97J. He further discusses events that had already
taken place at the "19 th" Plenum. Thus, there is no wiggle room for the
time-frame of the report, or that it might have been the 'l9~ ,meeting,
according. to the GRU acquisi.tion - it clearly took :place at the end of
1970,. beginning ~f 1971 ...00 .
All that is curr~ntl;'knoWn about the time-frame .Dfthe 19th Plenum
appears to be based on the Communique ofthe 19~ Plenary Session of
the Central Committee of the Vietnam Workers Party which was
. broadcast by the Vietnam News Agency in Hanoi on February 1, 1971,
and referen~ed il) two editorials. in Party papers during.the next two
days, all of which was thought to have been done ·tocoincide with the
41~ Anniver~ary oftbe Founding oftbe Indochinese Communist Party,
the VWP'spredecessor.organiz~tion, on February 3; 1930~ by Ho Chi
Minh.I~R The timing ofthe publication of tile communique is.~~t, in
and of itself, proof that the 19th Plenum actually ·took place during- the
time-frame given by the GRU forthe 735 report ("End ofDecember,:
1970lEarly January, 1971). Indeed, there is evide,nce that
communiques were often not published until inonthsafter the -. '.
conclusion
.9fthe plenary meetings: For e><:~ple,
scbol,~~
have."
.
: .
.
'..
..
.
:

m Vietnam

Docu~ents and R'esearch N~tes, #9/1, the 19th Plenary. S~ssi~n of~he Central· ;

Committee ofthe Viet-Nam'Workers Party and its Reference Documents, p.1-27. (U)
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reported that the 15th Central Committee Party Plenum, related to the
2nd Congress, "took place in January, 1959, even thoogh the
communique was not broadcast by the Vietnam News Agency until
May 13,1959. 159 " (U)
There is no verifiable evidence that the "19th Plenum" was held at the
end of "December, 1970" - the date given by the Russian GRU - a3
the NIE attempts to assert on p.40. However, there is evidence from
the Central Intelligence Agency dated December, 1970 (inexplicably
not referenced in this NIE), of a "possible high-level DRV meetmg in
Hanoi. 160" (~
•

159

Finally, there is considerable confusion, and contradictions, in the
absence of official internal Party records from Hanoi, about the dates
of Central Committee Party Plenums in the early 1970s which
precludes relying on the NIE'sjudgment that the dates reported by
Russian military intelligence (GRU), - which plausibly had better
internal access to the truth - , are wrong. This argument is reinforced
by the NIE's own admission ofits serious intelligence collection gap in
this area. As additional examples, the 21 5t Plenum, according to some
reports, including publications from Hanoi, took place in October, .
1973, yet other publications from Hanoi indicate the 22 nd Plenum took
place "in late 1973," while still other Vietnamese officials have
. reported that the Central Military Affairs Committee met in March,

See The Communist Road tiJ Power in Vietnam, Duiker, 2nd Edition, 1996, p.400, fu#35.

(U)
160 Memorandum for the Record, 22 December, 1970, Subject: Meeting of the NSC Ad Hoc
Group on Vietnam, see para. 4, "Possible High-Level DRV Meeting in Hanoi: Mr. Carver from
CIA noted that DRV Ambassadors to Moscow and Peiking, three NLF representatives to the
Scandinavian countries and certain other senior DRV diplomats iri Europe are converging on
Hanoi in the·next few days. Increased intelligence watches for possible results of such a meeting
are being instituted. No output is expected before the first of the year." (U)
.'::,.
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1974 to consider t~e resolutions ofthe 21 st Plenum. If the 21 st Plenum
. w~s indeed in late 73/early 74, it makes the NIB's earlier claim that the"
20th Plenum took place as early as February, 1972 even stranger (ie: no
Central Committee plenum meetings for over 21 months?). Also, as
noted earlier, even the dates for the exact month that thfi 20th Plenum
took place, allegedly in 1972 according to US analysts, are in disJPute,
casting further doubt on the reliabilitY of the NIE'sjudgment. Some
analysts 'say April, others say February, and the NIE itself says
February, and later, reverses itself and says March-Apri~
NIE STATEMENT:

"Hoang Anh was indeed a Secretary ofthe Central
Commitiee at that time and wa~ respon~ible for
agricziliure... There is no reason why fie would deliver a
report that deals extensively with political and military
developments and the situations in Laos and Cambodia.
Agriculture is mentioned only briefly. .. (p.30) {S}

ASSESSMENT:
.

.

.

~

.

According to U.S. biographic record~ and variQ~s communist. Vietna.m~se. ..'.' '.
documents (all previously available to the principal drafter of the NIB), Hoang Anh;'
as noted, did indeed'have the title of Central Committee Secretary of the
Vietnamese Workers' (CommunistILao Dong) Party in December, 1970/Jaiiuary~'
1971, as the Russian GRU correctly notes on its cover page to the 735 report. In
fact, the leading COIm:nunist Party publication in Hanoi, Nhan Dol'!, in a.rep~rt qated
Jne month prior to the alleged "735" report, referred to Anh as "Secretary ofthe .
Lao Dong Party Central Committee: 16h, (Interestingly, Arah sidestepped and' then
denied having this title in interviews with US officials in April'and ~uly, 1998 162; ..
.
.

161

I,U)
162

.

.,.

: ;.

.,

Nhall Dall, Hanoi, November 17, 1970, p.1, translated by FBIS and US ,Em~assy, Saigo.n.
."

'.' ,': .:""'"

'

.:. ."

,',

,: . ."."

In his first intervi~w ~ith US Amb~sador to Vietnam, P~t~ P~te~son,

.

in Ha~~i ~~'~prii' ~', .
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while at the same time privately telling a Russian GRU officiaLthat be bad been
"reprimanded bytbe Vietnamese Communist Party because the Am~ricans managed
to obtain a copy of the speech delivered by Anb (ie: the 735 report).,,163) (U)
However, the NIE fails to note that records also indicate AM was assessed by the
U.S. Government in 1971 as "one ofthe most senior members afthe Vietnam
Communist (Lao Dong/Workers) Party hierarchy short ofPolitburo
membership... with broad-ranging political, military, and managerial
experience. l64";(B)
1998, Anh only referred to his Government ministerial position, and not his Party secretariat
position, stating "that the Ambassador should understand hi~ role during the war years. As
Minister of Agricuiture, he was responsible for food production and related industries..." Anh
further 'stated, "There was no night or day. There were very few opportunities to meet at the
Central Committee level. We were exhausted. I never. had time to be involved with other matten,.
I, myself, had no knowledge ofPOWs," Anh stated "he left the position as Minister of
Agriculture in 1970, after which he worked on the consolidated report on agriculture until 1975."
In his second interview with Ambassador Pe~erson on July 18, 1998, Anh was specifically pressell
whether he had "ever held the position of Secretary ofthe Central Committee ofthe Vietnamese
Workers' Party..... Anh replied, "At the end of 1970, I continued to serve the Central Committel:
as the Acting Secretary for Agricultural, Marine, and Fishery matters. Mr. Anh emphasized that
this was a specific, yet temporary duty assigned to him by the Central Committee, and 110t a
named or tilledposition, stich as Secretary ofthe Central Committee." Anh further stated, "I
was never a permanent member of the Central Committee...1personally had no time for the
Central Committee." (U)
163 Memorandum for the Record, Subj: Private Meeting with (Russian Executive Secretary fOi"
the Joint POWIMIA Commission) Colonel Osipov, dated August 10, 1998, Joint Commission
Support Directorate, DoD/USRJC, ..... Osipov claimed that Colonel Yuri A. Potapov, defense
attache at the Russian Embassy in Hanoi for the past four years, told Osipov that he (Potapov)
knows Hoang Anh. Potapov was told by Anh that he was reprimanded by the Vietnamese
Communist Party because the Americans managed to obtain a copy of the speech delivered by
Anh (this is apparently a reference to the so-called "735 document.")" (U)
164 Members ofthe VWP Celltral Committee, North Vietnam Aff~irs Division, JUSPAO,
American Embassy Saigon, dated 1971. (U)
.
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He had been elevated to the rank ofDeputy Prime Minister/Vice-Premier in
1970171, serving as "the senior in age and political experience" among the VicePremiers serving on the Party Secretariat. 16S Moreover, as a senior member ofthe
Secretariat and Central Committee member since the early 1950's, Anh held a very
influential position in the DRV leadership structure, having been referred to·as one
of two individuals who "followed just behind the top leaders ofthe Party in staws,"·
holding the "greatest power and influence in North Vietnam" by virtue of occupying
"key posts within both Party and state. 166" (U)
As a further example of Anh's influence as a veteran Secretariat member, a 1972
U.S. study states "the top ofthe power pyramid of North Vietnam is the Politburo
supported by the Party Secretariat, the center of second level leadership is the
Central Committee. 167" Additionally, the power of the Secretariat is confinned by
the "Statute of the Vietnam Workers Party adopted by the Third Party Congress of
the Party in September, 1960/' which provides that "the Secretariat solves daily
problems and controls the carrying out of Party decisio~s under the leadership ofthe
Central Executive Committee and the Politburo. ,,168 (U)
. ---{bXSrNafSecAct

lreciirih:-~ri~~~~~~;~

I

According 10
(the
alleged date ofthe 735 report), Anh had been "a close associate of General Vo
Nb'Uyen Giap" and served on the National Defense Council and as a Vice-Minister
165 See Memorandum (U) from Douglas Pike, (who is acknowledged in ahe NIB as a noted
expert and scholar on Vietnam (8», dated December 22, 1995; and Vietnam Documents and
Research Notes, Bases ofPower ill the DRV, dated October, 1972. (U)
166 Vietnam Documents and Research Notes, VWP-DRV Leadership, 1960 to 1971, ·Part II,
the Govemmem, p.94, published by North Vietnam section, ruSPAO, American Embassy,

Saigon, dated July, 1973. (U)
167

Ibid, part II.

168 See Vietnam Documents and Research Notes, The Structllre ·ofPower in the DRV:
COllstitutioll alld PaNy S~atllte, p. 17, published by the North Vietnam Affairs Division:, Joint U.S.
Public Affairs Office (USPAO), American Embassy, Saigon, dated February, 1972. (U)
.
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of Defense for at least fQur years (the only person lacking fonnal military rank to '
have held thts title),. during which time he reportedly planned the partial
dempbilization Of the Vietnamese People's Army (VPA). He also headed,PAVN's'
General Directorate for Rear Services,,preceded by a stint as a Deputy Chief ofthe
General Staff ofthe VPA. He had reportedly written a widely acclaimed,treatise :011
guer:riUa warfare in 1951, and,had been active in the early 1950'~ fighting mthe
Resistance (Viet-Minh) war against the French, and concurrently serving as
Chainnan of Interzone Committees IV and V in Central Vietn~:~~:--(U}-;--------- (b)(3) NatSecAct

fdafe(rD~~~~b~~-;;:--~-976

He is also reported in ai,
as having been a
member: of the Vietnamese Communist Party's (Lao DonglVWP) Central
Committee, ,in addition to serving on its s.ecretariat, from as far back as 1951, with
subsequent simultaneous membership on.North Vietnam's National Assembly's
Standing (Leadership'Ruling) .committee, which wrote the Constitution for North
Vietnam during Anh~s tenure on the Committee, (was subsequently adopted in
1960.) His listing as a full member ofthe Party's Central Committee is further
confirmed by open source accounts from the early 1970's170, even though Anh told
US officials earlier this' year that "I was never a permanent member of the Central
Committee.:.I person~lly had no time for the Central Committee. 17I ".(U)

_
CD} 3)_N.~tSecAct

-----------1

'

,

Ion Anh also show him serving as Minister of Finance from
November, 1958 until 1965 when he was appointed as Minister of Agriculture. (U)
While he did, therefore, have expertis'e and responsibility for agriculture (he had left

),(;3) NatSecAct
-----------__.- I--169-M-j-m-O-ra-n-du-m-da-te-d-M-ay 3, 1997 from Douglas Pike, Vietnam-scholar, enclosing several
on Hoang Anh prepared in the 1960's and 1970's. (U)
'---170 International Yearbook of Communist Affairs, t 970, Hoover Institution Press, Stanford
University; and Vietnam Documents and Research Notes, Bases ofPower in the DRV, dated
October. 1972. and published by the American Embassy, Saigon. (U)
171 Inte~iew of Hoang Anh by US Ambassador to Vietnam, Pete Peterson, dated July 18,
DIA 270934Z July 98). (U)
.
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the position of Minister ofAgriculture "in 1970" according to an interview he gave
to US officials on April 6, 1998), Anh also clearlv had expertise, authoritY; and
responsibility beyond agriculture as a senior veteran member of the Secretariat in
1970. He would have been amply·qualified tQ address the range ofagricultural,
economic, political, and military matters contained in the 735 report at a session of
the Central Committee by virtue of his background described above, especially his
tenure on the Secretariat scanning 20 years. Indeed, in 1965 and 1968, CIA had
assessed Anh as having had "experience in three different fields - defense, finance,
and agriculture," making him "the type of.multi-purpose specialist familiar in
Communist countries." (U)
It is also conceivable that Anh may have been designated to ·present a report to the
Central Committee plenum covering the range of specified topics, with input being ..
received from the other Secretaries onhe Central Committee. ·The NIH" fails to
,::onsider this s~enario.%
.
.0,:0

:\1oreover, contrary to the NIE's assertion above, agriculture is. not "mentioned only
briefly" in the text ofthe 735 report. In point of fact, Anh's spirited defense·ofthe
DRV's agricultural policies is one of the central topics of the 73? report, wit~".over
[3 paragraphs in t~e r~porfs text devoted to a detailed discussion ofagii~ultUre
policies, iUlcluding an ~ssessment of mistakes, criticisms, statistics, and goals which
are outlined hy· Anh: Given Anh's background in agriculture, these facts lend
(:redence to the ORU acquisition being reliable..-fS)

NIE STATEMENT:

."~

"The references to agriculture in the 735 (document) do
. not sql!are with other party documents. available qt the
. time. Fo!, example, a review ofparty.doc.uments
available in FBISfiles reveal a significantly different
discussion ofagricultural issues. Documents on
agriculture policy (probably connected ta-the-'l9'h
f/enum in·January; 1-971) that were revealed after the
.... war discuss the need to strengthen· agricUltural
- ".. .'.:.
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coll~ctives that had been weakened.bY the need to
increas~:wartime production...the 735 do~ument does

nut
discuss the qdaptation oftechnologyfor agriculture. In
contrast, Vice Minister ofAgriculture, Le Trung Dinh,
authored an article in the partyjournal Hoc Tap in
January. 197 J stating that the principle issue facing
agriculture was the adaptation oftechnology. " (p.30-3 t,
and~~l)JSJ

ASSESSMENT:
The Nn~ s~atement is inaccurate and misleading. The NIB does not demonstrate
convincingly that the contents of the 735 report with respect to agricultural issues
"do not square" with other party documents available at the time. . In point of fact,
Anh does discuss "the need to strengthen agricultural collectives" and "the
adaptation oftechnology for agriculture" in the 735 report. For example, Anh stateB
~
,

IS

"

t9

,

"Marxism teaches that agricultural collectivization is an extremely important condition
for the development ofa socialist economy...in our country, where colonialists left us a
heritage ofa backward economy, this matter is particularly important. With all our
effort, we must develop agriculture, placing it on a collective basis. It will be necesSary
to develop a strong network ofcooperatives in the elltire territory ofSouth Vietnam. ..
"The cooperatives need to be provided with technology, which will ensure they will
develop successfully. ..
"Our leadership is giving a great deal ofattention to issues ofcooperative farming, and
is continuing to seek ways to boost agriculture... The Politburo and Secretariat have give..,
imitructions to sciel1tijic organizations to actively participate in boasting agriculture. "
(U)

Additionally, there are obvious other statements in the Anh report concerning
agriculture'which·are confinned by the historical record. For instance, Anh claims
the DRV would have had even more difficulties in 1970 "if it were not for the help
. '.;.
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from brotherly socialist countries, which pennits us successfully to restore
agriculture." According to the International Yearbook of Communist Affairs for
1970, (published by the Hoover Institute at Stanford in 1971), "Failure to attain selfsufficiency in agriculture...has forced the DRV to depend on the U.S.S.R. and China
for its vital supplies." (U)
,

NIE STATEMENT:

"The report speaks extensively about preparations fot
the 4111 Party Congress, inCluding the establishment ofa
preparatory committee. In fact, the Politburo did not
decide when to hold the 4,h Party Congress until July,
1975... The 4'11 Party Congress was not held until
December, 1976. " (p.31) ~

ASSESSMENT:
Once again, the NIE'sjudgment is not convincing and 'misleads the NIB reader. It
is also ironic to note the NIE's use of the tenn "extensively" with respect to the 4th
Party ConbJfess remarks in the 735 report, versus the term "mentioned only briefly"
with respect to'agriculture. In point offact, the discussion of agriculture in the 735
report is lengthier than the discussion ofthe 4th Party Congress preparations.
More importantly, Anh specifically states in the text ofthe 735 report that the
Politburo would not decide when the 4th Party Congress would be held until after
several specific, matters had been discussed at the Plenary Session and specific
decisions had been made on them. Only then would the Politburo decide "wl1en~' to
hold the 4th Party Congress. He goes on to say "the issue of holding the 4th ' '
Congress is extremely importat:lt, and we must prepare with the greatest care for it.
Every issue must be studied' and discus'sed thoroughly.'~ 'Anh also states, correctly,'
that 10 ~ear~ had pass~d since the 3rd Party ~ongress.l72

,<¥

172 The Third National. Party Congress was held in Hanoi from September S.through
September 12, 1960. ( U ) '
,
"
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TIle fact that the Politburo, in the end, waited until aft<;tr the reuq.ifncation of the
country ':Inder' its new mime" the Socialist RepuJ>lic of Vietnam: to df.'Jcide "whell1" to
hold the 4th. Party ~.ongi-ess is rio~ 'inCOIllgIuO,US ~ith. Atih's presentation.
Additionally, since the 3rd Party Congress :had occurred 10 years earlier, it is not
unusual that the Politburo ~ay have been considering, as of 1970, when to hold the
next Party Congress, and towards that end, made a decision to create an
.
organizational committee to prepare for the, next Congress. (U)
Furthe~nore,,~he NIE.faiis to reveal that the make-J.!p ofthe 10 individuals
, refere~c~d by Anh.as,having been selected to serve on the organizational committee
can be cOJ,l.finned as actual North Vietnamese leaders who are presented in order of
seniority. Perhaps even more important is Anh's reference to (alleged 1205 author)
Tmn Van Quang as a member of that Commi~ee, in addition to Anh himself.

ssJ

NIE STATEMENT:

"/.

"Another key anomaly in the purported report is the
charge against 16 opportunist members ofthe. Central
Committee, 6 ofwhom are. named. If this were true, they,
should have been promptly oustedfrom their positions...
In fact, no action appears to have been taken
then...lfurthermore, if opportunism and disunity were of
such concern, indirect references in the party press
would have followed the plenum. Njine ar~ evident in
FBISfiles ofthe period. (p.31) (s)
If'

ASSESSMENT:
The NiE presents no evidence to support its claim that the :referenced opportunist
members of the Central Committee "should have been promptly ousted from their
positions" ifsuch was indeed the case. Nor does the NIE present, as plausible, a
scenario where many of the referenced members could have fallen back in line by
the conclusion of the plenum ~ithout retribution recognizable to the outside world.'
Nor does the'NIE mention that one ofthe 6 named individuals, Nguyen Van Vinh,

,

.
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correctly noted in the GRU footnote as Chainnan of the Committee for Unification,
was, in fact, apparently ousted during National Assembly elections later that spring,
adevelopment noted by Western observers at ahe time173• And nor does the NIB
concede that the other 5 named individuals were all,·in fact, correctly identified in·
the 735 repo~ as either alternate or current members of the Central Commjttee,
which is verified by a review of published infonnation from the same time period174•

fSJ
Additionally, Anh makes clear in the text ofthe 735 report that "in a few days from
now, these 16 comrades must present to us written explanations oftheir positions
and then we will decide how to deal with them. He also states that the dishannony
must be worked out so it does not "emerge into the open and become accessible to
widespread publicity." Therefore, the NIE's claim that there apparently were not
references to the disunity evident at the start ofthe plenum in the days following the
conclusion ofthe plenum is not noteworthy.~
More importantly, it should be noted that official communist publications in Hanon,
dated February 2, 1971 and February 3, 1971, marking the 41 anniversary ofthe
founding ofNorth Vietnam's communist party, did refer to th~ need for
"singlemindedness and solidarity within the Party" in addition to "absolute loyalty
to the Party's lines, stands, viewpoints, and principles" by all Party membets 175 - a
view that seems consistent with Hoang Anh's call for unity among Party members
presented in the 735 report in late December, 1970/early January, 1971. (U)

173 Yearbook (for 1971) all 1111ematiollal Commullist Affairs, Hoover Institution Press,
Stanford University, 1972, p. 591..:592. (U)
174 Yearbook (for 1969) ollln/ematiollal Commul1ist Affairs, Hoover Institution Press,
Stanford University, 1970, p. 687. (U)
.
.

J7S See FBIS translalion~. of Nhan Dan editorials dated February 2-3, 1971 "On the Forty-First
Anniversary ofthe Founding ofthe Jndochinese Communist Party." (U)
.
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NIE STATEMENT:

"Some ofthe dissenting policy positions alleged in the
735 report are plausible. But others - "SUch as a
proposal to inviteforeign (presumably Chinese) troops te,
help in Laos' and South Vietnam -'- are not. " (p.31) ~)

ASSESSMENT:
The NIE presents absolutely no evidence to support its claim that ell reference by
Hoang Anh in the 735 report to a dissenting policy position' by some opportunists in
the Central Committee to invite foreign (presumably Chinese) troops onto DRV
territory, and on into Laos and South Vietnam, is simply implausible. The burden i8
clearly on the NIE to provide evidence to support its jud!,rment, especially given the
Russian GRU footnote to the 735 report on this specific point (added during
translation in Moscow in 1971) which states that "the possibility of bringing
Chinese troops into the DRV has been discussed numerous times." It simply strains
credulity for ell NIE to claim, in this instance, that it knows better than an alleged
translated report of an internal North Vietnamese meeting, supported by a 1971
GRU analysis on this very point, what dissenting proposals may have been
surfacing internally within North Vietnam's decision-making body in 1970171.
Finally, given the level of Chinese military support to communist North Vietnamese
and Laotian forces during the Vietnam-War and specifically the 735 report time
period, which is confirmed in open-source reports from Beijing and elsewhere176, it
A Reuters article from Hong Kong, entitled China Admits Role in Vietnam, states "China
has admitted for the first time that it sent more than 300,000 combat troops to Vietnam to fight
against U.S. forces and their South Vietnamese allies. The semi-official China News Service said
today in a report monitored in Hong Kong that China sent 320,000 soldiers to Vietnam during th,~
1960s. It also spent over $20 billion to support Hanoi's regular North Vietnamese' army and Viet
Cong guerrilla units. The agency report cited the History ofthe People's Republic ofChina,
published by the official State Archives Publishing House, as saying that more than 4,000 Chines{l
soldiers were killed during the war. During the war, China repeatedly denied US allegations that
its soldiers were operating in Vietnam," Additionally, a New York Times article from the 735
report time period. dated January 18, 1971, reported that the PRC had provided some $200
. mitlion in 1970 alone in military and economic aid. Further agreements, including military aid for
1971, had be~n signed in Beijing on October 6, 1970. According to the llltematiollal Yearbook
176

.
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hardly seems implausible that a dissenting proposal similar to that referenced by
Anh, could have been circulating among some Party members in 1970/71 .. As such,
the NIE judgment cannot be accepted with confidence. (S)

NIE STATEMENT:

"The 1993 DoD report concluded that the 735 number
was too high... The total prisoners Hanoi could have been
holding at that time (bilore 1971) could not have
exceeded 470 according to US Govemment records. No
evidence has come to light since 19~~that would cause
us to revise ourjudgment. " (p.31) (0/)

ASSESSMENT:
First, the 735-related analysis ofPOWIMIA cases in the referenced 000 report
(actuaUy released in January, 1994) was not conducted by elements oftbe U.S.
InteJligence Community, but by personnel working in the Office of the Assistant
Secretary or'Defense for International Security Affairs. 177 At the very least, the
authors of the NIE should have conducted an independent reView ofPOWIMIA
cases bearing on the 735 time-frame, in light of Anh's report.,.k8)
Second, as already demonstrated earlier in ihis assessment (see discussion of735

document under Key Judgments assessment), official U.S. Goy~mment statistics,
forwarded to the Director of Central Intelligence for December, 1970 (the same

0"

Communist Affairs covering the year 1970, "Chinese interest in military developments in
Vietnam continued unabated. In an unusual move, on 21 and 22 December 1970, NLFSV and
North Vietnamese military men reported on the current situation in Vietnam to Chinese Foreign
Ministry meetings attended by Li Te-sheng. alternate member ofthe Politburo ofthe Chinese
Communist Party and head of the General Political Department of the People's Liberation Army"

(p.685) (U)

.'

.

See Office of the Assistant Secretary ofDefense for international Security Affairs Defense'
POWIMIA Office Newsletter dated October, ]993.
177
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month as the alleged "735" report), listed 462 POWs, 962 MIAs, and 117 NonHosti~e missing, for a total of 1.541 "missing and captured personne~."178 (0)
In addition, while 000, and the current NIB, continue to claim that the 735 number
was "too high," no where does the NIB reference the judgment ofUS officials in '.
1970171 that the published December, 1970 list of368 POWs (also referenced by
Anh himself as their diplom~tic move) was "too loW,"179 yet this is, in essence, the
only group of Air Force and Navy fliers held in the North during this time frame to
be repatriated in early D973. 180 (U)
178 Message for Director, Central Intelligence Agency from American Embassy Saigon,
"following are official figures from missing and captured personnel lists prepared by Deputy
Comptroller for Information, 000...", dated May 10, 1971.
. 179

U.S. Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird stated at the time, based on DoD's review ofthe

1970 list, "I do not accept it as a complete list ofall the prisoners held in North Vietnam."

(Memorandum from the Secretary of Defense to the Secretaries ofthe Military Departments,
dated August, 1971). He reinforced that position 21 years later in testimony before the Senate
Select Committee on POWIMIA Affairs on September 21, 1992, stating "1 felt those lists were
inadequate...it was not complete information, and we knew ofthe existence of other POWs when
those lists were delivered to us... We felt there were more... We had solid, confirmed evidence
that there were more POWs in the North at that time." In addition, Acting Secretary ofthe Army,
Thaddeus Beal, wrote to the Secretary of Defense on July 10, 1970, stating, "At present. Cora
Weiss maintains that about 334 Americans are detained by Hanoi. But the facts are that 780
Americansare listed as missing in North Vietnam, and 769 in South Vietnam and Laos. We know
with some certainty that of this number, 376 are PW in North Vietnam and 78 are PW elsewhere
in Indochina. We expect that among those listed as missing, substantia/numbers will eventually
111m lip as caplives...To accept Hanoi's admission of responsibility for less than 350 US PW as
conduct constituting reasonable, humane, or internationally responsible conduct is to betray those
other forgotten Americans." (U)
.
.
.
IUO The list of368 names published by Hanoi was entitled, "U.S. PHots Captured in the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam from August 5, 1964 to November 15, 1970." The list was
published by the DRV's Ministry of National Defense, and is dated Novemper 15, 1970. It was
released to representatives of Senators Kennedy and Fulbright in Paris on December 22. 1970,
and provided to certain other foreign governments as well. All ofthe names ofthe men on the li:;t
had previously been unofficially provided to American peace activist Cora Weiss between May
and November, 1970. ~he 368 list itself actually consisted of339 Air Force and Navy pilots and
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NIE STATEMENT:

ASSESSMENT:
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,(b )('3.) NatSe,cAct

This statement's choice ofwords is extremely incomplete and mislea(J41g to the NIB
reader in severanmportant respects'"'~"""

crewmembers currently in captivity, 9 such personnel previously released, and 20 such personnel
listed as dead. Based on Department of Defense POWIMIA lists, only 335 Air Force.and Navy
pilots and crewmembers captured in North Vietnam prior to November 15, 1970 were later
repatriated to the United States (one in Sept. 72, ~nd the remainder following the signing of the
Peace Accords in 1973 (Jan-Apr). (U)
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But even more disturbing is the NIO's claim that the "allegations" in the report are
"uncorroborated by any other inteJligence reporting." According to a Defense
Intelligence Agency Directorate for Intelligence Research published study in 1977, a
report was received in the Fall'of 1976 indicating that two North Vietnamese
.
officials who had recently come to southern Vietnam had told a "high PRO official"
that 235 US POWs were executed in northern Vi tn' .
188

(

'------------'

.•

Fonner National Security Advisor to President Carter (l977-1980)"Zbigniew
Brzezinski, provided the following assessment

188 Recent Reports ofU.S. PWs and Collaborators in Southeast Asia, Defense Intelligence
Agency, information ~ut-off date April 1, 1977, see pages 65, and 69-10. The person who had
actually learned ofthe'above information and then passed it to U.S. intelligence had been an
American left behind in the-Fall of Saigon who was released o~ August 1, 1976. (U)
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interviewed during the MacNeillLehrer Newshour in April. 1993 about the
POWs reported:in the '1205 document -.,.' ....

'.< number ofUS

BRZEZINSKi:· I suspect that the Viel1lamese had'the view' that this would be a very
,prololrgedcqnjlic!,ill which at best the United States might partially disengage from
South Vietllam, but would, cO;ltilllie supporting it and thatfilrlher leverage OIU the United
States would be desirable/or them to have.:.ln the mea11lime, they had gone 011 record
repeatedly as having only had the lIumber to which they admitted themselves havillg and
d.;' 'having 110 more than those that they released And'they were stuck with a situation in
which they 110 longer needed leverage agaillst the United States andyet hadseveral
hUlldred survivillg Americans, many ofwhom they had classified as reactionaries, and
therefore, qs e."emies, and I'm, therefore, knowing ~ow the Vietnamese regime has
behaved}Ir the past,jor that matter how the Soviet regime has behaved in the past, I'm
led sadly to t/ie COllclllsion that ii, a1l probability s,ometime after the co,nc!usioTl ofthe
Paris Agreemelits, or perhaps "after the fall ofSouth Vietnam ill 1975,'they executed those
, that were stili living, perhaps with the exception ofa 'smallnllmber whom they rerained
jor cOlltinuing intelligellce or technical purposes.
MACNEIL: ...111 otherwords,
it'sjust.a straight,
deliberate execution?
,..
.
BRZEZINSKi: Yes, because they (the Vietnamese) were, in effect, ill a situation oftheir
OWII ma~illg. They had thought they would use these people as leverage on liS and it 's
h/11Ied ill that (1205) report, the document which is now public. And they were thenfaced
with a situation in which they 110 longer needed to exercise that leverage, and they had
been publicly commitl.ed to the propositiOll that they had 110 more Americuns, and,
therefore, ~ome ofthem might have felt, the leaders/:1ip might have felt that this was the
ea'fiest way out. And that, incidentally, explains the howls of o~ttrage that are now
emanatingfrom Hanoi. 189 (U)
,,

Fonner National Security Advisor and Secretary of State Henry Kissinger
(1'969-1976). when asked on the same news program to comment on Mr.
Brzezinski's statement above. replied-

(D

KlSSINGER:... if they heldprisoners that they did" '/ acknowledge, then there is
considerable plausibility to Zbig's theory... olle would have thought that if they held them
189

Transcript oftheMacNei//Lehrer Newshollr, Show #4605, Tuesday, April 13, 1993. (U)
. ',:-'
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ill order to hlaclcmailus, they would have at some poilltprodllced them. Whether they
though this was 110 IOllger lIecessary after Saigon collapsed...after that they might have
believed that there was 110 longer allY negotiating lool190 (U)

(q,){1 )
,/
""",

/

,,,"

A DIA contract agent reported being privately told in 19~3 by a Vie~amese
PAVN General Political Directorate (GPD) officer in H?nQi that "perhaps
hundreds" of tile unreturned U.S POWs had been executed bY.North
Vietnam, and that this was "Hanoi's darkest and worst.secret.,,192 (U).

Ii

\
190

Ibid.

19.1 Department of Defense JCRC Liaison, Bangkok, TH, priority message, info to DIA
Washington, USCINCPAC, SECDEF, P 080156Z March, 1985. (U).
192 See Inside Hanoi '.'I Secret Archives by Malcolm McConnell with Theodore "Ted"
Schweitzer, 1995, p. 268-2?O. (U)

193

.

Letter from Direc~or ofCentral In~elligence James Woolsey to Sen. Bob Smith, dated July
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'Russian Presidential Advisor and Co-Chairman of abe lointU.S.-Russia
Commission on POW/MIAs, General Volkogonov, told President Clinton's
Special POWIMIA Emissary to Hanoi, General Vessey, in 1993, that "he
feared" some of the alleged 465 US POWs with reactionmy views referenced.
in the September, 1972 1205 report "may have be~n later executed. ,,194 (U)

I

!
!

.., ..........

............

........

..(0')(1 )

Earlier that same month, The Washington Post reported, in a front page
article, entitled "No Hope, MIA Families Told," that Congressman
Sonny Montgomery, Chairman of the House Select Committee on
Missing Persons, had told POW/MIA family members gathered in \b)(3) NatSecAct
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II

Memorandum for the Record, Subject: Conversation between GEN Volkogonov and GEN
. Vessey during visit at Walter Reed Medical Center, dated June 22, 1993. (U)
194

195 See Memorandum to Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs Anthony Lake
from National Intelligence Officer for East Asia Robert Suettinger, dated December 13, 1993. (8)
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Washinb'ton that, based on the almost year long investigation by his
Committee, he had been ''forced to the painful conclusion that our
MIAs lost their lives in the service to their country.." (U)
The Post, in the same above-referenced· story, also reported that "the
Vietnamese Government has indicated that the U.S. must pay a price
of$3.25 billion in reconstroction aidfor any ~nformation ·it has on the
missing men. The League (ofPOWIMIA Families) is opposed to
paving such blackmail and acknowledges that such a gesture is out of
the question politicallv." (U)
In a related editorial at the. time, the Post further pointed out that
Congressman Montgomery and his Committee had "qlso made an
earnest attempt to get the Vietnamese Government to understand that,
no· matter what they thought had been promised at a 'certain point by
President Nixon, reparations or reconstruction aid is now politically
out.ofthe question." (U)·
Chainnan Montgomery bad indeed told the Vietnamese, as early as a
D~ce~ber 21, 1975 meeting with N~rth Vietnamese Premier Pham
Van Dong in Hanoi that "they are not going to get reconstruction aid
from the United States, and we weren't going to bargain or pay
blackmail." (D)
II

At a public Congressional hearing on Aprii.16,)976, then U.S.
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger had testified that "we cannot 'a~cept
the proposition that we have an obligation to provide aid, which we
have not We believe that the Paris accords have been breached so
completely (by ~he North's.miJitary.conquest oCthe South) that it
would be completely absurd to let only one article surviye when an the
other obligations have been.totally a1;>ridged by North Vietnam...We
. have nO"Pla~s. to give any. aid." (U)

~
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Kissinger's comments followed, by three weeks, a-statement by
President Gerald Ford, characterizing the North Viemamese as
"international pirates." (U)

I

.

j
l-tlj~--·----------·------+----(by(1 )

Government of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam was again told, this
time in a State Department-diplomatic note to Hanon's Foreign Ministry
dated July 19th, that "The United States does not consider that it has
an obligation to provide reconstruction assistance to Vietnam."~
II

In a potentially ominous commentary in Hanoi in October, 197611

I

!
1

'

(-the-eommunisfPattY,-------------+-----(by(1 )

of Vietnam publication, Nhan Dan, noted "...The United States has
-denied its responsibility and obligation to implement Article 21 ofthe
Paris agreement on healing the wounds ofwar and postwar
reconstruction of Vietnam...Is it that Ford and Kissinger have really
been concerned about the families of American soldiers who were
killed or listed as missing while perpetrating crimes in Vietnam? Not
at all. Had they been truly concerned about the lives of Americans as
they have been claiming, then they would have fully implemented all
the provisions of the Paris agreement, including the very important
Article 21 (providing for reconstruction aid)."
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As noted earlier in this assessment, Quang was dual-hatted with his
positions in the North during the 1960's with positions in Central and!
South Vietnam as a Member ofCOSVN and the National Liberation
Front (NLF) Central Committee, heading the ·Military. Affairs
Committee there and commanding PLAF forces. According to
communist Viet Cong "Liberation Radio" broadcasts on June 24, 1965
and September 26, 1965, monitored by u.s; intelligence at the time,
three US pOWi97 were executed "on orders ofthe National Liberation
Front (NLF) Central Committee" in retaliation for South Vietnamese
and U.S. actions in the South. In view ofhis leadership roles, Quang
undoubtedly was directly involved with ordering these executions of
us POWs. These three U.S. servicemen were subsequently listed as
See Vielilam by Kamow, p. 276-279; Inside Hanoi's Secret Archives by McConnel!, p.
The Encyclopedia ofthe Vietnam War by Kutler, (under "Hue"). For denial by General _
Quang, see Vietnam, A History, by Stanley Kamow, 2nd Edition, 1997, p.543, "Revisiting
Vietnam in ]98] and again in 1990, I was able to elicit little credible evidence from the
Communists to clarifY the episode. Gerera] Tran Do; a senior Communist architect ofthe Tet
offensive, flatly denied that the Hue atrocities had ever occurred, contending that films and
photographs ofthe corpses had been "fabricated." I heard the same litlefrom General TraPl Van
QlIa~lg, who commanded the Communist forces in the region." (U)
196

271;

197 The US POWs identified in the communist broadcasts were U.S. Army military advisor S~-.
Harold Bennett, U.s. Army Special Forces Sgt-. Kenneth Roraback, and U.~_.__~Y.._s..p_~iaL
Forcesl
I--Poradditionarferereiices-:see-Newsweek:-October -II; 1965,
pA8, article entitled The War in V.ietnam. (U)
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"died in captivity" by the Provisional Revolutionary Government
(PRG) in their POW·list turned over in Paris in JmmaIy., 1973,-and
their remains, as of 1998, have still not been repatriated to the UlIlited .
States. (As noted earlier, Quang had also served as the PRG Defense
Minister following its establishment in 1969, and would have logically
prepared or approved, under that leadership capacity, the PRG US
POW list presented in .Paris. (U)

I

f-_/(6)(1 )

Following the return of acknowledged US POWs in 1973, there remained over
1,300 U.S. personnel in a missing in action status, and DoD could.not say whether
those individuals "were alive or dead." Moreover, U.S. officials at the time had
expected a higher number of US POWs to be returned, as earlier indicated in this
assessment. Finally, the figures referenced by the NIE itself (p.19) show that, as of
1998, there remain 370- unaccounted for U.S. personnel, in the judgment of DoD,
whose fate has not been determined, including 48 0111 the "priority" last known alive
list.
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IV POLITICIZING OF INTELLIGENCE:
As noted in this assessment's Executive Summary, Congress .and tJIe leaders ofthe
U.S. Intel1ige~ce Community (IC) need to examine what role the White House, its
National Security Council, and certain US policy-makers responsible for advancing
the Administration's normalization agenda with Vietnam may have played in
influencing or 'otherwise affecting the judgments of the IC as reflected in this NIB.
If any improper communication or influence took place, immediate steps should be
taken to detennining how this could have occurred. Such a review is critical to
ensuring t~at the IC is providing objective and independent analysis to its
customers. (U)
.
This is especially important because the NIB was prepared and published in
classified form during the same period that the President and' his Administration
were required by Public Law to determine whether Vietnam was "fully cooperating
in good faith" with the United States on the POW/MIA issue. An affinnative
certification is required for the expenditure offunds for US diplomatic operations in
Vietnam. (U)
A bipartisan report from the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence (SSCij had
detennined in April, 1997 that the IC had provided no input, nor was input solicited,
in detenninations for 1996 and 1997, even though the certification, by law; is :
required to be "based on information available to the US Government." This SSeI
finding was one of the reasons National Security Advisor Berger had been requested
by the Senate to have this NIE prepared. (U)
The President himself had recognized the potential impact of the NIB on the
certification process, stating in a letter to me dated February 25, 1998 (8 days prior
to his 1998 detennination), that "the results oftne National Intelligence Estimate
regarding the e~ent of Vietnam's disclosure of infonnation on our miSSing service·
personnel will be taken into account as we.~ontinue to advance our agenda with

~
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Vietnam..:199" (U)
'4'••

The President issued his 1998 determination that Vietnam was fully· cooperating in
goodJaith on March 4, 1998 ~D one month prior to the NIB's official dissemination,.
and, agai~, only "8 days aft~~ his letter t~ :me. (U)
.
.

,

Although the N.IB had not yet been approved or published, there ~pparently was
communicat~olll and c~ordination betwe~n the N~fiona1 Intelligence. G01.mcil an.d, ~t
the least, th~ Office of the Assistant·Seer.elary ofDefense for International Security
Affairs'(lJI~d~r OSDlPoliey); concern.jog the. dr~ contents ofllie NIB. Moreover,
the National Intelligence Council has confiimed that it selected "four individuals
outside the Intelligence Community with expertise on the Vietnam POW/l\4IA
issue" -' whom it has not yet identified to Congress - who "reviewed the draft
and provided their commentary. to us. 200" Additionally, the Director of Central
Intelligence, George Tenet,"has also stated the "the. draft was reviewed by several
experts from outside the Community,2°1" Were any of these individuals employed
in the Office of~he Secretary of Defense. for Poiicy, which includes DoD's
POWIlytIA Office, -. 'an ofi1ce which supports u.s. poiicy that Vietnam is fully
cooperating in good faith on the poW/MIA issue? ~)

.

Ques.tions concerning the politicizing of intelligence have naturally arisen as a result
of these revelations. On its face, the prior pledge by the Director of CellTttral
Intelligence that the NIE would be done "with the objectivity, timeliness, and
ind.epende~ce that characterize our analytical ejfortjOZ" needs to ~e further
199

Letter from President Bill Clinton to Senator Bob Smith, dated February 25, 1998. (U)

200 Transcript of Briefing by National Intelligence Council to U.S. side ofthe US-Russia Joint
Commission on POWIMIAs. p. 5-6, dated June 17, 1998 ($1
201 Letter from Director of Central Intelligence George Tenet to Executive Director, National
League ofPOWIMIA Families Ann Mills Griffiths. dated October 28, 1998. (U)

202 Letter from Central intelligence Agency. "the Director ofCentral Intelligence (DCI) has
asked me t~ ·re.spond...•". from John H. Moseman. Director ofCongressional Affairs, CIA, dated
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examined. (U)
Questions concerning the politicizing of intelligence are further underscored by the
following exchange at a Congressional hearing on June 17, 1998 between
Congressman Benjamin A. Gilman, Chainnan of the House Committee on
International Reiations, and Mr. Frederick C. Smith, Principal Deputy Assistant
Secretary, International Security Affairs, Office ofthe Secretary of Defense (tmder
the Under Secretary of Defense for Policy)Chairman Gilman: I" March ofthis year, Presidenl Cllmon certified that the
Government of Vielllam wasfully cooperating in gooffaith on the POWIlyfIA issue.
What role did our Departmelll ofDefense play with respect to that decision on
certificatioll ?...
Mr. Sniith: The Department ofDefellse did make an input...Our recommendation was
that Vietnam wasfully cooperating with our efforts in this area.... .
Chairman Gilman: When you made that decision in the Defense Departmenl, didyou
have before you the Nationalllllelligence Estimate on Vietl1am 's performance on the
POWIMIA issue?
.

'

Mr. Smith: We were actually working 011 it at about the same time, because we were
working with the Celltrallntelligence Agency on that issue,' andftO it was concurreltl,
simultalleous.
'
Chairman Gilmall: Didyou have that estimate before you at/he time yOlt made your
decision and made your recommendation to the Preside",?
Mr. Smith: The final copy ofthe estimate was issued in April, 1998, and the
determination was made in March.
Chairman Gilman: So you actually did" '( have the final National Intelligence Estimate?
Mr. Smith: We did not have the final estimate that was issued Thai is correct. Blit we
certainlv knew what was ill it, and we were involved ill the preparation of/he eslimate.

'.,.

November 17, 1997. (U)
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Chairman Gilmall: YOli were working 011 the Estimate? Were yoii wOl'.png Oll the
Estimate?
Mr. Smith: Yes. The estimate had been in preparatiOlBfor a 'lUmber ofmonths before
hand. ..
Chairman Gilman: Andyou would have had the occasion to see what the report said at
the time you made your decision?
Mr. Smith: Yes.
.
.
Chairman GiI~an: Is itYOllr view that the report supports the Presidem's certification
that Vietllam isfully cooperative?

Mr. Smith: Yes. I believe that the information about the improved cooperation we 'VB
receivedfrom the Vietnamese, and the reasolls that the estimate givesfor this improved
cooperatioll are correct. 203 (U)

The above testimony would further seem to cast doubt on the reliability oftestimony
by Under Secretary of Defense for Policy, Walter Slocombe (Mr. Smith's superior
in the aso chain of command), on the day after the President's March 4, 1998
determination.. On March 5, 1998, before a hearing of the Senate Committee on
Armed Services, the following exchange took place between myself and Under
Secretary Slocombe Under Secretary Slocombe: Senator, 1'm notfamiliar with the details ofwhat input the
national intelligence community had in this particular determination.
Sell. Smith: Well, you're aware there's all intelligence commllllity·estimate going 011 now,
correct?
Under Secretary Slocombe: Yes.
203 Transcript of Hearing before the Committee on International Relations. US House of
Representatives. A Worldwide Review ofthe Clinton Administration's POWlMlA Policies and
Programs, p'. ~.O-II, dated June 17, 1998 (U)
•
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Sen. Smith: ...wOllld,l 't it seem reasonable to wait until the national illtelligenc~ estimale
came back? ..
Under Secretary Slocomhe: I think it's wholly appropriate to do an intelligence estimate.
What I do no/know, andam not in a position to comment on is what information was
obtainedfrom the Intelligence Community in connectioll with this determination, because
I simply do /lot know. 204 (lj)

The testimony from Deputy Assistant Secretary Smith further casts doubt on the
reliability ofthe assurance from Director of Central Intelligence George Tenet that
"at no stage was there higher level or other intervention to change or shape the body
or judgments of the NIE. 2os.. (U)
Moreover, in the course of preparing this intelligence estimate, the principal author
reportedly traveled to Hanoi to conduct personal interviews with US Ambassador to
Vietnam, Douglas "Pete" Peterson206, in addition to conducting interviews with Dr.
Lou ·Stem, Director for Indochina, Thailand, and Bunna in the .office ofthe
Secretary of Defense for International Security Affairs at the Pentagon207 - two of
204

Transcript of Hearing ofthe Senate Committee on Anned Services, March 5, 1998. (u)

205 Letter from Director ofCentral Intelligence George Tenet to Executive Director, National
League ofPOWlMlA Families, Ann Mills Griffiths, dated October 28, 1998. (U)

Ambassador Peterson, a former POW from the Vietnam War, did not arrive in Hanoi until
May, t 997, following his Senate confirmation in April ofthat year. Prior to confirmation,
Ambassador Peterson served as a Democrat Congressman from Florida during which time he
consistently advocated full U.S.. normalization of relations with the Government ofthe Socialist
Republic of Vietnam. During that same tenure, he served as US Chairman ofthe Vietnam War
Working Group ofthe US/Russia Joint Commis~ion on POWs and MJAs where he maintained his
position that the so-called 1205 and 735 documents, assessed in this current NIE, were not valid.
206

(U)

.

207 Dr. Stem has ,been a consistent advocate for closer US ties with Vietnam during his tenure
at the Department ofDefe~se scanning several years. While employed by 000, he has published
a book on the development of US-Vietnam relations. He has also been directing involved wi~h
DoD hosting of several ~igh-~evel Vietnamese delegations to the United States, and has
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the Administration's biggest advocates for continued expansion 9fUS relations with
I:Ianoi. ~
. .~
When I questioned the National Intelligence Officer for East Asia, Robert
Suetting~r, ui1der whose auspices the current NIE was prepared, on the I~temgehc~
Community's r91~ with respect to the 1998 certification and the Nm's bearing on it,
the response was quite abrasive, defensive, and disturbingly evasive Sell. Smith: Let me ask yOll this question, and I would like a yes or no. Did the President
ask you for your input prior to the ce~tijicatiol1 in March, 1998 that the Vietnamese were
,jll'ly. cooperating
or cooperating
'
..
. ill goodfaith?
.'

Mr. Suettinger: iJid he ask me persol1ally?
Sen.·S",ith: Well, did he ask the agency?
Mr. Suettinger: I do. not lmow.
Sen. Smith:' YOli do HOllmow the answer to that?
Mr. Sueltil1ger: !.9onot.
Sen. Smith: ..:!Joes your imelligence estimate disagree with the President's state1'f{ent
thai the Vietnamese are being/lilly cooperative, yes or 110?
Mr. Suettinger: .. .1 would say that the intelligence assessment, which was 110t illtellded to
answer that specijic qi,estioll, comes dowll 011 both sides 0/the issue, that there has been
improved cooperation, but that it is "ot perfect. And the reasons for its 'Jot being perfect
are cited ill the estimate. 208 (U)

strategized with Vietnamese officials concerning ways to achieve normalization of relations
without the POWIMIA issue being an obstacle. (U)
208 Transcript of Briefing by the National Intelligence Council to the U.S. side ofthe usRussia Joint Commission on POWIMIAs, p. 23-24, and 29, dated June 17, 199~
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Interestingly, Mr. Suettinger's careful wording above on June 17, 1998 - using the
tenn "improved cooperation" in response to a question about the validity of the
President's detennination that Vietnam was "fully cooperating in good faith" - is
the exact phrase used by Deputy Asst. Secretary Smith at a House hearing on the
sam€! day in response to the. same question. This exact phraseology is 'not fOUl1ld in
the NIE itself, and raises more questions 'about additional collaboration between the
National Intelligence Council and'the Office of the Under Secretary ofDefense for
Policy.
Questions, in the context of the current NIB, about the politicizing of intelligence on
issues bearing on U.S. policy toward Vietnam are particularly relevant iii view of
prior indications suggesting that such actions took place during the current
Administration on the same issues being reviewed in the current NIB. (U)
For example, an "interagency intelligence assessment" on the "1205" and "735"
documents was disseminated to the media, with a Janual)' 24, 1994' release date,
three days prior to a U.~. Senate vote on whether to urge the lifting of the U.S. trade
embargo on Hanoi, and one week prior to the President's announcement of his
detennination to lift the embargo. The timing of the release of this assessment
became suspicious when it was learned that it had, in fact, been prepared, completed
and forwarded to the Under Secretary of Defense for Policy in an unclassified
format forrelease, through the National Intelligence Council by June 21, 1993seven'months earlier (with the exception of tWo paragraphs later added by DoD)even though the President had continued to maintain in communications with
Congress, as recently as December, 10, 1993 that he "intended to release publicly
our analysis and conclusions as soon as possible. I am sUre you would agree that
we must accord them the most careful analysis..." Clearly, the release of this
unclassified document of information prepared with major input by elements of the
Intelligence Community, had been delayed for political purposes in order to obtain
maximum effect on decisions being made and/or announced within the Congress and
the White House. (U)
'..,.

In addition, one year earlier, on February 12, 1993, then Deputy National Security
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Sandy Berger, after ,having been briefed on the discov~ry ofthe'so7C?aU~d
120,5' do.cume~t in Mo,scow" taSked! tl1e .Inteiligence CommunitY, lbfough the
Department ofD~fen~e, in an Eyes ,Only Memorandwn, to "analyze the
impiicatit;Jns 'ofthefol/owing hypothetical scefla~io. As~ume that a document from ,
a senior N(Jrih, 1(i~tl.1qlJ1ese Army officiai es~a~lished that on Septen~ber IS, 1972
the North Vi~tn,~m~s~ ~ere hol~in8 120~ .fJ..n.leric~n pr.isoners ,o/war...; the North
Vietname~e w.er-e delib~raif4ly concea~ing tfle true nuni~er 0/prisoners they were
holding/rom the outside world; thefate ofthese prisoners was under cohsideration
by the Hanoi Politburo...ifsuch a document were deemed reliable...what are the
implicqtions, 0/this information generqlly, w.hat are the implications in ~~ght of
Vietnain)
obligations,. und,er
the Paris. Peace:
Agreement?209"
(U)
. .,
.
. .'
.
.
'.

ot

if

The pllrasing this W:hit~ 'ito:use' tasking, ~e: such a do~inent were d,eemed
reliabie, what are' the 'implications..., can be interpreted as politicizing of
intemg~flce, b~caus~, it opens the, d~or for an Adm,inistratiQn judgment tha~ a
document is 1101 reliable if it is' deemed to have negative implications for planned
U.S. policy ~owa~d Vi~tn~'ifit is judged to be reliable.' Indeed, the Defense
Intelligence Agency~s'tD(A's),apparent response to ,this memorandum, dated
February 25, ~ 99~~ ~on~luded that '''hypothetically, the Vietnam~se w~:)Uld have be(~n
holding 66? mor~ PPWs tha~ we know them to have held; ...hypotheticl:llly, aU of
these extra PQWs.:::wo~ld,also'have had ~o',been placed in a completely separate
prison ~ystem': .. :~ypothetically, some of ~hese men wOlild have surVived to the,
present in Vietnam. 2lO Furthennore, this initial eyes only tasking was posed during
______
' _--'-'_

.-'

"

•

.

'

.
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209 Eyes Only Memorand~m from then-Deputy National Security Advisor Samuel R. Berger,
dated February 12, 1993, forwarded to Director, Office of Senate Security; by National Security
Council Senior Director for Records and Access Management, in unclassified, redacted form on
March 12, 1997. A second copy ofahe same memorandum was received in the Senate directly
from the ~~partment
of. Defense on'J\pril12, 1993. (U)
....
210 DIA further stated in the s'ame response that the "hypothesis was refuted by undisputed
evidence provided by 30 'y~ars of intelligence collection." The referenced Defense Intelligence
Agency memorandum was received in the Senate in April, ] 993, and subsequently received again,
as an unclassified document, on March 25, 1997, from the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defeme
(POW~issing Personnel Affairs). (U)
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the same period that the Administration had begun a highalevel review ofU.S.
policy toward Vietnam with the goal of further advancing nonnalization of-U.S.
relations with Hanoi, beginning with the hoped-for removal of U.S. objections to
International Financial Institution (IFI) lending to Vietnam during a planned April
meeting ofworld financial officials - the same month the 1205 report was
subsequently disclosed publicly. (U) .
Whether there was any such politicizing of intelligence by the Administration, and
the extent of the Intelligence Community's participation in any such effort, has not
yet been firmly established, but the concerns are further underscored by the fact that
subsequent to the above-referenced memorandum from Deputy National Security
Advisor Berger, the Under Secr~tary of Defense for Policy fonnally requested that
an assessment ofthe 1205 document be prepared/or release to the media. This
directive followed a White House meeting with the President, Vice-President,
National Security Advisor, and two other Defense and State Department officials
involved with POW/MIA accounting efforts, during which time the President
reportedly stated that he "did not want the 1205 document to get iJrn the way of
normalization of relations with Vietnam." (U)
At the first meeting to discuss preparation of this assessment, the Deputy NIO for
:East Asia, Robert Suettinger. reportedly announced to those gathered that the 1205
report was not reliable with respect to US POWs, and that was the operating
assumption under which the 1993/94 DoD-released product was consequently
prepared. (U)
Based on this admittedly circumstantial evidence, a further review of this matter by
appropriate Congressional committees and the leaders of the InteHigence
CQrnrnunity appears warranted.

.
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CONCLUSION:
"'-,

On September 3, 1998, the American Embassy in Hanoi reported that Communist
publications there had carried'a Vietnam News Agency (VNA) report under the title
"No evidence ofAnierican POWs in Vietnam -- Affirms U.S. Intelligence." The .
reports went on to say that the "U.S. National Intelligence Council report...affinns
that the Russian documents are fake...and that Vietnam has cooperated with the
United States in' accounting for American personnel listed as Missing in Action."
(U), ,

As shown in this critical assessment of the above-referenced NIB, the judgments of
the Intelligence Community are not supported and should be retracted. It is equally
disturbing t~at the IC has aggressively and inexplicably gone way beyond standard
and historical criteria for reaching judgments in a NIE in an effort to dismiss
compelling',evidence ~hich conflicts with the NIB's judgments. (U)
It is also a sad commeiitaty that, in the end, the NIE places more reliance on
statements by commun,ist Vietnamese officials in Hanoi than on statements from
Russian officials in ~oscow who are part ofthe emerging democratic government
there. It is further unfortunate that the NIE's judgments, and their public release,
will likely seriously undermine "continued U.S. efforts to acquire additiomi/
info,:,mation on the Russian documents from the Vietnamese Government...
including access to other relev.ant Party and government archival materials" l3IS
pledged by the President's National Security Advisor, Samuel R. "Sandy" Berger,
in his letter to the Senate Majority Leader, Trent Lott, in April of last year. (0)
The NIE's judgments, and their public release, will also likely undennine any
serious US effort to convince Hanoi to increase their level ofcooperation with US
officials, (as opposed to maintaining the status quo), especially with regard! to
additional unilateral disclosures ofPOWIMIA material from relevant archives in
Hanoi, as also pledged! by Mr. Berger, which would include the key, relevant
records of entities such as the Central Military Affairs Party Committee. (U)
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Based on the contents of this critical assessment of the NIE, Congress and the
leaders of the Intelligence Community must reexamine the judgments reached in the
NIE with the goal of ensuring that U.S. policy and decision-makers are relying on
judgments that are based on "the most careful analysis in the context ofaU other
, known infonnatiolll," a standard which was originally promised by oW- President
himself, in a letter to me dated December 10, 1993. To do anything less is a
tremendous disservice to the POWIMIA families and the memory of those stm
unaccounted for from the Vietnam Conflict. (U)
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OF THE DEPUTY CHIEF OF THE GENERAL STAFF OF THE
VNA [VIETNAMESE PEOPLES ARMY] GENERAL-LIETJTENANT TRAN VAN QUANG
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Dear comrades!
I :ceported to. you earlier about the situation which has
developl!d and about the fundamental characteristics of the past
stage of our people's conflict against the American imperialists.
I will ::over the main tasks of the people and the army of North
and South Vietnam which were proposed by the 23rd Plenum of the
TsK PTV.
.
These tasks once again confirm our resolve to attain
victory. This is a very correct course for OUr party and people
at the present stage of conflict. We have already werked out
measures for achieving the resolutions of the 23rd Plenum of the
TsK. We will also cover a number of the Supreme CoIItlIlC:ind' s and
the Government Defense Council's positions, in which an
evaluation of our victories gained over the period from 30 Mar 72
to the present is given.
.'
Tt.e military si-tuation for· us is developing favorably on all
fronts. A number of profound changes which took place in the
militalY situation demanded that we develop a necessary frame of
refereIlce for solving all issues which arise during the war.
Several meetings between us and the US aimed at developing
measurE~S on resolving the Vietnam issue have already taken place.
WE! have decisively rejected a number of proposals put forth
by the American side. With· assistance from a number gf
countr:i.es. there were to be secret meetings in Paris and in' other
glaces aimed at drawing up a solution ~to the Vietnam issue. ~
meetinqs took place. They once again testified to the deranged
nature of the proposals put forward by the American side. As
before, we have maintained our position, the essence of which
includ.!s the following: if the Y:§. truly wants to resolve the
Vietna:n issue, then above all else it must refuse t.o support the
Nguy§n Van Th~eu regime. and only afterwards will we engage in a
discussion about a cease fire. This demand 'is the main tenet in
our conflict against the American ;mperialists,
If Nixon continues adhering to his policy of
nVietnamizatio~n of the war and desires to leave the present
Saigon Government of Thieu in power~ then the peace negotiations
between us and the US will not yield any results.
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During our genera~ offensive on the fronts of South Vietnam,
Laos and Cambodia, the progress which we have attained ill
implementing our strategic and tactical line [~irection,
orientation] was clearly evident.
Earlier, I analyzed the activity of oUi'command, elucidated
the great victories we have attained and also explained t:he
shortcomings and mistakes that we made during the genera:L
offensive. The lessons we learned from analyzing the mil:itakes we
made were also discussed. I stated all of this to the P()litburo
in order to work out a direction for solving the fundamelJ.tal
principal problems.
Today I will report a number of positions regarding
expanding the scope of our future offensive.
We organized meetings with South Vietnamese· represe::ltatives
aimed at preparing a solution of the military and politi=al .
issues in South Vietnam according to the Politburo'S and State
Defense Council's plan. These meetings have great signif:Lcance
for us, and we are linking several of our plans with them [South
Vietnamese representatives] .. A number of our comrades .have met
with representatives of the South Vietnamese authorities, and it
can be said that we have succeeded in winning their sympathy at
these meetings. We were able to exchange ideas not only orally,
but also in ~itten form during these meetings and contacts.
This gave us the opportunity to draw definite conclusion.s.
Recently, we have conducted 8 similar meetings with
representatives of the Saigon 'authorities and South Viet.namese
political figures ..
First, we will cover meetings with General Ngo Dinh DzuI) •
Earlier Ngo.Dinh Dzu was listed as a candidate for president of
South Vietnam and fought with Nguyen Van Thieu and NguYE~n cao Ky
for ~his post. Ngo Dinh Dzu is a prominent South Vietnamese
capitalist and well-known political figure. He occupied the post
of chai:r:man of the upper chamber of the Saigon Parliament and
. during the. Ngo I;linh Diem government, he was a senator i11 the
upper chamber. Ngo Dinh Dzu, in his own opinion, is a
nationalist. He speaks .
Commander of the 2nd Regional Corps of South Vietnam, GeneralLieutenant (GRU's note) .
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against American. troops on South Vietnamese territory, and also
against. several policy positions conducted by the Saigon
authorities. At the same time. he is characterized as a
react.iclnary. an enemy of communism. Afterwards. as Ky and Thieu
att.aine!d vict.ory in the presidential elections,' the latter
undertook all measures to take revenge on General Dzu. Dzu used
the prH-elect.ion campaign to criticize the Saigon regime and ,to
underm:Lne its security. . He spoke against American troops on .
South 'Tietnamese territory, for which he was subjected to bitter
attack::J from Nguyen Van Thieu. General Dzu was forced to leave
the po:litical arena after 9 months under pressure from Thieu.
Aft.erwa.rds, General Dzu became an even greater enemy of Nguyen
Van Thieu and his government. This is why we tried to win this
person over t.o our side.
Despite General Dzu remaining an enemy of communism, his
relations with Nguyen Van Thieu and the present Saigon factionS,
as well as our meetings with him have allowed htm to see the
nature of t.he Americans and the true colors of the Saigon
Government. .
ti'e sent one of our comrades from the Supreme Command to
SaigoD, for meetings with General Dzu. At the meeting, which
lastec. 3 hours, General Dzu agreed to ent.er into a fut.ure
coalit.ion government and spoke out. against the policy of
"V;i:ettLamization ll of the war carried o!J.t by Nixon and al.so against
the N~ruyeri Van Thieu clique. During t.his meeting he also stated
that he will fight. against Nguyen Van 'l'hieu's clique and Nixon's
present designs.
Jlow, we see clearly how significant changes have taken place
in General Dzu's life and way of thinking. He is no longer the
same 'irdent anticommunist. Now prevailing in his views are those
featu:c:es such as the conflict against Nixon's policy of
"Viet:::lamization n of the war 'and against. Nguyen Van Thieu' s clique
which he considers as fascist and as expressing the interests of
the financial oligarchy which is against freedom and
independence. And finally, General Dzu is for the expansion of
democracy.and freedom over the'entire territory
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of South Vi.etDam. Such are General Dzu' s basic national
qualities which correspond to our present course. This is why we
are attempting to win General Dzu over to our E\ide and why we
entered into contact with him. After the fir~t meeting, there
were three other recent meetings during which he expressed his
opinions. During these meetings, we understood what kind 1::>£
maj or changes took place in his way of thinking and in the
posi.tion he has taken and in his approach to solving the .p:roblem.
Thus, we can ascertain that these meetings and contacts with
General Dzu had very good results. Recently, General Dzu
requested to meet with one of the prominent leaders of the MFO
[National Libe~ation Front] of South Vietnam. We are now bUSy
preparing for the upcoming meeting be.tween General Dzu and Hyuyn
Tan Phat. This meeting ~ill be con~ucted in secret to insure the
fulfillment of our main principles as we understand that this new
person is contradictory - he is among those in the Saigon
Government whose nwnber is daily growing.
The second person is Nguyen lOJanh. Be earlier occupied the
. post of prime minister for three years after the overthrow of Ngo
Dinh Diem. Nguyen lO'J.a.nh is a representative of the aD11Y.
Earlier he served in the French Army; now he is a prominent South
Vietnamese capitalist whose capital is invested in various
foreign enterprises, especially in France. Nguyen Khanh is a
representative of the new trend. This is why we have ante.red
into~contact with him.
These contacts took place in Paris, where
we have conducted 5 meetings ..
Nguyen Khanh maintains constant contact with militalY
circles in the Nguyen Van Thieu government. After being removed
from his post, he left the country, but periodically retulnB to
Saigon where he engages in political activities in the capacity
of an emigree representative.'
In summarizing the five meetings, we noticed in NguyE!n Khanh
the following: first, as regards the ruling faction he believes
that Nguyel;l Van Thieu is a dictator and fascist who is not~
capable of being the head of the government.
Khanh eons:.ders
the present government to be rotten to the core; second, he is
against the bombing of North
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Vietnam; third. while criticizing the Nguyen Van Tbieu faction.
he speaks against the participation of Saigon troops in c~at
actions on Cambodian territory. He believes that the Saigon Army
is in danger of disintegration and that it has, poor morale and
combat spirit. Nguyen Khanh speaks for the establishment of a
cew government which would have authority with the people'and
~hich would carry out a nationalist policy, While receiving
foreign aid. These are the views of Nguyen Kha:oh. He says
r..othing about his feelings toward the policy of mVietnamization It
of the war. This is explained primarily by his connections with
military circles. Therefore, we are not striving to directly
c.ttract him to our side. Presently. Nguyen Khanh is maintaining
connections with the current Saigon generals.
The third person is Duong Van Minh, who· also represents the
military circles. Previously, he occupied the post of 'prime
minister after Nguyen Khanh. and was then sent out of t.Jlle country
as an ambassador. The political views of Duong Van Min' differ
I:rom the political views of Nguyen Xhanh. This is first
E~xpressed in Duong Van Min' speaking out against Nixon's policy
of ·Vietnamization n and for 'the in~ependent solution of internal
p~oblems by the Vietnamese without us interference.
He believes'
that the US should be responsible for prolonging the Vietnamese
Har and for its consequences. He subj ects the Vietnamese policy
of Nixon to sharp criticism, as well as the policy carried out by
the ,current Saigon Govermnent. These are very good political
'dews. He"speaks against Thieu' 51 clique, considering it t.o be
pro-fascist, anti-democratic and not capable of carrying out the
LeaderShip of the country. These are the primary political views
·)f Duong Van Min' .
As a result of these c9ntacts with Duong Van MiDha we hav~
.1ttained an important victory, which has forced him to reflect..
;le also met with Nguyen Thi Sinh several times in Paris. At
these meetings, Duong Van Minh felt that, as before, he was close
co the Fatherland and that he is Vietnamese. This is why he
:Jegan to conduct this great work with us and with the
Lntelligenesia and military circles located,outside of the
country. He did this with the aim of entering into a coalition
government and in the hope of solving the Vietnamese issue
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on the bas~s of conducting consultations and negotiations between
the various political factions of South Vietnam. This is Duong
, ' t
,; ,
Van Min' EI desire.
The fourth person is the former emperor Baa Da.i. At one
time the possibility existed that the former emperor would have
been behind' us. But, under pressure from ::i:eactiona.ry·~:fact.ions
after the August revolution, he was forced to emigrate to France.
As before,'Bao Dai holds great influence amongst the polit.ical
figures in the Quang Tri and Thua Thien Provinces· and als,:;) in the
city of Hue, the ancient capital of Vietnam. This is, Why we'
.
moved to make contact with Bao DaL We are not hoping th:31.t Bao
Dai becomes a part of the coalition government, but to at't.ract
him to our side is to attract his supporters in ~he regio::15 where '
he has influence. As a. result of the'meetings conducted, we '
clarified that; Bao Dai will come out against the presence of
American troops on the territory of South Vietnam, and he also
criticizes Nguyen Van Thien's existing regime. Bao Dai i:9 also
calliQg for all political factions to create a free, neut:t'a1,
peace-loving government that would resolve the tense sit~~tion
that ;tias taken form in t:.he country. This is' why we enterl~d into
contact' with Bao Dai and are trying to win him' over to ou:t" side.
We hope' that he, in turn, will work with his people in a ;?lan for '
securing peace and freedom for our country.
,'.
. Th~ fifth person is General Nguyen Van Vi who preViOl,lsly
. occupied thE!! post' of Minister of Defence of South Vietnam.
,
Tkhieu removed him from his post: for disorder and chaos 1:0. t:11e " ' j
army's finaneial affairs. The real reason, , however, for :;qguyen' ,.. .!.,~
Van Vi's ret:irement: was the series of serious defeats that the
;
puppet army has suffered. Prom Nguyen Van Tkhieu' s viewp':;)int,
:..:,!
t:he military circles responded to this move with a specific
~
reaction. We also ~d contact:s wit:h General Nguyen Van vi which ~
allowed us t:o understand his polit:ical position. He thinks that .j
the US will certainly, suffer defeat in this war and that· a war i'n~r
Vietnam is not the responsibilit:y of the American A:cny. 'r:his is . ~
why Nguyen Van Vi ia also coming out for the creation of ~
'!
coalition government: in order to resolve the Vietnam issue
',?
through peaceful negot:iation between all of the political
'.i
factions of South Vietnam.
}
~.
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- B'Nguyen Van Vi is. also coming out against Nixon's l'JVietn~zatiori"
: of the war. Such are the basic political views of ~e~aJ: Nguyen
','''an Vi. We scored a great victory at the meeting with ~i we
.l~ece!i ved his agreement to take part in' a coalition government to
,:~esolve the ,'Vietnam issue through peaceful ne90tiati~n between
nll of the 'political factions of South VietnamD Nguyen 'Van vi
! lilso officially recognized the victories won by the National
;.)Jiberation Front of South Vietnam, io.Elo our victories'o
:
As concerns our contacts within the South Vietnamese
~lOverning a;pparatus« it is fitting to mention here tne letter
.Crom Nguyen Cao ley addresseg to us. In tge letter, he lays out
j:Jis views on the course to a resolution 9f the Vietnam problem.
I
I have reported to you today on the contacts with, all of
I these people so that you would know how the Politburo'S
! in~tructions to win over these people to our side is being
carried out.
"
The strong protest from their side is a result of iii. growth
of contradictions within Nguyen Van Tkhieu's cli~e and 'of
contradictions of Nixon's IIlVietnamization ll o'f the war. We can
use these contradictions to, improve the situation in South
"
Vietnam and to resolve the issue in our favor. ,T.heir agreemen~,
to enter into a coalition government wil~ preci~ely go in our
favor. In addition to a resolution of rc:he issuij!! :try military
means on the battlefields of South VietDam,'we have engaged in
contacts with several South Vietnamese political. figures, Who ~y
be. able to join the ranks of a coalition' government. As a result
of these contacts we have,gained an understanding of the
pOlitical views of these people and have expressed our point of
view on ways to resolve the Vietnam problem.
'
These contacts with people. who occupy high stations,
prominent military and political figures, ministers and' s~nators
of-the upper and lower chambers of the Saigon parliament provide
the basis for making the following conclusions:
1. They are against the present regime of Nguyen Van
Tkhieu, considering that Nguyen Van Tkhieu'e clique is
dictatorial, pro-fascist, rotten and not
I
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[handwritten °192"]
capable of carrying out the leadership o~ the country under the
present situation that has developed in South Vietnam. They also
think ehat if the US withdraws its troops from«South Vietnam and
stops aiding the 'regime, the government would ~tantly collapse.
, 2. The maj ority of them are against Nucon 8 s
WVietnamization A of the war, against the escalation of the
bombing of North. Vietnam, and think that Nixon does not. want to
resqlve the Vietnam issue or the Indochina issue as a whole.
3. They consider that the NatioDal Liberation Front has
recently scored enormous victories on the military, political and
diplomatic fronts. They recognize that on the military front we
were 'able to win over extensive heavily populated regions. They
also recognize the National Liberation Front's great success with
the strengthening of the army, the increase in its combat ability
and leadership level, the improvement in cooperation between the
branches of service and many other areas.
We also tried to win over to our side the category of people
from the provinces and many towns who occupy less important
posit~ons in the state apparatus.
It is possible to say that
they are also ready to, aid in the creation of a coalition
government. They are also against the policy of
nVietnamization ll , '.against Nguyen Van Tkhieu's clique and want to
resolve the Vietnamese issue on the basis of a cessation of war.
Thus, on the orders of the Politburo we have been preparing
to conduct meetings with various categories of the South
Vie~namese population, aimed at resolving the South Vietnamese
issue.through peaceful negotiations between all of the political
factions of South ~ietnam. As a result of the contacts that have
taken place to win these people over to our side. conditions have
presented themselves so that these people will be able to aid yg
in the creation of a coalition government and in the overthrow of
Nguyen Van Tkhieu's dictatorial regime. We Slee that we have
chosen the correct course. This is also clearly indicated in the
resolutions of the 23rd Plenum of the Central Committee.
In other words, we should win these people over to our side,
and bring them into thl;! coalition government so that we
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c:an use them to ,our favor in the diplomatic and political':plan.
;;n order to create a pase for the successful resoly.tion' 'of the
i ;.l3sues that stand hefore us. we specifically nne to bring into
.. J;he' coalition government those people who earlier 'Worked .in the
, Hauth Vietnamese state epparatus and held or are holding at the'
m;:esent a high post in the power structure ..
If we are successful in resolving these issues, ,we will be
GOD-cluding a mammoth case on' which we will again repox::t to the
:?olitburo so that you are well info~d on, these issues, and have
:Eo:r:med a plan of action for mission, completi0J?;. Thanks to these
meet.ings, we are able to kDow wh~ supports us and who is against
118 in South'Vietnam.
We have also ,worked out ~ new pli;U1 for th~
realization of our new intentions in South Vietnam and, .. now know
'lI1hich representatives of the present South Vi'etnamese power
.::I,pparatus are in, favor of the' war.
The meetings and contacts which we,tnitiated,w~re conducted
'with complete equality of rights and helped us wi.U 'over
representatives of all strata of South Vietnamese socit;!ty, to cur
side. This is our grandest victory'D won in the c;:ourse of, these,
contacts with the aim of,resolving the Viet~s~ issue.
Thus . thanks to ,these contacts we understand whi'ch pa.rt of
the population considers the course we are takiUq to be just. '
i,e. we have exposed all of those who are against Nii!Sop.'s
politips for the prQlonqationof the war. against Nguyen Van
Tkhieu"s Clique and will join with us in the c'reatiem of a.
coalition' government.
" ,
,
"
In'additiq~: to the military issues, this. is one,af'the
problems we are trying to resolve. We are therefore conduc~ing
these meetings and cont,acts directed at ~e,resolution of '
political and diplomatic problems.
,
'
With the goal of realizing these aims, the Supreme Co~d,
in conjunction with the Governmental Council of Defense, haS
:
developed direct'ives for the army to prepare and conduct the' IIlBa
Be A ' plan, which is scheduled to be eJcecuted in October, The ftBa
Be" plan provides for the resolution of a number of goals. Four
hundred and six individuals [4061 were sent to execUte' the plan
in South Vietnam. These individuals had gone through suffipient
training and

!
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are well armed. Earlier, these people worked in' the governing
apparatus of South Vietnam. After the August revolution, during
the period of the war,of resistance against the. French colonials,
we left these people behind. They actively work.ed ..for the enemy
and subsequently joined various' organs of the Sa.igon governing
apparatus. We trained and a.rmed them well to carry out the DBa.
Be n plan before they left for South Vietnam.
'
, The basic aiins of the IIBa SeP! plan:
- Elimination 'of all people who are resistant and oppose our
course and of those who occupy leadership positions at the
province-district level and above; a full paralysis of the will
of such people.
- Conduct of activities to carry out a disruption of the
Saigon governing apparatus at the province level and below with
the goal of a subsequent replacement of this apparatus with new
people. We are attentively observing those people who oppose us
and our decisiori with regards to this group must be very serious
and fim.. This matter bas an important ,place in the execution c,f
the '1'I~'a Be li plan. We must have lists and full dossiers on these,
people beforehand in order to conduct the preparatory training t.o
quickly do away with them and disrupt their routine.
'
- Search for and acquire materials which testify to crimes
by Americans and their puppets with' regard to the Vietnamese
people, so t,Mt du~ing opportune conditions, we can accuse them
of committing: these c~imes by publishing the materials.
These are the three basie missions for the people who we:r.::e
dispatched for execution of the REa Bell plan. As for the eme of
completion. it is generally believed that it will be executed
simultaneously with the TS-6 plan (Chyong Shon-G)", i.e. in the
month of October. This plan must be executed well in order to
influence the course of the Paris Peace talks on Vietnam as weI:.
'as the development of the situation in the near future. This is
very important task. Its outcome may help us make a more,
successful advance on the fronto We need to increase the pace CJf
deyelopment on the front to win great victories in a short span
of ~tme. Therefore, the IIBa Ben plan is already being executed
and we are continuing to train peop1e ~o carry it out.
°The TS-6 plan is a VNA plan of military action in South Vietnanl
with the main effort con~entrated in the Hue region (GRU note) .
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~''I'he .pace

quickly

9f the plan must be increased. We have ·to
move
hhese people from North to South Vietnam in' order to destroy'a,
~'large quantity of enemy personneL
An other wgrds q the. .. '
~ ~:limination of; all traitors; reactionaries q and counter~j·evQlutionarieswhQ cUrrently make up a fairly significant pa~t
.' j,n SQuth Vietnam is an' import'ant mission' gf the !!lBa ·Be!l plan ':'. ',' .
We must· attract the .neut.ral forces to our side;'· those. who,:'"" ..
are fighting for national independence from the USA;. those forces
uho earlier fought against the reg~ of'Ngo Dinh Diem and now
l:ight against the regi1t!e of Nguye;n Van Thieu. : We must do
ev.~rything necessary':in order .to successfully carry .out ·the ABa
Beft··plan.
". . . . .
.':.. ,
~ong. with tl'iat., we must work on the deinOralizatiort of the· ."
puppet a:r:my. on ~ll frC;l1~s. Under good coIiditiC?:nS iI . 'suc1;t work· will
. .low~r the f:l.ghtJ.n9 sp:l.r:l.t of the puppet umy soldiers .J.Xl. ·the·
.
Euture and increase the number of servicemen who· 'defec::t to. our .
9ide. This. is a .. basic requirement which helps' us· "create .the
conditions for revolts in ~e puppet azmy.. 'We were faced with
f th~B matter.. after the victory in Quang Tri.
' . . .
i
.Was there actually a collective gnti-military'uprising :in·
I the pup,pet 56th Regiment? No, in actuality it .was 'D,ot?·, like that
I at. the front·. After we surrounded hill 241. the· Regiment command
understood the futility of further resistance and· SUrrendered· .
along with its' soldiers. However., to increase"tbCif effect·, we
announced that because of good use of' propaganaa~· there' was::-an·. ::
anti-military uprising .;in the 56th Regimento This ~is ·:a· new form'
of st~lating anti-military uprisings in the p1;1ppetr cu:m:y.....':::. '.
The political views' of puppet a::rxm! officetEi. ;'captain 'and :.
above are very reactionary, Previously they wetEf:·officers. 'Or"; '...:
soldiers in the French Anqy. Now they are remaining in the· Cl!i:'1llY
and speak in favor of the previous Saigon goyernme,pt·; inciting·
counter-revolution and anti-nationalism. .They hate":' the.. : '. .
revolution. Therefore, applying p:x;-opaganda amongst ··soldiers" and
especially amongst the officer corps is difficul't and vari'ed,:' .
demanding study from all sides
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and a creative approach in the ch~ice of methods and means.
,
The brilliant, results must be given their«·due.; results which
we in the propaganda organization recently achieved'among the
High Command staff,' right up to Saigon Army generals .
. We had contacts and meetings with a number of officEjllrs. Por
~le;. with General Kh.oang Xuan Lam, the former 1st Regional
,Corps Comma:nder. ~e was very reactionary and spoke against ow::
revolution. After the defeat at Quang Tri, Thieu removed him,
and he began to make contact with us. At the meetings, 1O:loang
Xuan Lam told us--if it can be 'said this way--a number of his
views. ' In his opinion, the Saigon puppet army will not be able
to execute missions which the plan of IIVietnamization" of the ",'ar
places on the ar.my. He believes that the revo~utionary forces
will achieve ,victory and that the puppet ~ will not be able to
impede this., Th~, 'Thieu regime is a dictatorship, is pro- fascis t,
and does 'not ~ve the support of the people. These are some of
the basic tenets expressed by General-Lieutenant Knoang Xuan Lam.
As for the closest person to the Thieu regime- -General Mgt'
Dinh Dzu--in meetings with us, he expressed the opinion that eV'en
the 2nd R.egional Corps will be lost and that the puppet army wi.ll
be unable at any cost to withstand us in this region, i.e. the
Tay Nguyep:. region~' Thus, Dzu bas expressed the same ideas that:
Khoang Xuan ,Lam' has . He also said that the puppet army will bE~
unable t.o withstand '!1s ,if ~he 'Americans leave Vietnam. Ngo Dixlh
Dzu sees an increase in insurgency and revolution in· South
Vietnam, an increase in authority for the National Front for the
Liberat.ion:of SoU:th Vietnam, a rise in the level of our strateHic
and tactical· leadership as well as in the level of combat
actions. Dzu understands that Nguyen Van Thieu is a bloody
dictator, ;~ fascist and that the regime he created is wholly
anti-democratic.· .
Thus,. we ~ee that these meetings with the generals are a
great 'victory .for us and will be beneficial to us. In order tlJ
successfully manage a resolution of the issues linked to
conduct.ing propaganda work with the South Vietnamese Army
generals aimed at aWakening their consciousness and winning th~
over to our side,

-:.
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- 14 it is necessary to understand that the outcome of the conling
'battle depends upon the solution of these important isslie~. It
:.6 necessary to attain a clear understanding among the generals
that the Thieu regime will never employ popular support 'and
: I=annot exist. Such are the fundamental issues which we should
: :"esolve .in the near future.
From the utterances of the generals set forth above, we see
':hat the situation is developing in a direction favorable to ~a.
: 'ile can bring Plan \'IBA BE" into being, but for this we should
i ~xpand the net of communications and contacts with people' who
'lII'ill carry out Plan \tEA BE, \I in order to obtain from them all
necessary mate~ials. We. should likewise search for ways to .
establish connections with officers and officials of the Saigon
government. This matter occupies a significant place 'in the
implementation of Plan !llBA BE. til The Supreme Command and. Min~stry
: of State Security discussed all matters. related to successful
implementation of this plan and levied new tasks upon the
/ commands
of the combat zones responsible for ~lementation of
this.. plan. We successfully inserted and deployed our forces" in .
all regions and are now conducting the final work in order to
complete preparatory measureS for this Plan by September 30th of
this year. In comparison to other plans, the preparation of Plan
"BA BE" is developing,well. This is the fi;rst time we are
~lemeIlting such a plan on the territory of Sou.th Vietnam.
In
the course of its r.ealization we will acquire experience whiCh
can help us counter th~ designs of the enenwai=' the' front.
.
The more savage the bombings and barrages of t.he enemy' may'
become. the more victories we should grasp at the front, 'because
such victories will aid realizatioh of Plan !llBA BE.- We are
linking great .hopes to the implementation 'of this plan,
especially in accelerating the pace at which the offensive at the
front develops, of which I reported to you above. The favorable
development of the situation will be a huge and signifiCant
factor in the collapse of us military designs and of the puppets
at the front in South Vietnam. We must thwart the reactionary
~nd treacherous plans of the enemyi successful carrying out of .
Plan "BA BE" will indeed help us to grasp new victories. These
victories will have great strategic significance in .
implementation of Plans TS-6 and
I
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'Plan 9-6, which were topics above.
:
The goal of Plan DBA BED is introduction of division into
the raIlks of the enemy and lowering 01;: his will. to resist.
Successful implementation of Plan "BA BEn will·qhelp us to atta:.n
successes at the Paris negotiations on Vietnam. The nearer thE!
victory, the more 'clearly will appear the treacherous designs of
the Nixon-Kissinger-Laird clique, and likewise those-of the
puppet government of Nguyen Van Thieu. Therefore implementat,ion
of Plan UBA BEn will be a great step in the resolution of many
issues in the current situation. Because 'of this, its - .
significance is so great.
For successful realization of this plan we should as soon as
possible insert our forces, in order to begin implementation Ol:
this plan in the month of October in accordance with indicated
deadlines. ,
'
In the. Paris ~egotiations on Vietnam we have met with a
series of difficulties i~ recent days. These difficulties are
explained by the fact ~at Nixop. being stubborn as before and is
trying above all to achieve a solution of the military' issue and
only then to move to settlement of political issues, which wil:L
exercise great influence on the course of development of the
contemporary situation in Vietnam. As a result of exchanging
opinions in private meetings with Kissinger--Nixon's advisor-Kissinger, we understood that Nixon as before is being stubbor.:l.
on settling the situation which is developing today in Vietnam.
To attain settlement we should conduct careful preparation to
counter Nixon'S designs. Let him understand: if he does not
renounce this war, then precisely the US will suffer defeat in
it. However, Nixon is being stubborn in continuing the
aggressive war and maintaining the status quo. ·That is why we
think, that with the US taking such a position, peaceful solution
of the Vietnam issue is not possible. We see that the US
obstinately continues aggression, while Nguyen Van Thieu as
before holds to his insolent position. That is why we are
resolved to carry out Plan lIBA BE,A the realization of which will
be a turning point in the settlement of the situation at the
front.
This would be our first military thrust on the front aimed
at reSOlving-the complicated political issue at the present
stage.
I) Plan S-6 -- Plan for military operations in the Saigon region

(footnote of the GRU)
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Until this, the Supreme Command had never tried working ·out a
plan similar to :the plan flEa Be n • .
....
Over the course of six months,. we prepared to execute this
;g,lan r During this time, we gathered everyone who should take
part in its realization, and then conducted a thorough training
of them. The intelligence directorate of the MinistrY of
National Defense and the Ministry of State Security conducted the
training of these people. We well understand that th~ better the
training of these people is conducted, the fewer the losses we
will suffer and the faster we will be able to attain execution of
this plan.
.
. Thus. once again evaluating the plan' REa Be ", the thorough
training which is now going on, and which will be realized
jointly with the plan TS-6 in October, it can be said that its
successful, ·real.i,zation will assist us to attain, new great
yictories at the Paris negotiations on Vietnam. These are very
f:erious issues which we must devote constant attention to.
Yesterday the State Defense Council directed·the Supreme
C:oIl1Il'laD.d to conduct a conference for the cadres responsible for
training and carrying out this plan. 'At. this conference, the
. 1:orms, means and methods were stated', which were worked out
according to the organs and confirmed at a Politburo session.
We can now say that we have achieved great successes and we
ax!=! convinced that this plan will be realized.
Presently. this
plan is being carried out. We have already succeeded in
inserting a portion of our comrades into South Vietnamese
.
·::erritory. We succeeded'with difficulty in certain areas and· forchis we had to procure all ,possible means. In other areas, this.
operation was carried out more successfully, and now our people
are occupying stable positions in the puppet governing apparatus.
Dear Comrades! In summing up what is stated above, it can
be said that we are going in the right direction in carrying out
our plans, especially the plans TSac and wBa Be", and also in
training for the realization of our plan SaS, the realization of
which is slated for the near future.
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In addition to these issues, in accordance with the
instructions from the Politburo, I will also ~port to you today
on American POWs captured on the various fronts of
.... :Indochina .
The work with American prisoners of war has always-been
within the.fiela of vision of the Politburo and has 'Deen
reflected in its decisions, such as decision No. 21 DST dated 23
Mar '71, and decision No. 21 E dated 4 Apr 72. Botn of these '
decisions concern the issues of exploiting these American
POWs captured during the war. This disturbs the public opinic,n
of the whole world and of the US. There are various thoughts on'
the American POW issue. Some of these are correct. others
'
are not, but even among us there are a number of comrades whoEe
opinions differ from the opinion of the Politburcr. These
comrades, are not taking into consideration the particulars of the
developing situation nor the inherent difficulties in their
jUdgements. ~ese opinions ha:t::m us :i:n our search for methods
of resolving the American POW issue.,
Dear comrades! The American POW issue is very complex. The
peoples of the world [world opinion}, and the peoples of our
fraternal sociali'st nations [allied popular opinion] 'as well etS
our [people] want to know the exact number of POWs located in
North Vietnam. Allo'!!.! me to 'info:cn you specifically on this
matter. We .have, , captured a very large number of American POWEI on
the fronts of Indochina since the time that the US introduced
their troops into Vietnam, escalated the air war against North
Vietnam, and t;ci:panded the total scope of their aggression by
spreading this aggression onto the territories of Laos'and
Cambodia. At first, the number of American POWs was not 1arge~
and world public opinion paid little attention, to them. The
number of American ,POWs in North Vietnam grew day by day afteJ: 'S
Aug 67- when the US imperialists started masl:;ive air bombing and
off-shore bombardment by the 7th fleet of the territory of No;:th
Vietnam, and after having expanded their aggression onto the
territories of Laos and Cambodia. The number of American POWf; in
the DRV has not been made public to this day. 'We have kept this
figure secret. At ,today's Politburo session, I wil1rep6rt to
you, Comrades. the exact number of American POws.
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'I'he total number of American POWs captured to date on the'
front!l of Indoch,ina, i. e. in North Vietnam, ,South Vietnam, Laos
an9- 'Ccunboclia, comprises 1205 'people. Of them, 6~1 people were
captured in North Vietnam and 143 aviators [were captured] in
South Vietnam. This means the total number of aviators, and
divernionists [special operations] (American advisors on
diver:3ionary ships and divers), captured on the territories of
North and South Vietnam comprises 814 people. In addition, from
other categories of American servicemen in Indochina, we have
captu:ced 391 people, including: 283 iIi South Vietnam, 65 in
Cambodia and 43 in Laos; 814 and 391 comprise 1205 'people.

If

'r
J.1

::lere is more data on the 1205 paws.
We have captured 624 American aviators in North, Vietnam, to
7 colonels, 85 lieutenant colonels, 183 majo~, i.e. the
total number of seniQr US Air Force and Navy officers compris~s'
275 people. The 624 American aviato~s include 3 astrQnauts, i.e.
. three people who have completed the necessary training for space
flight, fQr instance, Jim ltatlQ, who was captured in the vicinity
of Hanoi. This figure also includes 15 US Air Force aces having
mQre than 4000 flight hQurs each: Norman narvisto, lta+met, Jim
Int,ist Shasht and others. This is the specific data on .AmE!rican
aviators captured in NQrth Vietnam.
'
inclu~e

i

I
.'
~

~;

AmQng the other 47 prisoners captured iiJ. North Vietmun,
therE: are 36 advisors Qf diversionary detachments whQ were
inse;rted in the border region between the DRV and I.ta.os; lone
dive:rsionists whQ were cQnducting reconnaissance of our main
translportation routes from helicopt.ers and reconnaissance ships;
and Heveral seamen whQ abandoned their .ships that we damaged and
whom we picked up. Therefore the figures 624 and 47 a.dd up t'o
67~.

,

In South Vietnam we

hav~

captured 143 US

airq~ew

members,

mainLy helicopter aviators and some jet aviators.
I

Among the 391 American POWs captured in South Vietnam, Laos
and :ambodia, we have 9 colonels, 19 lieutenant colon~ls and 52
majors. The remaining officers are captain and belQw"
."
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as well as: American enlisted soldiers.
Thus in summary, I want to remind you aga,!n that the 1205
American PO~s presently in prisons of North V~etnam include:
- §24

aviators

ca~tured.in

North Vietnam;

143 aviatOrs captured.in..South Vietnam;
47 diversionists and other American servicemen captured in
North Vietnam; .

I'

- 391 American servicemen of other categories, which
includes 283 captured in South Vietnam, 65 in Cambodia, and 43 in i
Laos.
I
It
All of them are presently in prisons in North Vietnam.
Curr~tly we have 11 prisons where American POWs are held.
We
\
used to have 4 large prisons, however after the American att~?t
to free their POWs from Ha Tay [Son Tay] we expanded this numboar
\
to 11. Each prison holds approximately 100 POWs.
Seven Air. Force colonels captured in North Vietnam and niae
colonels of various branches of service captured in South
.
Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia (16 officers in all) are being held
together; ~hrough them, we are attempting to gain an
understanding of the current situation which has developed in the
American A.:rmy.," extract the material and information we need, and
determin~'our position toward them,
'We are also holding 104 American lieut~t colonels in one
location and are attempting to extract information - secret
information about troop dispositions and information concerning
the US Defense Department from them.

I'
11

I
I

;

We have 235 majors concentrated in two locations.
Thus we have dedicated special prisons for senior officers
of the American Army: one for colonels, one. for lieutenant
colonels and two for majors. The rest of the POWs, captains and
below, were placed in other prison~.
A 'few words about the political views and attitudes of
American POWs.
T~~re

are

368

POWs who have progressive attitudes.
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1hey understand very well that this war is unjust and unpopular
(In their part. They condemn t.he American adininistrationarid
E!xpress a strong protest against this war. We will be able to
1~elea8e these 368 POWs first, if as a result of the struggle of
..t:he progressive peoples of the world. including the American
];)eople. a favorable international env;ironment will deyelgp,
Jorcing Nixon tQ move toward a resolution of the political issue.
\'fe are carrying out work with this category of POWs to explain to
them the aggressive nature of the war being conducted by.the·
Nixon administration and the nature of the Nguyen Van Thieu
regime,' and also to make them understand the unjust character of
this war which is inflicting great damage on the American people.
One can assert that this group .of POWs is progressive. in their
political views.
.
'i

~.

There are 372 of the POWs who hold neutral vi~WB. 1. e . their
political outloQk is nQt fully prQgressive. yet not too
~~eactionary. We plainly see that they still do not clearly
, lmderstand the role of the American administration in unleashing
l:he aggressive war in Indochina.
The remainder of ·the POWs hold reactionary views. In spite
l)f ,the work carried on to explain to them the real state of
. ':hings, they have not changed their reactionary views.
'rhe following is a ,sl.1IIU11ation:
-- 36B

paws

holding progressive views can be releaseg first;

372 paws hold neutral positiQDs:
465

paws

hold reactiQnary views.

All the POWs among the senior officers' hold reactionary
views, i.e. they do not condemn Nixon. ~eY'do not protest his
pOlicies. and they distort our course of action. We understand
that these officers come from rich families. Their reactionary
views are precisely a result of this.
We well understand that the American POW issue has great
significance for the resolution of the South Vietnamese problem. ,
We must continue propagandistic and educitional work.with the
American paws, leading to their understanding
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of the nature of the aggressive war which the US is carrying ~lt
in Vietnam,' as well as the senseless obstinateness of Nixon,
which only delays the release of POWs and thei:r; retu::r::n to thei::
homeland. Soon we will free several PQWs in graer to put pressure
on the Nixon-·administration, observe his reaction and the
reaction of 'the American public. as well as to demonstrate our
good intentions in this matter.
Thus. the 1205 American POWs captured on the fronts o~
Indochina (in North and South Vietnam. Laos and Cambodia) •
presently kept in prisons in North 'Vietnam represent a
.
significant force in the American army t a basic part of which is
made up of' American aviators.
The large number of American aviators imprisoned during ~le
time of Johnson and Nixon inflicted huge damage on the US Air
Force. This should cause the US government and Nixon himself \:0
reflect •. We intend to resolve the American POW issue in the
following manner:
'1.
The US government must demonstrate compliance, Le. a
cease fire and the removal of Nguyen Van Thieu, and then both
sides can begin discussing the matter of returning PQWs to the
Nixon government.~·

2. While t'he American side is resolving the above-mentio.aed
problems, we can free several more aviators from the number who
are progressively inclined. Nixon should not hinder ~e return of
these aviators to .their homeland and not undertake any
disciplinary measures toward them.
3. Nixon must compensate North.Vietnam
inflicted on it by this destructive war.

fo~

the great damage

Here then are the principles on the basis of which we may
resolve the American POW issue. However, Nixon continues to
resist resolving the Vietnamese question, thereby delaying
the resolution of the American POW issue.
I have reported these specific figures and fundamental
aspects of the American POW issue to the Politburo. But we also
have these comrades who do not understand this problem correct.ly.
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It is necessary 'to resolve this issue taking into account":'·'
set:tling ,the military and the political aspects of the ,
Vil~t:oamese problem.
If we take a path of concession toward
Amt~ricans and release POWs
then we would lose much. That is why
ou:c point of view on this issue remains the same: this issue
mu:3t be resolved on the basis of military and political
as:?ects of settlement.
c

Holding 1205 POWs creates certain difficulti~s for us, but
more importantly, the loss of 1205 POWs, particularly aviators,
is a great detriment to the American A:r:my, particularly the US
,. Air Force. At the same time, we were able 1::0 collect data about
I
American weapons and also valuable scientific materials about the
I US AJ:my I for instance, material on how to use different types of
weaponry, tactical/technical characteristics of aircraft, Air
Force directives, as well as materials about 'other types of
armament of the US AI:my. We have been able to uncover US
in.tentions in the international arena. and on a number of other
i~sues which are related to war in Indocpina.

I
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That is Why we are convinced that our position concerning
PCIWS has and continues to be correct. If we could successfully
relsolve the POW issue, then the other issues would not exert any
irifluence ~-on our policy toward the US. That .is why we are now
ccmcentrating on the successful resolution of this problem on the
collection and study of materials from interrogations of American
a"iators who were shot down over North Viet:oam and American
sc::ientists captured in this war, particularly Air Force
sl?ecialists, as well as scientists in other technical areas.
~leir loss is a major liability for the American Army, because in
nl::> other war have there been so many captured Americans as there
a:re in this war of aggression.
The 1205 American POWs kept in the prisons of North
Vi.etnam represent a large number. For now, we have officially
published a list of only 36B POWs. The rest are ~ot
acknowledged. The US government is aware of this, but they do
Dot know the exact number of POWs, or they perhaps only assume an
approximate number based on their losses. Therefore in
a.ccordance with the instructions from the Politburo, we are
keeping the n~er of POWs secret.
We continue to'collect and. study materials from
interrogations
'
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of POWs in order to have a 'basis in specific circumstances to
expose US designs in the Indochina war of aggression as well as
in other matters. Collection and study of the~e materials has
provided us great assi~tance in studying the scientific
discoveries of the US, in developing methods to cOUnter
contempora;y weapons. including chemical. which have inflicted
great harm. upQn us in this war.
'
I reported to the Politburo several fundamental aspects
related to the matter of American POWs, namely: concerning the
poliey we are implementing on·this matter, I gave the specific
number of American POWs seized in North Vietnam, South Vietnam,
Cambodia and Laos.

We still have among us Comrades who think: why do we keep
these pews and not take a.dvantage of the Nixon proposals? Do 'I'e
really want to:resolve this matter after all? It needs to be
noted that such a point of view is profoundly mistaken. This i.a
not political bargaining but rather a key condition and seriouEI
. argument for successful resolution of the Vietnam problem. 'l:'m~t
is why the matter of the American POWs has great significance i.n
exposing Nixon's designs ,in this aggressive war in Vietnam. Wet
are completely unanimous in this matter and condemn
individualistic mistaken views current among us on this matter ..
We fi~y hold to' our position --'when the American government
resolves the political and mi1itary issues on all three fronts of
Indochina, .we w;ll set free all American POWs. We consider th:.s
a very correct course.
Dear Comradesl
I have reported the following matters to Politburo sessirn1S:
the course of our party on .the general offensive conducted in
South Vietnam from March 30th to the present; our errors and
deficiencies in the offensive and summing up results of the
offensive in South Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia; positive and
negative aspects of the offensive, immediate plans of the enemy.
and our operations; analysis of errors permitted in strategic and
tactical leadership; our contacts with political figures of South
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Vietnam from' the Saigon regime; the matter of American POWs,
captured on the' ~hree fronts of Indochina.
.' .

Today on assignment of the Supreme Command, the State .
De1:ense Council and the Military Committee of the Politburo, I
f reported to you on these matters so that the Politburo could
study these problems, could express its opinion on them, and set
i; fo::th forms and methods for their resolution. Soon the State
I
~:ense Council. together with the Supreme COmmand wi~l study
~:ters related to cartYing out new operations at the front.
The
State Defense Coungil assigned the Suprl9I!l§ Command. and the
la'cter in turn the General Staff . to address matters related tQ
l;h'" development of new milita:ry plans for the year 1973, At the
~esent time these plans are being worked out with the goal of
P1:eparing the necessary forces for their implementation. We are
occupied with matters of mobilization and. training of
ZSlinforcements for all three Indochinese i;ronts. We should
mobilize 250.009 men. 200.099 of which would be sent to SQutb
Vietnam and 50. 000 tQ Laos and Ca.ml;)Qdia.
I

Summing up this report it is necessary to say that I have
tCluched on the fundamental features of the situation which has
dElvelopeq. in South Vietnam, on our difficulties and successes,
and also on the difficulties existing for the enemy. I set out
our plansfand our course, and also illuminated a series of
~ltters which the Politburo assigned to the State Defense Council
and Supreme Command. At the next PolitburQ session. I shall Bet
fl::lrth matters touchina upon the present situation in Laos ang
Q~odia and.views on its development.
Presently, the situation is turning oue quite favorably.
The peoples of South Vietnam, Laos and cambodia have decisively
frustrated the plan for nVietnamization" of the war and identical
plans being implemented in Laos and cambodia. We hold high the
invincible banner of Marxism-Leninism!
We are carrying out the precepts of Ho Chi Minh. The war of
resistance against American imperialists for the salvation of the
Patherland will yet. be stubborn and hard, yei: we will definitely
~Jrasp victory.
We will decisively frustrate the plans of Nixon
or anyone who takes his place and continues the aggressive war!
The ·cours~.of our party is assuredly correct. OUr people
are heroic
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people.

Our forces are heroic forces!

The three countries of Indochina, closely united one' with.
another, will fight to the last drop of blood ~or th~ freedom and
independence of their Fatherlands. The Vietna.me~~ people will
fully c~rry out its international duty toward the fraternal
peoples of Laos and cambodia!
work.

To the current session of the Politburo r wish successful
I have completed the presentation of the report .
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ABMED FORCES GENERAL STAFF OF THE·U. S • S .R
CEN'I'.RAL :IN'rELLIGENCE ADMD'IIS'I'RATION [GR'l1]

REPORT

by Hoang Anya. Central Committee Secr~cary.
Vietnamese Workers Party
at
20th Plenary Session of the Cent~al committee, VWP
End of December 1970, Early January 1971

(Transiadon from V.ietnameseJ

Moscow'- 1971

.

[in rectangular, s taxnp on this and all subsequent pages:]
PUBLICATION' lU:G:aTS DENIED
Ccmradesl
Today, at:. the .20th Plenary Session of t.he Central cemmitt:.ee
of our Party, in the name of the Politburo and Secretariat of
the Central Coxnmittee, I'am reporting to you regarding the basic
featur~s of our a.ctivities in 1970, over the period that extends
from. the 18th Plenary Session of the Central Committ:.ee of the

Vietnamese Workers Party [CC VWP] until now.'
,

.

At this Plenary Session an assessment will be given of our

victo~ies in 1970.

'I'he past:. year was of e:nor.m.ous historiCal
significance
for our C:Ountr.t'D both in the North and in the
.Soutb. 1
The Politburo met several times at the end of last
year in order to analyze the 'situation over the preceding
Pericd. At these sessions' it was noted that all cur successes
are the result of a correct Party policy. At the 18th. 19th.
and now at the 20th Plena%y Sessions of the CC VWP repeated
emphasis was placed on the guiding rele of the Party in the life
and struggle of our people. Our people developed a patriotic .
spirit in 1970. continuing with great enthusiasm to carry out:
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revclut:i.Qn in Sout.h· vietnam. Laos a.nd cambodia.
~chieved in all these theaters of military
action a.re a service of our E'arty, our pecpllilJ. ~r t.he past
year we have achieved ~eat successes in economies a~d other
areas.

The maior victories

Along with this, at the 20e::' Plenal:Y Session it will be
necessary for us to discuss ~ortant issues related to our
long-term a.ctivities, and reach ciec:isions on these issues. As
before, the main item of om: activity must. be carrying out
revolution in both parts of oUr country. At. the same time, a
great deal of attention must be given to the revolutions in
Cambodia and Laos. In ~ report I will deal with proplems 9u.eh

as

the'situation in the party
the situat.ion in South Vietnam, Laos anc Cambodia
- preparation for the next, Fourth VWP Congress.
o
o

1. SI'l'QATION IN THE

~SE

WORKERS' PARTY

In 1970 we attai~ed maay glorious victories and a.chieved
significant successes in issues related to administering the
'building of socialism in the North, and carrying out revolution.
, in the South. ~e issueDrelated to ~e guiding role and
activity of the Party in current:. condition.s was Qne of t.he
central ones during the past yea:::. Much a.ttention was given to
it at the 18th and 19th Plenary Sessions of the CC VWP~ It must
pe noced that a series of important, issues in this plan was
decided in previous P~enary Sessions, but some'issues remained
unresolved. At this Plenary Session we a=e continuing ebe
discussion of all questions relating to the tasks and role of
the Party in the c:w:rant stage of revolutiona.."jI' development in
the North and South of our country. At this Plenary Session it
will also be necessary for us to plan measures directed toWard
strengthening the guiding role of the Party, increasing its
a.uthority. among the people, developing plans for long-term
economic reconstruction in the D.R.V. and evolving the
revolutionary struggle in South Vietn~.

In the past year of our Party it was necessar.r to decide
ocmplex issues of an economic, political and ~ilitary nature.
After Comrade Ho Chi Mi~~'9 death, many difficult problems
oemanding resolution presented themselves ~o our pa~ty's
leadership. O~nstrating collective leadership, our comrades
fram the Politburo' directed their efforts at solving these

problems •

In 1970 we carried out very large-scale and important work,
politically, .militarily and diploroat.ically. In this regard the
solidification of our Party's cad~es was given particular
attention, since this 'is a pledge and necessa~ condition for
working out a correct policy and putting it into practice at the
a.ppropriate time. Overall in the past year we were' successful'
in giving comprehensive at~ention to all'party organizations,
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3
indicating deficiencies to them in a timely way. ':his .resulted
in at qualitative impreve:ment in pa::ty, ranks. There was
significant strengthening in the ranks cf cur cadre workers who
coldly car~ied the Party's ideas to Che masseso
Along with this, it must be mentioned that of late in many

Pa:·t:.y orgafii:zatiens, :Jile.rty cells and even in the cent.ral

ap};,aratus, we observe, as before, disorder and lack of unity I
alt:.hougb to a certain extent. these. have diminished. In 1971 we
will have to give ecnsidera:ble effcrt: to restoring full unity in
the! Party. !n order to achieve this. it: must 'be our constant
ccmcarn to increase the .vigilance of all Party mam1:lers. 'rhe
unlty issue in the Party, as before. will :be one of the mc:lst
important:. in t.he activities of all Party organizations. . Without:
tom.s unit.y, we will not have t.he strength to resolve iUliY of the
i~mues before uS. If there is no unitj{ in the cent.ral organs,
th€!n t.here will be no unity locally. .And. vice versa: the
I. sit:uat.ion in lower..level Party organizations will have an,
I in1;luence on t.he cl!mtd:al apparat.us.
The eont:radictions t:hat we have had from as far back as the
lSt:h Plenary Session of the CC WEt have been manifest.ed in a
gT:'(!at variety of ways, and have a. negative effect on our
eccmomic. political a:nd ~litax:y courses. Even at the 18th
PlI!1lary' Session of the CC VWP, many comrades were not in
ag::-eement with t.he policy of ow: Party, and some of them
continue to held t.o t.heir own positions. 'l'herefore, at:. this
Pllma..ty Session it will be necessary for us to t.ake active

Il\Em.sures to eliminate all contradictions !:hat still exist •

. It. is all the roo:e neces~ary tbat we eliminate existing
c:ol~tndictions in ·that during its forty-year history our party
ha:!1 always been united, and this unity was what secured all our

vi.:tories. If we wish to continue to be victorious and achieve
still further suceesses, we must restore full uniey in the
Pa:t:'ty.

Today.· a.t the lOth Plenary Session ef the CC VWP. the
Il1l!1·::.ter of Party unity is before us nth particular urgency.
- must resolve it in Leninist fashion. In order to. eliminate
; co:n.flicl:ing opinions. it is essential to strengthe.."1 the
.

We

leadership. OUr Party is the ruling pa.rt.y and it
1~. collective
possesses all the conditions to inculcate a single correct

~. course. We ar~ moving along the path of building socialism in
li~ the North and carrying out revOlution. i·n the SoUtno 'l'h.erefore,
., I t'lIUS~ again repeat that the Party unity is'sue is an issue of

.-;·

't':

I'

first importance ..···

A number of comrades even

i~ preVi~us

Plenar,y Sessions
with our peliey on various issues: ehQ
Ir role of the Party, forms and methods of Party 'Work I and sa on.
However. under current conditions the issue of the party's
~. leading role ca:mot and ought not 'be d.::.scussed.
From now on we
l&hould direct our efforts towarcl inc:easi:\g the Party' 51
...

t Q&pressea
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'l'his 'If/ill also serve the cause of
strengthening unity within the party.

aut::hority among the masses.

In 1970 we had same ~~O~ victories in milieary, political
and diplomatic relations .. We significantly strengthened party
ranks ·from the bcttcm upwards. Our line in the area e:e~ .
ideological development is the eoneict one. and it fully a.ccords
with ehe decisions made at the 3-rd Congress. We may make bold
to say that the 20th Plena:r:y Sessicn of the CC VNP is being
conducted in a situation where our Party has been significantly
strengthensQ in qualitative and crgani~ational ter.ms.

Along with this, there still exist forces that are bringing
dissent into our ranks, attempting to deflect ehe ~arty from the
true path. We must wage a decisive fight:. aga.inst. them.
increas~q discipline and vigilance by every possible means in
the Farty; and increasing communi~t· self-knowledge. We must
root out any growths of opport:;unism, an-d destrcy this harmful
ideology in our Party. Restoration of Party unity will in large
measure depend on elixni"'1atinq all opportunistic tendencies. We
have made good studies of examples of chs fight against
opportunism, since in every Pare.y there is a. stage at which
opport'WJistic forces appear. These fOrces strive to break the
unit:y in the Farty, an.a force it to d.epart from the correct
pal:h. We have comraaes who do not see opportunism as anything
. that Chreatens the Farty. They' consider that this is normal
div'!i!rsity of opinion, eharacteristic of any party. This is a
. very superficial and dang-ercus point of view which can cause us
to deviate seriously if it is not headed off it!. time. rn short.
we must purge the Par:y of everything that interferes with its
car::::ying out its duties,

At present. the industrialization of the econo~ is a lar~e
If we achieve a
restoration of Party unity. then we will ca.rry out this t.ask.
We must determine in specific tenns who is st:::aying in rega.rd t;o
what 6 who is not in agreement with our ga~eral line regarding
what., in order to determine the correct measures to combat all
the deviations. We must knew exactly who is daring '1::.0 c::rit.:icize
our. line, and decisively rebuff these individuals.
and important task thac is before us.

Along wit.h this, we should check on how those who
constantly subject our line to c~iticism are dealing with their
?W direct resp'o~sibilities. How are they providing leadership
.n ~he ~reas of economics, politics. and on ~he diplomatic
f~ont?
DO. they have' sufficient. grounds for che criticism
directed at. us? .Are they acting in accord with the principles

of Ma:aism-Leninism?
.

.

M~,.

While. rebuffing·those that heap criticism on us, it is
necessary to emphasize that our basic polic'y is correct.
H?wever, we r like all people, may permit mistakes. But these
m1stakes must be analyzed and eliminated, and we must not just
occupy ourselves with cri~icizinq them. These mistakes are no~
~000188
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SO :raajor tha.t they could have a.n effect on the entirety.o£ our
course. They are of a private·nature, they are natural. For:.
e3eample, we pe:rndtted a se...~es of errors in administering
agricultural cooperatives. But overall, the cooperative
movement in the count:ry is developing nor:nally: certain
successes have been achieved in a.gricult.ure. We X1ct.ed the
,
mistakes in time and planned a specific path t.oward eliminating
them. Thus, we make note of pemissible errors and strive to
prevent their repetition. Why do some camrades say that we are
pursuing an incorrect policy in agriculture?

Marxism t.ea.ehes that agricultural collectivizat.ion is an
extremely important condition for develOpment of a socialist
eccnomy. In any country where this issue is given'little
attention. there will be great: diffieult::ies in the economy. And
in our country, where colonialists left us a heritage of a
backward economy. this matter is particularly important. With
'all our effort we must develop agTiculture, placing it on a
collective basis. It will be necessary to develop a,. strong
network of cooperatives in ehe entire territ.ory of South
Vietnam.
.
The cooperatives need to be provided IAl'ith eecr.nology, whic.."'i
will ensure they will deye10p successfully. Our leadership is
giving a great deal of attention to issues of cooperative
farming, and is continuing to seek wa.ys eo 1::1I:;)05t. agricUlture.
At the prese:1t time. eoo'Ce::atives have 'been created in 78.n' of

j!/'

the ~ar.ming regions. of ~e ORV•

.Agricul tUX'e has enormous signific~nce in our country.
because it supplies food to the North Vietnamese population and
to the patriotic fcrees of South Vietnam. !n addition, we must
do our international duty ~ helping patriotic forces in Laos
and Cambodia, w'J:'..ich also implies large expenditures. Therefore,
adminiscrat:ion of a.griculture on the part of the Party must be
precise. logical and comprehensive.
'
Many comraces do not understand this, and criticize our
'!'hey c:ritieize us in general
t.erms" and do net get specific: about: what mistakes have been
per:nitted and how they are 1:.0 be corrected. I wish once again
to repeat. that no one is insured against making mistakes. In a
number.of instances we permitted failures, and in some areas net
everything is working out favorably with cooperat:ive farming.
We know a1::leut the mistakes that. have been allowed to happen, and
we are taking measures to correct cham in a timely way. We have
been occupied with- agricultural cooperatives for a long time. A
lot of attention was devoted to them at the 15th. 16th and 17th
Plenary Sessions of the CC VWP. The D.R.V. is a major
rear-echelon area for South Vietnam; therefore, development of
agriculture in the North will do much to promote our successes
in the South.
pOlicy in the area of agriCUlture.

We would have had even more difficulties if it were not for
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the help from brotherly socialist countries. which permits us
successfully to restore a9ricul~ure.

The Pol~tburQ and Secretariat are unflagging in their
efforts to monitor the work of all the organizations that relate
to agriculture. 'L'hey have given instructions to scientific
organizations to actively participate in hoosting agriculture.
Once again I wish to emphasize that the administration of
the Party by che Politburo and Ce~tral Committee is correct.
OUr Party is a Marxist one, and therefore we are capable of
noting, analyzing, admitting and correcting our mistakes. We do
not fear our errorsf we fear something else: division in the
party. At present there is a dispute about whether our Party's
course is correct or not.

Overall we are providing correct guidance to the economy,
and are correctly conducting external and internal policy. But
our comrades still have deficiencies in their working methods,
whiCh creates certain difficulties for us, These difficulties,
however, are not insurmcuntable. '.!'he mistakes, in the main, are
not crucial ones. The matt.er of mistakes and inadequacies is
very important. and Wg must discuss it in decail, in order to
select the correct: path ~owa-~ eliminating all deficiencies.
For a long time many comrades have been speaking out
As a. result. of this, a
stz:vggle is .going on constantly in our Party leadership. . 'rtlis
·started as far back as the 17th Plenary Session, continued in
the 18th l and rea~~ed "its height in the 19th Plenary Session of
against. our basic policy in agriculture.

the CC VWP.

Of those present here, many comrades are not in agreement
with our policy. What de they wane? What route do they wish to
go? How to resolve the growing ~roblems? We consider that this
is facticnal l revisionis~ activity.
: ~n the forty years of our Party's history, there have never
disaqree.rnents. We a.!'e the ruling pa.rty, and in
order to carrx out our functio~s in aaminiseering the national
masses, we muse above all be united.
been such s~ron9'

In 1970 the Politburo undertook the major task of ccmbati~g
opportunism and other deviations, against all the opponents of
our economic and military policy. We feel that our military
policy in South Viecnarn is absolutely correct::. Our course :'n
Laos and C~odia is also correct.
This conclusion is based on an analysis of conditions. If
we conduct a·fight only in South Vietnam. we will encounter
great difficulties,· The more than one-million-man-strong ar.my
of the .~erican aggressors and their stooges is a large force,
and dealing with it will not be all that easY. All the more
since all of this force is concentrated in one place - South
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Viet'nam. We are experiencing great:. di£f~cu+tie5. at the front.s,
and c'PPortunism in the milita:.t:y leadershlp 3.S gO:J.ng
compound
thOSI: difficulties.
,':,'

to

Revo1ution in South Vietnam is currently entering its final
stage, the ~tag'e of milicar:Y victory. We must not oyer~stimate
the enemy's, forces, bu.t we have no right to unc:ierest.:unate them.
The enem,y' s forces are very large and in a lDilitazy sense we are
weaker than they. 'rheref'ore we must carry ~ut a people' 51 war
strategy. Our milita:r:y forces are not la.rge; we have
insufficient: modem wea.pons to fight a. wa.r effectively.
Meanwhile, tbe U.S.A. has enormous military and economic
potential. Therefore, we must not fight open battles against
the enemy's strong cu:my'. However, we are achieving victories,
and these victories are the result of a struggle by the entire
peo~le.

Along with this, in order t.o aehieve victoxy at the front',
we I3:IUSt accc::l%llPiany our ar.:nfi!d struggle with. a diplomatic:: struggle.
We Ii'lUst recall the words of 'He Chi Minh: "We nmst achieve
com;!lete victory over the American aggressors. B This precept of
our leader can be c:am.ed out only when there, is ';LUity in the
part,y. 'I'herefore, we severely judge all opportUUl.sts who
inte,r::ere with our maving: coward victory.
We severely judge those who inte:c.d. t.o solva t.he Vietnamese
pro1:.1,e:m only militar.ily, who wish to invade South Viet.nmn with
an a,a:.my 2, OOQ, 000 strong and fight there without interruption.
Do we have enough human resources? Yes, but we do not have a

necE:ssity to create su.ch large-scale military forces in order to
sobre the Vietnamese problem 'Iri:i.litarily.

remember chat we have already borne. significant
losses, and that:. we are constant.ly losing people.
Thez"afore, we ask all those who are criticiz:ing our policy: do
you want still greater personnel losses?
,We :lead eo

per~;onnel

We are obligat.ed to, and we must. carr,y out Ho Chi Minh's
prec:ept. But we will have te do this not:. in an unthinking
mamler, and not allowing 'huge personnel losses. We must
cOnf;ider three forms of struggle: mil itaJ:Y , polit.ical ia:lc::.
diplomat.ic.
Of course, in Soueh Vietnam we do have the option of
conc:entrating a large number of divisions in mo:r~ important.
, sect:ors and surrounding the enemy in those areas. :aut does it
makl! sense to do this, when the enemf has enormous firepower?
1'7,:,. lJ:fhe ,lives o'f our 'wa~ior~ are dear to us .We must analyze
Wl ell the greatest ca.re and we:Lgh every step.
Once again I
emphasize that our military policy'is c::or.rec:t,.

.:

But what do the opportunists want? They wish to introduce
fOrE!ign troops onto our territory2 and move along with them to
occupy. Laos and free South Vietnam. But we cannot. and we ought_

~
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noe e~ go t~5 route, as this policy will result in unheard-of
losses for us.
OUr victories are g=eat ones. But we must not forget that
these victories cost us a. grea.t deal. 'l'he mili tar:Y aspect. of
the struggle is' very important. But we will be on an incorrect
course if we 'overestim,ite it, resulting in renewed personnel
losses. If you recall, during the Tet offensive and the general
uprising in Januar.f-February 1.968, we lost about 100 p 000 people.
And if we orqani:e such offensives twice each year, then. how
many people will we lose?

Therefore, we must not try to break the enemy with a single
blow. It is necessary to conduct a lengthy conflict., exhausting
the enemy'S' forces, destroying him piece bypiec:e. Simultaneous
with this, we are required to activate a st.ruggle on the
political and diplomatic 'francs.
Such is our point of view on the. military issue. If we are
not united on this matter, then we will not be victorious. Can
it be that our milit2i..ty policy is not understandable to some
eamraaes? In that ca.se, we ask them to think over this policy
Orlce again, and they will understand that our military policy is
, correct. We can be proud that we are· earryinq out. such a

policy.

Despiee ~he fact that
in 1970, we Qid succeed in
signi ficant nUmbers of the
large losses on our side.'
strategic policy.

we ~d not mount any ma~or offensives
aChieving large victories, destroying
enemy. Along with this, we avoided '
This is also a great:: victc:ry for our

Now, another matter. When we published the names of 368
American pilot:.s who were shot down and taken captive in the
territory of the D.~.V., the opportunists began saying that t~s
was a concession to the Americans. This is not so. 'This was no
concession, but rather a blow to Nixon in the political sense.
By this means we achieved a lot. The opportunists also say that
we are moving toward concessions to the Americans ana toward
negotiations in Paris. This is also not true. Our course in
the,negotiat:.ions i$ ·the right one.

Thus, overall we are pursuing the correct line, although we
have permitted scme mist.akes to be made. But; the opportunistic '
political fact~on is grasping at these small mistakes in order
to show that the whole policy of our ~arty is erroneous. Its
members say ,that we fear difficulties and losses. T.nis is not
so. We do not fear difficulties and losses, but ene other thing
must 'be allowed for: - our people already have 'been conducting
continuous ,a.zmed conflict for 25 years. Curing that time, very
many people have perished. If we truly feared diffic~lties and
losses, as the opportuniscs maintai~, we would not have started
an ar.mQd conflict against the Americans. aut one must see troe
connection between the victories and the losses, and objectively
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assesa the situation.
Naturally, 'We have had mistakes in military policies in.
south Vietnam, Laos and cambodia, in policies of economic
.....
devEllotm\ent. in the C. R. V., in policies related to boosting- the
well-being of the populace. We are particularly conce~ed about
imp1~oving the people' s living canell tions . One mus tallow f:or
the fact that our' oPtions are li~ted in ehis area, and
the~:'efore this problem has not yet been solvedD
But along' with
all other. factors, it is ~he opportunists Who interfere with our

sol'rinq it.
We clearly see all ~e errors of the opportunistic faction.
and. at this Plenary Session. having analyzed their .views with
the greatest care, we are doing decisive battle wir:h them. We
lea'iTe them the right and option to recognize thei~ mistakes and
cort'ect thexn. Then they again will be able to servE! the Party
and the people.

Comrades! In the past. year t:.he 'Politburo and Secretariat of

the CC VWP have don.e major work in. administering the Party as

regards building socialism in the North and conducting a
struggle for liberation in the South •. By our victories we are
obligated to the creative leadership
the part: of t'he
Politburo. With this leaca.ership and our deter:n.ination to chase
t.he American aggressors out of Vietnam., _we are sura to achieve
still more majcr victories.

on

- . It. will ·"'be necessuy for us to direct still greater ef!orts

at. the long-ter.m development of socialism in tne.D.R.V. p and
.
developing revolution in South Viet~. Laos and Cambodia.
Along with this, it is. necessary to figh~ decisively against all
manifestations of opportunism in the Pa=ty, and achieve full
'W:1i ty in it. This is our min. task for the period directly
ahead~

2

D

S;rTO'ATION IN SO'O'l"H '1Im'NAM. LAOS AND CaMBODIA

In 1970 we continued the milita~ successes achieved in
!3I1d 1969 in all theaters of military aceion. Along with
thi.s, in 1970 an aggravation of the situat.ion in Indochina was
not.ed, resulting in a revolue.ion in Ccunbodia and an incursion of
AmE!riean anel Saigonese forces into its territory.
:1.9~ B

. . The situa~ion was tense in South Vietnam in 1970. By their
act:J.ons the Amari cans showed tha. t the 0'. S•A. does not intend te
lscLve sou;h. Vietna.m~ However. pressw:ed by public opinicm. the.
1'7:b:on admim.stration was forced to remove part of their forces
frclJll ~here. Several other count.ries who are participating in
th£~ war against us were· also forced- to act in this. way.
. OU~ing the past year, the Americans were busy with making
II Vi etna:mi zation • plan a reality.
This consisted of

thE!:!.%'

'

,

trcmsferring to the puppet forces the task of fighting against
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patrioti~ forces.
ThuS the Americans have put into practice the
principle of Busing Vietnamese to kill Vietnamese~w musing
Asians to kill Asians. D
:

The U.S.A. b~gan·wVietnamizationB with the Mekong River
Valley. There they intend to create a base for dev~.loping
"Vietnamization" in other areas. It was net by chance that the
'Mekong R.iver Valley was Chosen. This area is rich in rice,
feeding all of South Vietnam with this basic: product. If the
Americans and their puppets do not have a 9trong base in ~e
Mekong River Valley I they will encoUnter. great economic
difficulties, which will be reflected in the course of military
operations. T.herefore, they have concentrated great forces in
this region to hold it. fi~y.
.
We. for our part, have undertaken significan~ efforts to
thwart Abrams I s intentioos; and overall we were successful in
this. The Americans and their puppets suffered large losses in
the Mekong River Valley, and were not able eo put their
·Vietnamization B plans into efface. In addition, in 1970 the
Americans were forced to disperse their forces and move a part
of their troops into Cambodia, thus creating additional
difficulties for themselves.
Over~ll.

thei= plans to

the AmeriCans suffered a defeat in
qVietn~ze· the war.

inculca~ing

The main efforts of our troops in 1970 were concentrated in
River Vall~, in the Saigon area and in ~he north~
part of South Vietnam. In all these areas we inflicted
significant losses on the en~.

·th~·Mekong

Along with this, in 1970 we encountered significant
diff:'culties. ':!.'hese difficulties mainly resulted from the
incursion of American andSaigonese forces into Cambodia. The
enemy succeeded in seriously disrupting our transportation
system on cambodian ter=i~ory, which affected the supplying of
our troops in South Vietnam.
At present, Abrams is aevelopinq'new plans eo conduce
militarf operaeion9 against us durinq ens dr.Y se~son of 1971,
and also for further ·Vietnami%ation." But these plans of the
enemy will also meet defeat, since we are strong. As before, we
must direct our efforts at defeating the plans for
qVietnamization 9 of the war. and inflicting maximum·losses on
the enem:i in live forces and militarY supplies.

The SOuth Vietnamese theater of military actions continues
to remain the basic one. We must: give it our main at~ention.
Therefore, .in South Vietnam we intend to concentrate large-scale
forces and direct powerful strikes at the enemy. Comrade Chan
Van Kuang will report to you in greater 4etail regarding our
plans in South

Vietn~~.
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1. wish' only t.e say a few words regarding. the .1.mericans •.
Al:lrcurlS made a big mistake by IllSking an ineursJ.9fl Lnto Cameodla.
He sCion realized this, and the. Americans wus for::ed to pU~l
.

thei:!:' troops out of there, leaving p'uppet ~rcop~ :L~ <:=a:m1:lod.:l.a.•..'.'
SinCE! the Americans and the puppe~s are usJ.ng so.gm.f.J.ca.nt. fC?rces
in C:;;uribodia, fa:vora:ble conditions have been created 1!cr 'US. In.
SoUtll Vietnam. Later on even the i\:Jnericans, including some
pronC..nent military figures, expressed th.e op~ion. that
intrcJducing u.s. forces into Cambodia was a mJ.stake, and that
the 3\:inericans in South Vietnam SUffered a defeat.. We have
'spoi:Led the A:me:dcans' plans to ,Wvietnamize s t.he war•. NoW it is
apprlJpriate t.o make efforts to consolidate and further develop
the lsuccesses achieved. At the present time, the sit.uation is
moving into 'a favorable direction for us.. 'l"he ene.w is
expe:::-iencing significant difficul ties. militaril:v politica.lly
and diplomatically.
A

was a year in Which we undertook large-scale military
It was still another evidence ~t our Pa.rty is
providing correct leadership in rega.:::d to solving the Indochina
1970

off~1sives.

prob:Lem. 'It is necessa:ry to not.e, hcwever, that i-n South
Vietl:lam in 1970 we had serious failures. In certain areas we

losses in 'manpower. OVer 10 years of armed
in' South Vietnam, we have lost 410,00'0 people, '
incll1ding 230,0,00 killedDor missing' in action.:! In 19,70 we lost
100. 1)00 people. The ma:lority of personnel 'losses were suffered
as a result of bombin; and artiller,r fira of ~e en~.
suffllilred large

c:cnf:Lic~

!n 1970: we met wi~h serious difficulties in supplying our
troo];!s with weapons, armmmition and food, since. the enemy
ccnd'.lct:ed. continuous bombings of our transpo:r:t:. lines in Laos,
Cambl;,dia and South Vietnam. Not havi:1g the option of using
previously built: transport routes, in 1910 we opened a new
supp.Ly route in the az:ea of the Chiang Shon 'Mountains. 4 By this
:tnean:; we can ca.rry O1Jt aeployments of personnel. weapons and
food eo all theater~ of military action in Laos, Cambodia and
Sou!::.::'! Vietnam.
II1 1970 the en~ cone.inuously inflicted blows on aur home
supply bases, fearing an offensive ~ us toward the sites of
highest priority to us. His assU1t1Ption that we have la.rge-seale
concentrations of t;roops in rear-echelon bases was correct
We
do ~~ f~ct have large potene.ial possibilities to strike :blows at
ez:,et'I.Y'. si~e~. But the enemy's attacks on our home supply bases
d1d s1gn1f1cant·har.m to personnel and"equipmene, and complicated
our offensive efforts •
0

...,.

.

. Supplying our troops in ,1970 was additionally made

di~flcult ~ the fact that earlier we could use chs sea route,
wh:L~e after the uprising in Cambodia, we were deprived of this
optJ.on. 5 In addition. we intended to carr,y out a part. of our.
depl:;)ymen-ts by air. using a:irfields in Cambodia for this. But

for

.:lOW

we' have not decided to do this, fearing tha tour
cown by American aviation.

airc~aft will be attacl~ed and shot
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TherefQre, at present, as hefore, we continue to deploy on land
trn::ough Laos. And right now we still have significant

difficulties in deploying personnel', weapons, ammunition and
food.

In 1970 the amount of weapons, ammunition, mil~tary
. hardware and food d.eployed to the fronts in South Vietnam,
Cambodia and Laos came to 273,000 tons, while in 1971 we are
continuing to deploy more than'300,aOO tons of loads just to
South Vietnam. Thi.s volume is very g:r:eat, and· in order to
convert our estimates into real life, we are going to have to
labor str.enuously and seriously. We must. mobilize significant
forces .to ca~ Qut this assignment.

If we succeed in 1971 in spoiling the enemy's plans for
of the war and Qpacification of the South
Vietnamese populace, we shall eonside~ that we have scored a
huge victo~. Overall, all our successes in 1971 will depend on
solving supply problems. Reports on that ma~tQr will be given
by comrades from the Cc Military Division and the Vietnamese
People's ~ [VPAl command in South Vietnam.
&Vietnamiza~ion·

.!

Q

Along with solving the problem,of hame-base supplying of
our troops in South Vietn~t we must discuss the issue of the
quantitative makeup of -VPA troops assigned for use in the South .
At the present time, eight divisions of our regular troops
(overall total of 110,000 men) are in South Vietnam,
p~~icipating directly in'military actions.
In 1971 we expect
to ~ncrease the number of OUI regular troops.there to 200.000
men. Allowing for this, the overall n'Wl'lber of PeopleD oS
!liberation Forces in South Vietnam is 4.30,00'0 men. In order to
sand 200,000 more men to South Vietn~, we are going to have to
do an. additional mobilization. But in that case we will have to
reckon that if the U.S.A. resumes bombing of ~e D.R.V •• we will
have to have a SUfficient quantity of troops in Nor,th Vietnam to
deflect these blows.
Thus, we must be able to ensure the South's needs for
troops, and the North's needs fer defense. If we c~~ be sure
that: the Americans will noc resume lJombing of the D.R.V., then
we can direct all our efforts at carrii~g out revolution in
South Vie~nam. At the moment, however, we have no such
assurances, since the enemy periodically carries out bombing
raids in several areas of the D. R.Y
I

•

Tc conduct the fight s~ccessfully in the South, we must
answer two questions: regarding the numbers of our troops used
there, and supplying them. The Polit,1:>urQ and Cencral Ccnuuittee
of our Par~y is giving a very great amount of attention to these
two issu~s, in order to decide them· in the shortest time
possible. However, 'as I have already said, we are encountering
great difficulties. To overcome these difficulties we· must
apply a ve~f great effort. ~e must recall eha: 1971 for us will
be a year of decisive victories. It will be a difficult yea~.
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very well t.hat the enemy has major advantages over ·us:

e.viation, modern weapons and military technology. lIITe mus~
c:ounte::::act him with our abilicy to conduct a people's war·.... ·· AS I
~~ve already told you, Ccmrade~~ Van Kuanq will report to you
em e.his in detail, (In behalf of t.he CC VWP Military section. and
t:he VPA Command in South Vietnam.

In addition, the enemy has available large-scale
cliversionary forces which constancly strike blows at:.. eur
.hc:::u:ne-supply bases in South Vietnam, and also are activa in the
Il.it.V. 'rhese forces represent a great danger to us. their

aLctivities bring great harm militarily and politically. We must
devote the most. serious att.ention to rebuffing ·the enemy's
c~versionary

forces.

To conduct a long-term revolutionary struggle in South .

\~etnam. we must enlarge our maeerial and personnel resources.
~~erefore, it will be necessary to carry out. an additional

1llCbilizatio11 among the North Vietnamese population.

.

.

Thus, the basic prOblems in South Vietnam "are deployment
2md the human resources issue. We must do eve:yt.hinq to solve
t.hese t.wo la.rgest problems. It is' from this that is derived the
[leed to increase rear...echelon defenses and, most importantly,
t.he :major supply rear: North Viet.:laDlo The A&1lericans and their
r;luppets are malting- greater and greate:r efforts to destroy our
Kleme bases, depriving us of material and human resources.
l~r~ unaerstands V~~ well that if he succeeds in inflicting a
~nockout blow to cur home-base rear, he will achieve an enor.mous
a.dvantage in the theater of milita:z::y operations. .
Our losses f:r~ en~ aircraft. are great. But nonetheless,
the enemy does not have the strength using only aviation to
c'ause us sufficient:: harm to have ru.i~QW:J consequeuceg for us.
!Iut if the en~, using his diversionary forces (as well as .
~ther troops} should unaertake an offensive into the No~Jnt we
ttdll suffer great loss, Therefore, we must increase our
'1d.gilance. iiilnQ rebuff all the aggressor's machinations. In our
epinion, the· en~ could undertake such an incuhsion ~
land-based fcrces and marines with powerful suppo:rt by aviation
and t.he navy. We imagine thaI: the enenw will not try to invade'
the ~n~ire territo:x:y of North Vietnam, but only those areas
\ri'here unportant transport routes run that lead to Laos, Cambodia
and South V1.et.nanr. Mongo with achieving his mi li taxy goals, the
enemy reckons that the incursion will apply political pressu=e
en us, demoraliz, che people, and farce them to refuse to fight
for the liberat.ion of the. South.
Now I wish to devQte same.t~ to yet another issue: the
captured .Am.erican pilots. The overall nUl'liber of J\merican pilots
imprisoned in the D.R.V. is 735. As I already stated, we
published che names of 368 pilots
This: is our diplomatic move •.
If ~e Americans agree to withdraw their troops from south
Vietnam," as a start we will return these 368 men to them. And
b

•
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if ·ehe Americans do withdraw their troops, we will turn over ehe
reltl8ining ones to them. The matter .of imprisoned American

pilots, in view of what was said earlier, is of very great
significance for us.
Overall, speaking of the situation in
emphasize that it is ve~ favorable for
encountering significant difficulties. We
!:.hat depends on u.s to achieve even greater
Vietnam.
'

co

South Vietnam, I wish
us. although we are
try to do everything·
successes in South

After the reactionary revolt of March 18, 197Q in Cambodia.
and the incursion of American and Saigonese forces into its
territory on April·30, 1970, the si~uation became more
complicated for us. At the present time, we have more than
three divisions of our troops on. cambodia.n soil. T'he enem.y in
Cambodia is strong and we must exert significant efforts in
order to attain an advantage there. Cambodia for us is a very
important region, and t:he development. of wents in South Vietnam
depends in larg~ measure on the situation in camboaia.

has no ~tention of yielding the initiative to us
The Americans have concent::'aeed significant
contingents of puppet South Vietnamese troops there. Following
it::s pol.icy of IIIVietnamization B of the war, the American high
command wishes ~o ensure itself of success in this area.
Tonerefore, it is acing all it ear~ not to allow penetration of
our.t::roops into South Vietnam. A particularly dense covering
. force nade up of puppec troops has been created along the entire
border between South 'Ilieena:m and Cambodia. where more than 50
battalions of Saigonese troops are concentrated. That is a
great force.
.
The

en~

in Cambodia.

On the other hand, it must he noted that the Americans and
their puppets, having started the aggression in Cambodia, have
gotten bogged down there. rrhe American high command, after a.
series of defeats, was forced to remove its troops from
Cambodia, but for now they have allowed South Vietnamese troops
to remain there. In our View. at the present time che Americans
have no opportunity to expand. aggression onee more in Cambodia.'
If t~.ey att~~t to do this, they will bog doWn even deeper in
war.
According to the

Amer~cans'

calculations, the task of

puppet South Vieenamese troops in cambodia is to ensure the

success of ·Vietnamization" of the war, and also to help Lon Nol
to fortify ·th~ reactionary regime in the c9untry.

A~ the .present time Lon Nol is in control of only some of
the cities~' As for the' farming areas and che strategically
significant. roads, they are under our control. We have
succeeded in isolating Pnarn Penh from other areas of the
country, and have cut Route 4 from Pnom Penh to Sihanoukville.
This road is very important to the ton·Nal government; the·
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c~odian capital

is supplied via it.

As a result of our decisive actions in the Pnom Penh area,
a t.hreatening. situation ~e.s been c::eated for the enemy '. '.r);.l.e
'
en~

tried to mount a countera.t.tack on Routes 3, 6 and 7, bu·t

vV'e did not allow them an opportunity to Co this.

The

.

large-scale operation begun by Lori Nol's forces in the fall'of
1970 came to naught, and Lon Nol, was forced to withdraw hi.,s
forces from Pnom l'enh.

Presently Lon Nol is preparing to go on the counterattack
'and seize a nu:m1:ler of imponant strategic areas that are under
c~r control. However, the en~ is encountering significant
clifficulties in i.:mplementing his plans
These difficulties were
t~t elimdnated even after the Americans thrust in Saigonese
j;luppet troops to aid Lon Nol, The enemy' 5 sit.uation in cambodia
i,s deteriorating with each passing day.
D

Our base areas in Cambodia. have been considerably
!,trengthenedand enlarged. of late.. Here we have a. st::r:ong

c'oncentration of our troops, more than three divisions, as I
a.lready said.. These forces suffice to car1:Y out successful
Ddlitary actions.
We must devote ~at attent~on ~c Cambodia, since in larqe
successes in South Vietnam will depend on how

n~asureour

Elffec:tively we operate in cambodia.
We feel that the main efforts should be concentrated on
s.ur%'ounding Pnem Penh and isolating it from 'other areas of the
C!ountry. Ca.pturing Pnom Penh, a.s was intended earliQ%', is not
c,ppropriate. It is sufficient to surround it and mohilizethe
Jllasses of the people to revolt: and overthrow Lon Nol's regime.
The matter of Cambodia is vary important. To resolve it
we must inc:l:'ease our military efforts and our
D~terial aid to local patriotic forces.
J~st as in South
Vietnam, what. will ensure successes in Cambodia. is uninterrupted
!:upplying of troops. If we have defecti'lre deplcyment.s, we will
E!l1Counter very great, difficulties.
.
~:uccessfully,

We must. strengthen the revolutionary base inCam'bodia and
laad this count:ry along t.he read. t.o socialism. '1"hat is our

PartY's policy.

i.
i .

,;
!,
I
I

'l"he s:itUacion in Cambodia favors us. '!'he Amerieans are,
nxpariencing defeats. We must do our ciucy ami help the Kbmer
x,eople to throw' 'off,. their puppets., For this, we must increase
!~he number of our troops on cambodian soil to 70, 000.
Along
~dth patriotic Cambodian forces, the overall number of the
::iberat:.ion forces will amount t.o 140, CHJO men. '!'hese forces will
be fully sufficient to defeat Lon Nol':s army of slightly more
than 100,000.. We ml15t. achieve victctY over Lon Nol, because all'
(If our failures in Cambodia will have a 'negative impact. on
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military operations in South Vietnam.
Overall t can report to the Plenary Session that we have
achieved significant successes in Cambodia. Not long ago! met
with the lea.ders of the patriot:.ic Cambodian forces. They highly
value our assistance and welcome all measures' that' we undertake
for tf:1e purpose of overt.hrcwing t.he puppet:: regime of ton Nol.

Expanding the scale of milit~ actions in cambodi~, the
Americans hoped that we would no longer be able to operate
successfully in South Vietnam. deprived of base areas on·
Cambodian soil. But their calculations turned out eo be
unjustified. In. addition, the Americans themselves encountered
great.difficulties and were forced to r~ve their troops from
cambodia, back to South Vietnam.
'
T.hus I can say that militarily and politically we have a
;reat advantage over the enemy in cambodia.
~~

Laos. the situation

be~mes

more complicated each day.
pro-American
position. The Americans are concentrating efforts with ~he
pu~ose of attacking liDerat~ a=eas and capturing key
positions. Follcwinq a series of successful operations' by us in
1970, the Americans are concerned about the fate of their
puwet:.s. They were forced to yield Saravan. Attope and several
other important regic:JnB to us. Th.ey strengthemed Vientiane' III
defenses, fearing that we might capture it:. 'I'h.e J\mericans
, increased air strikes directed at our rear-echelon bases, so as
to deprive us of a chance to attack. Th~ concentrated a large
aviation force in Thailand (including a-52 bombers), usi~g which
they ~e.c:t I:c inflict powerful blows. These are far-reaching
plans. but. in our opinion, the Americans will not be able to
carry them out.
.
Souvanna Pho1Jma has gone over completely tel the

one very important region, both for us and the Americans,
is Siang Kuang. and therefore the situation in that area will
constantly remain tense.
At the seart of 1970 we had about 50.000 men in Laos .. But
. after the incursion of American and Saigonese fo=ces into
cambodia, we were forced to redeploy some of our forces there.
'H.owever, aespite the fact that our forces in Laos were reduced,
we succeeded in aChieving a series of convincing victories over

the 6lnem¥.

.

At th~ present time we are experienc~n; significanc
difficulties in Laos. .' But it is essential that we attain
victory there over the enemy, which will reflect positively on
the situation in Cambodia and Soueh Vietnam. As in South
Vietnam and Cambodia,' in Laos we are having great diffiC'J.lties
in ensuring deployment of troops and supply items. If we solve
tr~s problem. we can carry out effective milita=.y actions on
Laotian soil.
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Thus, the situation on all fronts is favorable for us, bue
along with that we are experiencing considerable difficulties
everywhere. In part they are caused by objective conditi~n~g:
and in part they are the fault of certain military leaders Who
allowed serious mistakes to be made in their operations. For
~ampled 1Dany comrades aree.xpressing disag:ree.'tlent with our .
policy in Laos. They feel that it :L·s necessa.ry to solVE! the
Laotian p:roblem militarily as quickly as possible. 'I'l1is is an .
incorrect point ~f view. The ·problem of La.os is very complex
and the need is co approach its solutien rationally, without

haste.

Not long ago we had a three-sided meeting with Cambodian
and Laotian leaders. At this meeting we discuss.ed measures for
long-term coordination of efforts in ~e battle against the
American aggressors and t.heir puppets. We. came to the general
co·o.clusion that: the situation in Indochina. is develo;ling to our
be:nefit:. and that we are eapable of fighting successfully
aq.!linst the enemy.

That conclusion refutes the viewpoint of the opportunists
a surm:nons for help from 1!oreign gcve'rt'l%Dents. Why
troops into Indochina? Our opinion is that there
is no need for it. We feel that introduction of fcreign troops,
arl.li their participation in.military operations in aIrY of the
countries in Indochina will only ccmpli~ae.e !:he situation.
bringing us no benefit. We ourselve.s must deal with the enemy.
Fo::- . that it: is essential to improve t.he management of troops,
re~lulate sllpplies o increase the responsinility. of every
cOIittnunist for the business EWtrusted to him;· try to eliminate
thn consequences of old errors. and not permit new emes to he

Wh4:2 ca.ll for
~lg foreign

made.

We must adjust the close interaction between theaters of

mi~.itary'

action :in south Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. This will
br:.ng us success. We must :strengthen and further develop the
suc:cesses achieved, and achieve new victories.
3. PlitEPAlUTION 'PORTEE 4'.m WP CONGRESS AND INTERNAL PARTY

TASKS
~ecGntly the Politburo of the CC VWP issued a directive ~c
thE! Secret.ariat: to create an orgenizational committee whose job
is to prepare for the 4th Congress of our Party. At'. the recent
expanded Sec:.retariat:. meeting we discussed issue5 :-elated to
pre~aration'for the Congress.

Today, on behalf of the Politburo and CC VWP Secretariat, 1
sha.ll report to the Plena:r:y Session on the process of
preparation for the Congress . .
Ten years have passed since the 3rd Conqress of our Party
took place. Under wartime conditions we did not have any
opportunity to hold the next Party Ccnqress. Now, in our
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opinion. the time has come to hold a Party Congress. .To ensure
its success, it will be necessary te complete major work in
lower-level party organizations. New I will devote some time to
details of issues of preparing for the congress.
The· Politburo has ~de a decision to create an,
organizational committee for preparacion for the Congress with
the following makeup;

.

1. La Zuan - committee ehair.man

2. Chiang Tin - deputy ,ehai.:man

3. Pham Van Dong - deputy
4

0

Qhai~

Pham Hung - deputy chairman

5. La Due Tho - committee member
6. To Hiu - committee member

7. Hoang An - commit tee member
S. Suang Thui - eommittee member

9. La Van Liang - committee member
10. Chan Van Kuang - committee m~er

If the proposed candidates are approved at coday'S Plenary

Session, then the organizational committee will commence its

work at once.

We assume that. at:. today's Plena:::y Session it 'Will be
necessary for us to examine those issues which will be included
for discussion at: the Congress. This issues include the
following;
First.: the matter of the account report at the Congress.
we 'believe that this report will be ready by March 1971.
Ccrnrade Le Zuan will C:CIIIl;:lile the report.
.
Second, changing several articles in the charter of the
VWP. '!'his is a very important maeter, and it must: be discussed
vex:y thoroughly.

'

Third, regarding the activity of ~be Communist Party in
South Vietnam. We regard it as appropriate to announc~ openly
in the press that the two Parties have merged. the VWP and the
Party in South Vietnam.'
Fourth. regarding unity of action of the three IndochL~a
Parties: the'Vietn~ese, Laoti~~ and Cambodian ones.
And finally, issues regarding the foreign policy course of
ou~ Party, and elections of Party leadership.
After all these matters have been discussed at the Plenarz
Session and specific decisions have been made on them, the
Politburo will deter.mine when the Congress will be held.

The issue of holcUng t.he 4 th Congress is extremely
important,' and we must prepare with the greatest care for it.
Every issue must, be studied and discussed thoroughly. If we do
~ot think ,through each issue properly, this will have a negative
~mpact on the efforts' of the Congress.
But before the Congress it is critically essential that we
settle the matter of some comrades' opportunistic activities.
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'!'h.ts i.s a: very important: J'l'latter. All the vict.ories we have
acii1ieved are t.he result:. 'of correct policy on the pa-rt:. of !:he
leadership of our Party, with the decisiQns of. the Jrd VWP "
Congress having been translated into real life creatively ~d
c:onslstent.ly
D

Of late in our Party there have arisen opportunists who are
interfering with our going along the path indicated. ~ere are
not many of them,. but they are" dangerous. The opportunist
faction does great harm to our Party. I.have already reported
to the Ple~ary Session that: there is disunity b~t'Ween us and the
ot;:portunists. Opportunists speak out against our' agrarian
pclicies, our military poli~1 and the foreign policy line of
OlJr

Party.

Ne feel that the f~reign policy of ou: PartY is correct.
Ot.r Party is independent. It depends on no one. neither on
la,rge nor small parties of other nations. We have our own
px'cgram, . our own way that we are goinq, holding high the
Na,:rxist-t,eninist banner. There is nothing unclear in our
fC1reign policy .

Because the U.S.A. has Undertaken aqgression against us, we
a:t"a forced eo request. aid from. brotherly nations and parties, in
o:tiier to fight. st.ill more suecessfu'lly against. the American
invaders. We have some disagreements with. et.her brethe:rly
);)l:lrties, mainly relat.ing eo Marost:-Leninise t.he.o:ry i.ss~e:l. In·
numerous meetings with representatives of those parties with

whom we have disagreements a we. have presented to them our point
o~: view on many issues of Marxism-Leninism.
The goal of foreign
policy effcrts at t.he present ti1ne is' e:o promote reest.ablishme."ll:.
oj: unity in the int.ernational cQ1llltlUnist and workers' movement:..
Many comrades do not understand our policy and cri~icize us
fm: ow; posit.ion in relations with Q:;.i.:1a and the Soviet onion.
and on ether issues. In particular, we do not feel that the
p::-esent leaders of the Soviet Union are revisionists. or thaI:
they threaten the unity of the international communist .anti
WlJr~erS
movement: ).10 for China, we agree on the n.eed to carry
01.1t a IIgreat. proletarian cultural revolution, II bUt
not in
al:Jree:ment with the methods of carrying it out:. Some comrades
a.lso criticize us for this disagreement.
"

1

are

On'e needs to consider that if 1 under present condit.ions, we
d::l not have, _ and. will not have, a united viewpoint.. ,.we will
eacounter.great difficulties. ~erefQre, ~ wish eo repeae what
matters it is on which we have disagreemenes.
.

First of all. regarding the collectivization of
agriculture. What route t.o take?, Take' the rout.e we have
already cbpsen. or another route? We feel that the route·
selected is the correct ons. If we do not demonstrate
flexibility i~ solving problems of cooperation, we will not be
able to revitali~e agriculture. This ough~ not to raise doubts.
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if we go the route of creating large cooperative
enterprises I We will not solve the problems facing us.

Bu~

In order
to create large enterprises, technology and mechanization are
needed. But at: the prese."lt:. time we cannot provide cooperatives
with la.rge-scale agricultural technology. .Big cooperatives need
electrification, and right now we cannot supply electric power
to all of the cooperatives.
,~ .

We are following the path of peasant collectivization. But
this needs to be done skillfully, having beneath one's feet a
solid base and appropriate conditions.

Sut for now we do not have these conditions. We must still
do much work in order t.o create a solid base for
collectivization of agriculture and creating of largeescale
cooperatives.

Secondly, regarding I:.he matter of relations with Cambodia,
China and other brotherly parties such as these of· Rumania '.ana
Poland.: Comrade I.e Van Lyong will report to you in greater
deta~l

on this.

But I' in

~ :,epor~

.

wish once more to emphasize that the

existence of opportunistic tendencies in our Party will do us
much ha:cn. 'l'1:1e cppod:unists ,speak out: against our pol:l.c:y. We
feel that before the Congress it will be essential ~o work with
cCm:'ades who co not understand our policy, and explain their
mistakes to them, so ;i:.hat they will realize and correct them.
We feel that: it. will be necessary to decide the issue of

contrac:Hctions in t:he !?arty on the J::lasis of princip·.le. In
cor.nection with that, at this Plenary Session we must discuss
t.he following four, questions: regarding the reasons why

deviations arose; regarding ideological battle against
opportunists; the resul~s already achieved in this st:uggle~ and
regarding several organizational measures directed toward
re-establishing unity in the P~rty.
Dishar.mony in· our Party plays into t.he hands of the ene.'tl.Y.
It is an urgent priority for us to eliminate the ~isting
~ontradictions ana carrJ out a decisive campaign against ~e
opportunises; otherwise a threatening situation will ~e created
in the Party.

I can cite ~~y·~les whiCh show the har.m caused to us
For one. many of I:he senior military
leaders that belong to the opportunist: faction do net carry out
orders by their superiors. which has a negative impact on the
ecnduct of military operations. For example. after the Ame:dcan
and Saigone~~. forces invaded Cambodia. th~ Pplitburo decided to
use larqe-scale forces to strike a blow against the enemy in che
Tay Ninh area, in order to protect our troops that were
.
operating in Cambodia. But the military leaders in that region
held differing opinions, and their actions, which contradic~ed

by the opportunists.
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I:J::.ose 'of the Politbu:z;:oD created significant. difficulties for us

ar..d lowered t:he effectiveness of our armed forces' actions. We
st'.bjected thess"comrades to severe- but just criticisM; but a
fii.vorable moment was allowed to slip away
This is avery'""
ol:)vious example of what serious consequences ~an result from
0

fatten

a.ctions

0

"

At present. 16 members of the CC VWP are n'limbered in. the
They constantly crit.icize our Party's
pClliey. Some of them distribute published works in which, they
~:pound their cpportunistic views.
This does great harm to the
Pclrty. In aedi cion to ai ticizing us, they dO not earry out
,instructions and directives of higher authori ty .

Oilportunist faction.

Tone Politburo and Secretariat of the OC VWP has exerted
much effort. to get these comrades to understand and admit thei:m:I.stakes. ,As far back as before the 18t.h Plenary Session· of the
V¥lP, we held many discussions with t.hese comrades, showing- them
t:i:uair errors:' some of them admitt.ed !:hey had been wrong.
ECMever, many continued ~o defend their erroneous views at the
l~lth Plena:I:Y Session.
They' spoke out against Plenary' Session
dE!cisions, and by their a.ctions they continued to cause harm te
the Party. Wit.h each passing day they made new mistakes, moving
aJ.ong a. path of factional activity and by doing so Violating the
UIlity

af

ow: Party.

.

. .

At:. t:.he 19t.h. PJ.enary Session, tha factiona.l activity in the
Pctrty reac;hed its height. The opportunists continued eo speak
otlt against our policy. In particula.r, I.e Liem' ahd a number of
ot:hers spoke out against the policy of the Party in the sphere
oj! cultureo We feel that:. the creativity of those among us ,who
p:z·oduce lit.erature and art should reflect the heroism of present
dcLYS, t.he self-sacrificing st:r:uggle of the Vietnamese people
a~rainst the a.ggressors and the splendid work at. t.he frent of
a~rric:ultu:ral reconst.ruction.
It sr..ould. dramatize ow:: succ::esses
aIld summon us to overcome diff'iculties.
But not eve:r;yChing is
dClne as it ought. t.o be, and many comrades feel that: in
H terat.ure and art. all is well.

We must. subject these comrades to the severest possiole
because under present conditions literature and art
pJ.ay an enormOus propagandistic and educational role. If we are
nc)!:. t:.imely in shewing these comrades their errors, then they
wi.ll go even furth~ in their delusions.
c2~iticism#

T.nus, we a:e faced with seme la~e assignments in combating
a.tl deviae.ions, ,~d. all opportunistic r.endenc1es., We must carry
011 'the fight not o~ly in the central appa::atus I but: loca.lly as ..
wnll. We consider it. to be appropriate that all the CC
s«!cretaries be assign,ed to regions fO,r which they are
J:'!!sponsible. '!ben we will be able to increase control of all
pil:rty organization activities.
Overall I must note that at the present time we are faced
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with great difficulties that must: be overcome, 'I'here are many
unresolved issues related to principle in the internal life of
the Party. 'rheJ:efcre, we aught tq strive to have every
communist. every leading worker increase his responsibility for
the work entrusted to him, exerting all his efforts to do his
revolutionary auty.
, ..

Unde: ~resenc-day conditions, internal Party work has
greater significance with ever,y passing day. Each Party cell,
each Party organization, Party committee. must be permeated with
the high revolutionary spirit, clarifying to themselves our.
course and actively converting the Party's poli~ into real
life.
A:tJ:y individual who disagrees with us on smnethi.."1g may
openly express his opinion. We will hear him out, discuss his
point of view and accept it if it turns out to be correct, or
else show that comrade how he has erred,

We must exert every effort to obtain vic~cry over the en~
throughout the ·entire Indochina peninsula. We must strike blows
against the Americans until they withdraw all their troops from
this region. We must destroy ,the puppet forces of South
Vietnam, t.abs and Cambodia. 'rhe peoples of Indochina must. be
free and. in close friendship. Having closed ranks. we wi;J.l
commence the 'building of a new life. And for this, I repeat
again, it is essential that Chere be unity in the Party. We
must restore it, or othe%:Wis'e we not only ea.m'1ot:: complete o'C.U:'
tasks; we' ,m.ll suffs3:i great: ha.:rm.
'
.

:

We must:: follow the precepts of Ho Chi Minh. operating in
Marxist. fashion. We must rescore unity in the Party ba.sed on
principlso It is essential that we eliminate all the '
consequences of. errors and obviate the chance they will be
repeated or that new failures will be pennil::t.ed. We must
eonduct a battle on all fronts militaryl pOlitical,
diplomat.ic. and ideological - against the enemv and against
opportunist elements within the Party. 1'his will require ve.z:y
g::-eat force, but we will achieve success.
a

Once again we must talk with the 16 comrades who do not
agrae with us on any issues and. show them their errors . I f we
do

not. work out !:his disharmony in t::i.:me, it. will emergE! into the

open and become accessible to wide~spread publicity. A few days
from ~pw these 16 comrades must present to us written
explanations of their positions and then we will decide hew to
deal wit.h themo

The following comrades beionq to this group~ Le Liem.
Khan. 'roans, Ra Hui zuap 9, Sui Cong Ching~a, Nguye~ Van
V~nl. song:Hao u , and a number of others. They all aff~r.m that
our PartY's.polic::y is incorrect. Nae.urally, My member of t.he
Party may freely express his opinion, but their behavior passes
all boundaries of free expression.
N~en
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At this 20th Plencu:y Session we will not move toward
compro:mise with them, as was done at the 19th. We will engage
them in decisive combat.

We si.1:rl:ply must achieve fu11'~iI:Y in the Parey and
leadership. It is pa~ticula.rly important to eliminate
,
dishar.mony right now, when we are intending to issue a. summons
to a 4th Congress of cur Party~ We must come to the Congress
with unified opinions on all basic matters.
I think that we certainly will achieve succesSes, bQ~h in
party unity and in battling against the American

r~stQring

aggressors and their puppets.

In the brochura there are 29 pages of eextRRSS/I-268. a title
and COVe:, order no. 00/119.
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FOOTNOTES

:L. What is meane are the D.R.V. and South Vietnam [note by GRtTl.

:!. Probably what is meant: are Chinese troops.
I)f

The possibility
bringing them into the D.R. V. was discussed numerous times

:note

by

GRO).

~I. According

'~etnam

(;au,J •
~;.

to American data, People's Army losses in South
from 1961 to 1971 totaled about 700,000 killed [note

'

~

tt"he Chioncr Son Mountains are located in the ceaeral a.rea of

,South Vietnam [note by GRtJ] •

. ~;. Sefare the revolution in Cambodia, the D.R.V. used the por\:
elf Sihanoukville [note by GRU} .
f.

It is apparent that what is meant is

~e ~eople's

~~volutionary Party of South Vietnam, which in
~outh Vietnamese branch of the VWP and manages

the NFO (note by GRU].

ef:ect is the

the activities of

I

"

7. Candidate for membership in the CC VWP, assistant minister of '

education [note by GRU].

8. Candidate for membership in the CC VWP, directo: of \:he
of Social Sciences of the D.R.V. [note by GRU).

Acad~

9. Member of CC VWP [note 'by GRO].

10. Candidace for membership in the'CC VWP [note by GRU].
11. Candidate for membership in the CC VWP, lieutenant general.

chairman of the committee for unification of
!:J:{ GRUl.

~he

country {note
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12. Member of the c:c vwP. lieutenant general, head of the Main
Political
the D.R.V o Administration
[note ~ GRU). of the Ministry of National Defense of

,.
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